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Young people desiring to be initiat
ed Into the Comrades of the Way ire
especially invited to attend the regu
lar meeting of this group at 6.30
sharp. Sunday evening, in the Con
gregational vestry. Plans will be
made and instructions will be given
for the initiation ceremony, which
will be held the following Sunday
evening. Mr Olds will also give an
interesting talk which the boys as
well as the girls are certain to enjoy.
Comrades of the Way is a ritualistic
order for young people of both sexes
and of High School age. and its pur
pose is to discover the best way of life.
The meetings close a t 7.30.

The C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions 63 00 per year payable in
advance: single copies three centa.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1646 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The F ree Press was established
J» 11,55 ,n<' ,n 1891 ch*nged Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

A F A T A L A C C ID E N T

R ockland, M aine, Saturday, M arch 30, 1935
W . R. C H A P M A N D E A D

D ana Stew art, P ushing M o Founder O f the M aine Music
tor C ar Uphill, Falls Be
Festival H ad a M ost Bril
neath the W heels
liant C areer
Death came swiftly late Thursday
night to Dana Stewart, 49, who for
the past six years had been making
his home with William Pitch a t W ar
ren Highlands.
Mr. Stewart had been in Rockland
on business, and was motoring to his
home with Albert Grover. On the
Elisha E Thayer hill in East W ar
ren. at 10.45 the car was having diffi
culty in making the grad? owing to
the fact that there had been a damp
snowfall and the car did not have
chains on. Grover remained a t the
wheel and Stewart stepped behind to
push. Presumably he slipped, and
the automobile sliding down hill ran
directly onto him, one of the rear
wheels landing upon his head and
probably causing instant death.
Clifford M Spear who resides near
by went to Grover's assistance, but
a pair of horses was required to pull
the car from the body.
Medical Examiner Prohock was noti
fied. and rendered a verdict of acci
dental death. The body was taken in
charge by Undertaker H. D. Sawyer.
The accident was investigated by
State Patrolmen George I. Shaw and
Ray Foley.
,

Prof. William Rogers Chapman, 79
organizer and conductor of the Maine
Music Festivals, director of orches
tras and choruses more than half a
century, died in Palm Beach, Fla.,
Wednesday.
v—
Many men owe the grandeur )♦
He had continued his career in the
of their lives to their tremendous •••
world of music until less than three
*• difficulties—Spurgeon.
♦
years ago, although he had gradually
•
M***"**'*-****«-.*.-****'.«*'»..«.»*--»..*.|ff
reduced his more weighty responsi
bilities in recent years. Although his
most notable achievements were
staged in New York city, where he be
gan as a student in his boyhood, to
Be suit and get yours today— 25c per quart, 15c pint, each.
Maine people he will long be remem
Phone and we will reserve your order— 1380
bered because of the series of con
PA R A M O U N T R E ST A U R A N T
certs under his direction in Portland
and Bangor. A great majority of the
vocal and instrumental stars of both
American and foreign nativity ap
peared on these programs. He or
FO URTH A N N U A L
ganized the festival choruses in 1897
and instituted a week of music In
October of th a t year, continuing until
the last of these annual events in
BATTERY “F”
1926
W A T T S HALL, TH O M ASTO N
While he was born in Hanover,
Mass., it was at Bethel that he lived
as a boy and during his vacations his
entire life. His father was an oldMusic by LLOYD RAFFNEL and His GEORGIANS
time New England preacher and he
A dm ission 40 Cents
was a promising student as a small
39-41
|
Some
remarkable
photographs
— -—— ••J were yesterday received by Charles boy, so much so that he entered a
college in New York city at the age
E. Gregory of Glencove They came
of 12 years. Thus was not for long,
from a cousin, Mrs. Ina B. Shepherd
however, as his inclination for music
of Kansas City and relate to rabbit
drives and the recent dust storm. If could not be suppressed. He with
you want to see something especially drew from th a t institution and devot
interesting ask Charles for an in ed himself wholly to the study of
music, made unusually rapid progress
This announces the opening of Rockland’s Newest
spection of those.
and before he had reached man's
Business Establishment
estate was organist and choir instruc
tor in the Church of the Covenant,
“Academ y”— Ladies and Gentlemen—
taught private pupils and was a teachI er in the public schools of th a t city,
Hat Cleaning, Shoe Shine, Billiard and P ool Parlor
j Prom then on it was his definite pur
pose in life to stimulate a taste for
an appreciation of the best in music.
378 M A IN STR EE T.
R O C K L A N D . M A IN E
He organized the Rubinstein Club
for women's voices nearly 48 years
Head of Tillson Avenue
Formerly Spear's Shoe Store
ago, all that time a foremost musical
organization in New York city, and
also the Musurgia Club for men and
Metropolitan Society for mixed voices
there. He conducted all three every
season during the rehearsal period
and at the recitals with the finest of
Permanents A t All Prices orchestras accompanying.
He formed numerous choral clubs
R E A L IS T IC
84.80 »nd 86.00
DIJ.4RT
85.00
in New Jersey, New Hampshire. Ver
BONAT ...................................... 83.50
mont and even in St. John, N. B. He
A t The
became interested in the Eastern
LITTLE BEAU TY SH O P Music Camp at Lake Messalonskee
598 M A IN ST.,
TEL. 1064-M
and led the great chorus and orches
3 9 -lt
tra in a featured program there July
23. 1932. to aid in founding the Chap
man Scholarship.
Katharine’s Beauty Shop
. Prof. Chapman was composer of
All Branches of Beauty Culture
many selections as well as being a
Saves tkne and effort in paying bills.
Phone 270-W
18 G ay Street
director. In all of his career since
One Minute from Rankin Block
their marriage he had had the co
A n endorsed check proves paym ent.
Katharine Small, Prop.
operation of his wife, Mrs. Emma E.
36*39
Chapman. He is also survived by a
Checks are cheaper than m oney orders.
daughter, Cornelia.
University of Maine conferred the
It systematizes your financial affairs.
honorary degree of Doctor of Music
on Prof. Chapman. June 14, 1926.
A vo id s the dangers of carrying cash.

BAKED BEANS A N D COLE SLAW

i

M IL IT A R Y

BALL

Friday, A pril 5

“The A cadem y” Opening

'

STEVE ALEX, Prop.

THESE ADVANTAGES

OF PAYING BY CHECK

Builds prestige and establishes credit.

yo u in maintaining an ad equ ate cash reserve in a
checking account. W e invite you to consider them.

KNOX COUNTY T R U ST
COMPANY
R O C K LA N D .
CAM DEN.
U N IO N ,
V IN A L H A V E N . W A R R E N

TODAY

60c IT A L IA N B A L M A N D D IS P E N S E R ..........................................

J59

81.00 ALARM CLOCK ..................................................................................79
EVER REA DY RAZOR. 2 BLADES. TU B E SHAVE C R E A M ....... 29
ONE QT. R U T LA N D W A TER GLASS .................................................25
PKG . D A V IS AI.OPHEN P IL LS ...................................................... .25
ONE F U LL PO UND M O TH BALLS .......................................................10
ONF. F U L L PO UND M O TH FLA K E S ...................................................10
W O RLD'S F IE L D GLASSES ......................... - ........................................ 98

CORNER D R U G STORE
COR. M A IN Si L IM E R O C K STS.

M M

TEL. 378

R O C K LA N D , ME.

WEATHER PROTECTION

Every ear owner acknowledges the necessity of protecting his
cooling system in cold weather, but only a small percentage as yet
realize that it's just as im portant in warm weather. Cars don’t
freeze in summer, but rusting and corrosion are worse than winter,
due principally to faster driving and higher engine temperatures.
Every modern ear on the road th a t has been driven over 10,000
miles should have cooling system service to prevent rust dogging
and over-heating.
Have your cooling system K A N E STEAM
CLEANED with special formula, at

P rices from $ 2 .0 0 up
MESSER’S GARAGE
110 P A R K STREET,

BLACK IS MADE PRESIDENT

H ow It Is B eing M ost E ffectively D one B y Lions And K nox Fish and Gam e A ssociation S ta rts
A n oth er Year Of U sefu ln ess
Clubs In This V icinity

At the annual meeting of the Knox , Patterson: Rockland: Robert A.
•Address delivered before the Rockland Lions Club March 27 by George W.
County Pish and Game Association in Webster, Dr B. E. Flanders, Harold
Dyer, manager of the Maine Coast Publicity Association).
Temple hall last night Fred C. Black Jackson. Henry G. Jordan, M. R.
First, let us think about what we have no regrets, and th at everyone
of Black & Gay Canners. Inc., was Pillsbury. Clinton J. Bowley.
are promoting and advertising. It is will agree there is nothing quite like
elected to succeed Alfred C. Hock- j A most tempting and satisfaylng
the coast of Maine, and what does it in all America. Certainly in no ing of St. George, who has just com- i supper was prepared by the Eastern
that mean? A broad expanse of other coast trip of equal length can pleted two successful and progressive Star folks, and when ample Justice
territory, but not just that because there be found such a wide variety terms in that office.
! had been done to it there was a brief
within this territory lie 2500 miles of of superb and spectacular scenery,
Instead of naming one candidate.' entertainm ent program under the dtthe most wonderful coastline in the so many spots of great historic as has been done in former years, rection of Dr. Walter P. Conley. It
world. W ithin its borders are more interest, or so much th a t breathes the nominatiing committee presented , introduced th at marvelously clever
scenic gems, more rugged and broken the spirit of enthralling romance.”
four names, and the members made (clog-dancing Camden boy. Elisha
Starting at Kittery it takes in each their own selection. The names Richards; and "the Irish tenor" John
coastline, more natural and historical
attractions than the tourist has the and every town, city, village and found on the ballots were Pied C. Newbert of Waldoboro, whose transiprivilege of finding anywhere else. island on the coast of Maine. It Black. Clarence Leonard of Union, tion from classical songs to Irish Jigs.
The pleasure seeker finds an unusual tells what there is there to see and Walter C. Ladd and William Sansom showed his versatility. The audience
combination of ocean, lakes and enjoy; tells the tourist which are the The contest proved a close one. would not let him go until he had
better roads, and gives the exact Black having a margin of one vote sung four selections.
S. Nilo Spear expressed his opinion
speedometer mileage between these over Ladd, the latter, by previous
towns the entire length of the coast. agreement, automatically becoming of those who opposed the increase in
To prove that the directors were first vice president of the organiza hunting and fishing licenses, and
asked Representative Fogg not to let
right in selecting this motor tour for tion.
The new president is known to the them put anything over on him.
our official publication, it should be
Harold Leach, treasurer reported a
stated here that our unusually large members as a “go-getter." bound to
edition of 15,000 copies was complete accomplish his object If persistence balance of $55 61 in the treasury.
The
financial secretary, Miss
ly exhausted before the summer sea can bring it about. He asked the co
son was half over. Hundreds of operation of the other members and Ienore Benner read a list of the fish
planted in Knox County waters—a
complimentary letters have come in is bound to get it.
The other officers elected last formidable list.
from all parts of the United States
Half of the fish raised in the Elmer
and Canada. A great number of o u t, night were:
I of the State newspapers voluntarily | Second Vice President—Ernest C. ' S Bird rearing pool are to be held
Davis. Rockland.
i until after September when they will
gave it much publicity, particularly
Honorary Vice Presidents—Dr. C. {have attained a length of seven
! the Boston Evening Transcript, which
A. E. Codman, Philadelphia; Charles , inches. Commissioner Stobie has said
! gave nearly a whole page to this
P T. Seaverns. Hartford.
j that the pool will be doubled in size
, book.
Treasurer—Harold Leach, Rock- | if the increase in hunting and fishing
■• • •
1licenses is made.
land.
One of our first problems was to
Donald Leach read a list of the
Recording Secretary—Albert Elliot
] obtain money with which to finance Thomaston.
license fees in other States—very
[ our activities, and the only way in
Auditor—Donald C. Leach Rock- j much longer than Maine’s.
i J. A Tolman. local vice president
King J.ion George W. Dyer of the : which we could get it was through land.
Financial Secretary—Miss LeniDfe j of Knox Academy of A rts and
Camden-Rockport Club who lies selling advertising space in our book
| Sciences, told of projects which it is
awake nights conjuring up schemes let plus the splendid appropriations Benner, Rockland.
Directors for three years—Oscar P. hoped to develop at Knox Arboretum,
given $100 by Rockport and 8300 from
to exploit Maine coast.
Starrett. Warren: Alfred C. Hocking, which is an ideal place for game..
Camden.
Salespeople either were very scarce St George; Allie Dougherty. Camden. Restoration of the oyster fisheries is
mountains. In order to make it suf
Advisory Committee—Union: R M one project and the development of
ficiently attractive to the millions of | or afraid to tackle the proposition.
our nation who travel somewhere Your manager spent considerable McKinley, John C. Creighton. Prank a salmon pool in the St. Georges
each summer in search of recreation time and effort with many persons Gordon; Warren: William Stevens, i River, equal to the famed Bangor
we must necessarily advertise our at who tried, but finally had to take Willis Vinal; Rockport: E. Stewart pool is another. Mr. Tolman also deOrbetcn: Thomaston: Russell Davis, [sires a quail sanctuary there.
tractions to them in a dignified man over this part of the work also, and
Warren Everett; Camden: Percy [ Two reels of moving pictures prosucceeded
in
obtaining
$1600
of
the
ner, and create a desire to come and
Drake; St. George: Albert Slingsby. I vided by Field and Stream were
82100 raised. Following our method
see th at w hat we claim is true.
Ernest Rawley. Fred A. Seavey, Henry [shown.
We must reach these tourists in of not spending money until we were
their own homes, before they make sure of it, we now ordered our book
up their minds as to where they will lets and they were delivered to us
soon after the first of June; 18,000
spend their next vacation.
At the joint meeting of our four of them and they were distributed
r
clubs held in October 1933, a com through the following channels which
mittee of four was appointed and had already been secured.
after many weeks of careful and ex- j The State of Maine Publicity Burhaustive study, decided upon the >reau.
The Portland Chamber of Com
plan submitted by (Daniel W. Hoegg
merce. a State-wide bureau.
of Portland. Results show that our
The Maine Automobile Association
<Prom the Congressional Record, March 22)
selection was wise.
Prom each of the 400 publicity racks
April 23, 1934, The Maine Coast j owned and operated by the New Eng
If those who control the financial
SENATE
Publicity Association was incorpor- j land Polder Distributing Company
The Presiding Officer. The ques legislation of America had done what
loca'^d in 400 cities and towns in New
ated as a non-profit corporation, no England
I would have done, we should have
tion is on agreeing to the amendment
shares suscribed. and its solo purpose
All bureaus of the New England
saved the lives of those defenseless
offered by the Senator from Okla
to promote and advertise the r e - ' Council.
pigs and sows and cattle and allowed
Tlie American Automobile Associa homa, (The Thomas Silver amend
creational advantage and attrac tion in all of its bureaus located in
them to live.
tions of the greatest asset the State all of the principal cities in the Unit ment).
In my Judgment, the only worth
Mr. McCarran. Mr. President, in while increase of prices we have had
of Maine has. our beautiful rock- ed States and Canada.
Practically every Automobile Asso keeping with the expression of the
bound coast.
ciation in this country and Canada. able Senator from Virginia and in has come about through our mone
At a meeting of the directors, three
tary adjustment policy. By using the
The lprqe’t ne”'‘rap or bu"-au In
from each of the four clubs, the the world The New York Evening keeping with the thought of the able powers given the President, in my
•
Senator from Oklahoma, I am re judgment policies could have been
plans of the committee chairman, I Journal.
Every Chamber of Commerce and
now the duly elected manager, wfere Trade Association belonging to the minded of th e lines of Jefferson, placed before us which would have
accepted and he was given the National Chamber of Commerce of when he wrote;
made it unnecessary to kill a single
DEPEN D A B LE YEAR R O U N D
If we have to apply to Washington pig or a single cow In America. Prices
authority to proceed. Out of fairness the United States
IC E SERVICE
Wt have also exchanged distribu as to when we shall sow and when
to him. it should be stated that he
could have been raised.
tion of publicitv inatcrtal with every
D A Y O R N IG H T
has served as committee chairman organized publicitv bureau in the we shall reap, we shall soon go short
Quality Product, Courteous,
of bread.
and manager since October 1933, Dominion of Canada.
“ P A R D N E R ” TO THE R E S C U E
Efficient Drivers
Three hundred cop’es were dis
positively without pay.
Mr. Glass. I am glad that one
tributed
at
the
Shrine's
Convention
CH ARLES H. M dN T O SH
In th e fall of 1933 Mr. and Mrs. he’d in Txts Angeles. California
Senator has boldness enough to quote Tells W anterknow Where T o Get
FRED L. FERNALD
Information About Washington
Daniel
Hoegg
motored
over
every
one
T elephone 575 Collect
Two
hundred
copies
were
distribut
a line from Jefferson here, because
Tel 6 2 6 , Rockland
22 AMESBURY ST..
ROCKLAND
Monument
of the more than 2500 miles of spec ed at New England Convention of we have deserted every principle he
DAY OR NIGHT
2 7 -8 -tf
27Stf
tacular shoreline and personally laid Fire Chiefs held at Vermont.
New Bern. N. C.. March 24
Two hundred copies were dis ever announced.
out and logged the entire contents tributed at the Textile Convention at
Mr. Thomas of Oklahoma. Mr. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I am one of those who are always
of our association's official publica Poland Springs
President, I hope the Senator will not
And your King Lion carried three leave the Chamber for just a moment. anxious to fly to the assistance of
tion "A Motor Tour of the Coast of
hundred copies to our own Lions Con
Maine." It is a very attractive book vention at Orand Rapids, and be I, too, like Jefferson. Let me quote any customer that you have a t your
let, the covers of which are printed cause of their immediate popularity from that distinguished citizen of "W anterknow” counter.
About the Washington Monument,
in Lions colors. On the back cover thousands were asking for them.
Virginia. He made this prophecy:
Clean. Hardwood. Olive Casks or
if
they will turn to the World Alma
is
a
map
of
the
entire
State,
and
in
Successor to Bowes & Crosier
We opened our office and informa
Butts, used but once. Capacity
If the American people ever allow
9 CLAREMONT ST.
about 160 gallons. Price whether
the exact center of the book is a tion bureau in Camden June IS. private banks to control the issue of nac. 1935, they will find information
ROCKLAND.
MAINE complete map of just the coast, and
lor one cask or a carload, 81-00
with an efficient and courteous a t currency, first by inflation and then desired. Or If they will turn to
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
each. F. O. B. cars at New York.
two
very
attractive
coastal
scenes.
tendant
in charge. July io in con by deflation, the banks and the cor "Eaton's Annals of Thomaston. Rock
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
The
first
page
reads:
“A
Motor
junction
with
our
information porations which will grow up arouuri land and South Thomaston." Page
Henry A . Thorndike
Mrs. M innie Crosier
B O X 43
Tour of the Coast of Maine" in which bureau, we opened a public rest room them will deprive the people of all 425. they will find more interesting
information. If they are not in pos
Branches a t Union and Rockport is Rediscovered the Quaint and Prom June 18 to Oct. 18 we served
N EW PO R T, R. I.
property, until their children wake
30tf
session
of those very informative
Rockport Branch Tel. Cam den 2350 Fascinating Towns and Spectacular
more than 1500 people, coming from up homeless on the continent which
volumes, they may get a copy of them
Beauty of a Region Whose History is 29 States, every Province of Canada. their fathers conquered.
by sending a check for the modest
Pilled W ith Romance Unexcelled in Panama. Scotland, and Mexico. We
Mr. President, I never voted to kill
sum
of $15 to Goodspeed. the Book
All America. The First and Only have let furnished apartments and any pigs. I never voted to kill any
seller. Beacon Hill. Boston. I chanced
Road. Scenic, Romantic, and Historic cottages, placed hundreds of persons cattle. Prom our committee came
on one of Ooodspeed's pricelists, well
Guide to Maine's Wonderful Coast in clean rooms along the coast, and the bill providing for the A.A.A.; but
thumbed, on the table of a very nice
G
E
O
line. F or convenience the booklet have sent even a greater number of at the time the bill was being con
/
FOB facto ri
family to which I have had access
was made pocket size, and the tour persons to the many eating places. sidered there was no thought that
this winter I read those figures with
has been divided into six sections. We worked in close harmony with pigs might be killed under that bill.
6 6 0
eyes well extended, I can assure you.
Dlls arrangement makes It possible State and local information bureaus There was no thought, so far as I
/
/
FOB 'A C T O R '
I have much sympathy for our
for the tourist to cover all of It, or If and the State of Maine Publicity was concerned, th at cattle might be friend Mr. Wanterknow, and I hope
time forbids, any part of it. The six Bureau.
murdered and left on the dry, that he will secure his Information.
divisions of the tour are:
parched plains of the West, Evi
Pardner
Section 1 New Hampshire State
All surplus money after our regular dently, however, the authority was
Line a t K ittery to Portland.
expenses are met, is used to in there. It has not been challenged. YO U R FAVORITE POEM
Section 2 Portland to Bath.
crease our activities and to build the Pigs were killed and their carcasses
Section 3 Bath To Bucksport.
It I had to live my life again I would
association bigger and better. Many thrown In the river. Cattle were
have made a rule to read some poetry
Section 4 Bucksport To Ells thousands of dollars could be used killed to become a prey of the hungry and
listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes Is s loss
worth.
in the following manner, and for birds, the carrion of the West. I of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
“
V *
Section 5 Ellsworth to Mount every penny spent it would return did not know I was voting for It. but
JENNY KISSED ME
36S51 Desert Island and back to Ellsworth. dollars. Our newspaper advertising evidently the Congress passed a bill Jenny kissed me when we met.
Jumping from the chair she sat In.
Section 6 Ellsworth to Calais.
should be greatly increased in the giving authority sufficiently broad to Time, you thief! who love to get
One of the pages carries this mes
Sweets Into your list, put that In.
kill
the
pigs
and
to
kill
the
cattle
metropolitan papers, which would
Say I'm weary, say I'm sad:
sage:
However, that was not my suggestion.
Say that health and wealth have
carry
stories
with
pictures
about
the
CHRYSLER—PLYMOUTH—SALES AND SERVICE
m issed me;
"We believe those who follow the
Not a single pig needed to be killed.
Say I'm growing old. but add—
632 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
PHONE 466-W
Maine Coast Tour as outlined, will
Jenny
kissed me!
(Continued on Page Eight)
Not a single cow needed to be killed.

HOGSHEADS
FOR SALE
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THE PRINCIPLES OF JEFFERSON

Senator G lass, D em ocrat, S a y s That W e H a v e
D eserted Every One H e E ver A nnounced

ICE SERVICE

W e suggest there are many other advantages to

W IN D O W

T H R E E CEN TS A CO PY

ROCKLAND, MAINE
39-lt

R u s s e ll

Funeral Home

Vatiue,
1 9 3 5 -J & 6 < se 4 .

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

—Leigh Hunt
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Local Club, With H alf a
Thine eyes shall see the King in
Hundred Present, Hears
His beauty; they shall behold the
Able Speakers
land that is very far off.—Isaiah
33:17.

+++++4.+++++++++++-M -+++++4

! NOTICING i
x +++++-;..>..>-M^-++-M-+++++->+<4

Have any of this paper’s
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—
THAT while the present Florida
reason has been marked by many fea
tures th a t attra c t to it notice from
the world's four quarters, it is with
the answering heart of New England
th at you perceive at the top of them
all, shining with lustre th a t nothing
can dim. th a t triumphant figure of
the national game. Babe Ruth.
«> ♦
THAT where science has been con
cerned with many things that to the
lay mind appear mysterious, it has
not yet brought to light the exact age
a t which the child presents the first
demonstration of juvenile precocity
by thrusting a bean up his nose.
<j>
THAT you are not able clearly to
fashion an opinion as to whether
these expensive marital court pro
ceedings with which Rudy Vallee is
occasionally associated, are a part of
the price he has to pay as the intro
ducer to an unprotected world of that
painful and inartistic child of song
known as crooning.
<$> «>
THAT though the so-called Civil
War has much faded from the mem
ory of man, the Northern adventurer
into the regions of the South still
finds himself listed under the term
Yankee, preceded by its familiar ad
jective.

Local radio men had their m ost in
teresting session in a long time, when
the Penobscot Radio Club held a getacquainted meeting at V.F.W. hall
Wednesday night. Among the promi
nent guests ta r e : Mayor Leforest A.
Thurston. Devoreaux Martin, H. W
Castner. R. J. Batteese. an d W.
Baker of Damariscotta; Messrs. Venner and Hall of Mackay Radio and
representatives of the Coast Guard.
Coast Artillery, Aviation and other
activities.
Buffet lunch was served by the
Club members and there was music
by the popular Hill Billies, after
which introduction of guests took
place Mayor Thurston made very
encouraging remarks.
The lecture of the evening by Mr.
Martin proved a rare treat, demon
strating the Cathode Ray Tube. The
lecturer showed how this recent de
velopment holds the greatest possi
bilities for television, and showed
pictures of electric current actually
a t work.
The address by H W Castner. one
of the real pioneers of am ateur radio
was an inspiration to all. Mr. Cast
ner told of the service he with a group
of other am ateurs rendered to Sena
tor Hale back in 1912. and how this
service afterward was returned by the
Senator when amateur radio was in
danger of being wiped out. Last but
not least the interesting information
was developed that Mr. Castner was
responsible for the trapping of enemy
submarine supply ships off our coast
during the World War., This was re
lated in a very vivid manner. His re
ward was decoration by our govern
ment and being kissed by the French
officers on duty here.
Interesting remarks were also made
by the experts from Mackay Radio.
There were 51 present and many ap
plications for membership were re
ceived.

THAT although three centuries
have found their slow way into his
tory since Sir John Suckling gave to
A N SW E R TH IS O N E
the world his famous "Ballad Upon
a Wedding.” th at world continues to
Disgraceful Sight In Portland
delight in his picture of the bride.
Whose feet beneath her petticoat
Like little mice stole In and out.
As If they feared the light . . .

So different, you muse, from the
maiden of today, who no longer fear
ing the light, swathes her feet in
sandals and foregoes the formalities
of the petticoat for the better presen
tation to public gaze of a group of
feminine
toenails ostentatiously
picked out in a violent shade of red.

Leads W . A. H olm an To
Ask Question

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
This is not a pretty story b u t it is
a true or.e. I t was beautiful out of
dodrs March 25 this year but chilly—
and on Middle street. Portland the
clerks from banks and offices were
leaving for homes and suppers. Next
door to the Falmouth Hotel is one of
THAT while you yield appreciation the State of Maine's legalized rum
to the improving standards of the shops.
motion picture in your mind you cast
It has been very busy ever since it
back to the days of Charlie Chaplin opened. On this afternoon there was
and the silent picture, and you could in this St&te store a large well dressed
wish for a return of that supreme a rt man in a blue suit so drunk he was
ist. who in the associated realms of irresponsible. This shop h as com
pathos and humor found no rival plete curtains, and was warmed for
then, nor has any since appeared, to ' the patrons. W hat did these official
move an audience equally to laugh servants of the Commonwealth do
ter and to tears that left in their with this man. debauched with the
I State’s traffic in liquor, when they
train no occasion for regret.
«■
were confronted with th eir own
THAT careful and judicial consid drunk? Did they ask the crowd to
eration of the matter compels the ! leave, pull the curtains and telephone
conclusion th a t this in point of cover for the police ambulance?
age open season has brought into the
They bounced him and he fell
garish light of the Southern bathing spread eagled on the sidewalk, feet
beaches a greater number of gro toward the gutter and head pointing
tesquely corpulent visitors of the two like a human arrow of accusation
sexes th a n one would think it pos directly at their door.
sible these days of the restricted diet
Answer this. State of Maine, for
could give birth to.
j it is your problem, right down your
♦ ♦
' alley and on your own doorstep,
THAT the one-time rock-ribbed i The legislature is in session. What
people of Maine having through the i do you think should be done with
voice of the ballot-box taken them  clerks th a t let that man lie on the
selves off the water wagon, and now : sidewalks of Portland
invited to essay another downward
You may decline to answer but you
step through the installation of the cannot laugh this scene away.
allied and insidious public enemy
William A. Holman
number two, the licensed lottery,
should set their faces like a rock
ANYBODY KNOW URIAS?
against this added gesture for the
lowering of the standard which Old If So You Can Be Of Assistance In
Dirigo. for more than a century, has
the Pendleton Genealogy
flown in the eyes of an admiring
Nation.
New York. March 28
Miami, March 28.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette :—
In a recent issue of the New Eng
The Rotary Club gave vigorous ap land Historic & Genealogical Register
proval yesterday of Fr:ank A. Wins there appeared an article on the Arey
low's lecture "Knights of the Road." family of Vinalhaven, in which it was
The adventures of The Roving Re stated that Azubah Arey ,born about
porter and his fellow travelers covered 1820. daughter of Crosby and Annie
much of the favorite vacation land of (Philbrook) Arey of Vinalhaven, mar
local Rotarians and the result was a ried Urias Pendleton.
When I published the Pendleton
prolonged session with the speaker
after the meeting closed, which a t Genealogy in 1911 I thought I had all
tested the personal interest of the the Pendletons in Maine riding safe
club in Mr. Winslow's intriguing travel a t anchor. In other words, all pres
story. A rising vote of appreciation ent or accounted for in the book.
But here’s one I never heard of before.
(?) was accorded the committee whose
This Azubah Arey’s sister, Matilda,
duty it is to provide new' song books.
married
Martin Luther Pendleton
Visiting Rotarians, all of Camden, in
and lived a t Camden. They had a
cluded Frank E. Morrow, R. W.
son. Martin Luther. Jr., born 1860.
Jamieson and Harold Corthell.
who was living at Camden when I last
knew, but a letter addressed to him
Over around Augusta there is a has been returned unclaimed. Can
rery general belief th a t Associate any of your readers give me any in
Justice Harry Manser will succeed formation about this Urias Pendleton,
Hon. William R. Pattangall as chief if there ever was such a man. and
justice of the Supreme Court. Men what has become of his family, if
tioned for the vacancy to be left on any?
E. H. Pendleton
the Superior Court bench are Frank
T. Powers of Androscoggin County
and Col. Albert Beliveau of Oxford
WE BUY
County.

OLD

Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy has Deen sub
stituting for Atwood Levensaler who
is suffering with an ear infection.

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf
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FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
Real Estate ............................. $348,571 M
Mortgage Loans .................... 1.212.311 10
Collateral Loans ..............
55.912 38
Stocks and Bonds ................. 18,452.0'7 43
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 1.074.658 55
Agents' Balances ... .............. 1.181 2fl 51
Interest and Rents ............... 124.671 40
All other Assets .................... 134.074 74
Gross Assets ......................$22,581,478 67
Deduct Items not admitted . . 3.459.032 30
Admitted
..................
$19,122,443
LIABILITIES DEC I. 1934
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1,191,890
Unearned Premiums ............. 8.646.735
All other Liabilities ............... 1 372.099
Cash Capital .................. . ....... 2.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 5.911.711

37
00
16
64
00
37

Total Liabilities and Sur..... $19,122,446 37
plus
THE RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
Real Estate ............................. $132,178 26
Mortgage Loans
.............. 301.341 07
Stocks and Bonds ................. 2.714.706 04
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 291.951 47
Agents' Balances ................... 222.638 76
Interesf and Rents ...............
28.805 00
All other Assets .....................
54.767 07

FREMEN'S INSURACE COMPANY
Of Newark, New Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
Real Estate .............................. 3,805.136 29
Mortgage Loans .................... 1 887,257 67
Stocks and Bonds .................23.724.584 46
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 448,827 65
Agents' Balances ............. .7..... 890,104 78
Bills Receivable ......................
22.081 05
Interest and Rents ............... 108,456 85
All other Assets ........
550.089 49
Gross Assets ...................... $31,434,538 24
Deduct Items not admitted .. .
681.49102
Admitted
......................... $30,753,047 22
LIABILITES DEC. 31, 1934
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1,827,023 12
Unearned Premiums ..............12,125.286 98
All other Liabilities ............. 794 254 13
Cash Capital ......................... 9.397.690 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 6.608,812 99
Total Liabilities and Sur
plus

............................. $30,753,047 22

S E. NOWOOD. Warren
N
Appleton
Farewell to March! Although it
SOUTHERN
FIRE
INSURANCE CO. OF
was well behaved in these parts one
NEW YORK
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Thurs.
Thurs.
New York, New York
never feels quite certain what may
T
May 27
May 2
May 6
April 29
May 16
Waldoboro
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
happen, and we always extend cordial
Stocks and Bonds ................$2,947,025 55
greetings to weepy-eyed April with
Cash In Office andBank ........ 137.906 02
Thurs.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Agents' Balances
................ 122.454 28
Its promise of bringing forth May
Interest and Rents ...............
16.098 00
May 13
May 20
Y
April 29
May 27
May 9
Liberty .........
flowers. But April, however, has
Gross Assets ........................$3,746,387 67 All Other Assets
8.727 84
Deduct Items not admitted. .. 138.281 IS
brought so many tragedies through
Gross Assets ........................$3,232,211 69
had
been
in
past
years
theke
schools
j
pied
during
dull
and
restless
moIn
Thursday's
issue
of
this
paper
out this country's history that one
Admitted ....
$3,866,106 52 Deduct Items not admitted ... 256.322 90
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
is inclined to wonder what may was announced the formation of the liave scheduled a few games with i ments.
each other but the interest has been | At this time it would be quite dlffl- Net Unpaid Losses ................. 780.041 00 Admitted ............................. 2.975.888 79
Tri-County Baseball League with
happen next.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
Premiums ............ 837.521 27
dead as there was really nothing | cult to prophesy w’ho should win the Unearned
All other Liabilities .............. 184.132 05 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $93,961 00
It was on April 19. 1775 that the Raymond Perkins coach of Rockport
to fight for. Today, with the news plaque. The team with the strong- Cash Capital ........................... 1.000 000 00 Unearned Premiums ............. 629.307 00
first skirmishes of the Revolution oc High as president and Horace Maxey,
other Liabilities ............. 171.229 44
just out, spirit in all these schools ' est battery should be the one to pull Surplus over all Liabilities ... 11.508.412 20 All
Cash Capital ........................... 1.000.000 00
curred a t Lexington and Concord:
principal of Warren High as secre affected by the league has been won- through. Liberty, Waldoboro and Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,608,106 $2 Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.081.391 35
hostilities in that struggle ceased
TIIE FRANKLIN FIJI INSURANCE CO.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2 975.888 79
tary-treasurer. The League will com derfully revived. As the result there Warren all have one veteran hurler
OF PIIILADEIPHLA
April I I , 1783. Fort Sumter was
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
should
be
many
good
hot
contested
on
their
dub.
but
It
KSms
they
lack
THE TRAVELERS FIRE INSURANCE CO.
prise
Waldoboro
High
of
Lincoln
bombarded by Beauregard on A pril.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
Hartford, Connecticut
conflicts before the league is very old. a capable receiver to go with him.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
12, 1861. setting earnestly in motion County, Liberty High of Waldo Coun When there is something to be gained Should they be able to develop one Real Estate ______________ $167,120 52,
Stocks and Bonds ......
16.482.572 53 Mortgage Loans ...................... $250,000 00
the great civil strife which ended by , ty and Rockport, Union, W arren and the boys are in there fighting with before the league gets under way that Cash In Office and Bank ...... 966 322 89 Stocks
Bonds ...................15.697.122 94
Agents'
Balances
....................
1.286.567 58 Cash Inand
Office and Bank ...... 1.548.541 27
the surrender of Gen. Lee April 9, Appleton High Schools of Knox a different spirit.
777 37 1Agents' Balances .................... 1.376.502 40
team will bear watching. Rockport's Bills Receivable ......................
.........
75,843 00 Interest and Rents ............... 139.696 13
1965; followed by the assassination County.
Scholastic standing also must be pitching strength is a question, but j <nterest and RenU
1.376 11
of President Abraham Lincoln April
Gross Assets ........................18.979.203 89 All other Assets ....................
A schedule has been arranged giv taken into consideration. In order they have up there in the Goose River
14. 1865. The Spanish War was de- j ing every team two games a week to be eligible to represent his team a ■town a very proficient catcher. If the Deduct Items not admitted .... 1.383.490 49 Gross Assets ......................$19,013,238 85
540.122 45
Admitted ................ ........ $17,595,705 40 Deduct items not admitted
dared In April 1898. and our entrance All games rained out will be played boy must be in good standing in his pitchers come through Rockport
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
[ Admitted ....... ....................$18,473,116 40
in the World War was declared April next day. The schedule will have been academic subjects. With a good hard should be In there at the finish. Yes,
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $778,834 00 j
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
6. 1917. To this warlike list may be completed by June 1. so that^ in no schedule of league baseball ahead o f ' Union and Appleton, also seem to
fm SfigS ............ 2 OMSK 79 N ef Unpaid Losses ................$1,093.154 00
All
other
Liabilities
.............
2
099.386
79
Unearned
Premiums
10 233.796 90
added battles in these and minor way will baseball interfere with him every boy with any baseball in- ; have one pitcher who is above the Cash Capital
. .
.......... ? ®99'99® 9? Special Reserve
1.983.045 01
6.266.007 61 , All other Liabilities ............... 604.277 62
wars.
graduation plans. No team will have terest in him at all will be working average but here again they lack re- Surplus over all Liabilities
Cash
Capital
..........................
2.000.000
00
• • • •
to travel over 30 miles in playing any , that much harder to make the grade. Iceiving strength. As they shape up Total Liabilities and Sur2,558.842 87
$17,595,705 40 Surplus over all LlabUltles
plus
Of peacetime disasters that of the of its games. Because the teams have i All of these schools with the | now it is about even Stephen! It
Total Liabilities and SurUnited States Branch or the
sinking of the splendid new White nearly equal strength much interest exception of Waldoboro have an en should be a good interesting initial 1
plus
$18,473,116 40
HALIFAX FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Star Liner "Titanic" through col should be generated in the great n a rollment under 100. Most of the boys season and whoever wins out in the
Halifax, Nova Scotia
MILL OWNERS MUTUAL EIRE INSUR
ANCE CO. OF IOWA
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
lision with an iceberg on his maiden tional outdoor pastime.
will have the chance to help his team end it will not all have been in vain;
Des Moines, Iowa
.
, | Stocks and Bonds ..-............. $2,381,210 97
voyage during the night of April 14I t takes a league to stir up the in  win or lose. The point is. there is an and—all„ of- us should
ASSETS DEC 31. 1934
have received ; cash in office and Bank .... 206.3U 98
15, 1912, was the most stupendous terest and spirit in the game. As it (object
■
Ments^ Balances^...-....---..-- 159.296 62 I Bral Estate .............................. . $801 962 42
in view to keep his mind occu- some good from It.
16.047 00! Mortgage Loans .................... 251,596 26
calamity in marine history. The
Collateral Loans ....................
1,350 00
Gross Assets ........................$2,764,866 57 Stocks and Bonds ................. 1.086.041 08
present generation cannot possibly to the Editor whom you will doubt
ing Ginger Rogers; Wednesday and Deduct items not admitted ... 517.662 33 Cash In Office and Bank ...... 187.284 77
CAM DEN
Agents’ Balances ................ ... 194.017 09
imagine the horrors of that terrible less find reading it in the seclusion
Thursday. “Night Life of the Gods ”
Admitted ........................... $2.,247,204 24 j Interest and Rents ...............
63 596 74
accident of 23 years ago. when 1517 of a padded sanctorum.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
! All other Assets ......................
6.966 60w
Hale Handley has returned from a
Miss Ruth Keller, a senior at Colby
• • • •
lives were lost. It was an experience
short trip to Boston.
College. is spending the Easter recess Net Unpaid Losses ................. 1103.383 oo Gross Assets ........................$2,592,814 96
1 Unearned Premiums ............. 575.984 00 Deduct Items not admitted.... 163.082 16
none th en living can ever efface his
All other Liabilities ............. 213.560 93
Running a bit south of New York
Capt. and Mrs. E. H. Tinker have with her father, Percy Keller.
Deposit Capital .................... - 200 000 00
memory. History may record the 1about 3000 miles to Cuernavaca. returned from Miami where they
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond Conley Surplus
Admitted ..... .......................$2,429,722 80
over all Liabilities. .. 1.154,276 31
--------------- J
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
lurid details but may omit reference J Mexico, it is recorded th at a' high spent the winter.
are expected the first of next week
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,247,204 24 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $40 018 09
to the many acts of heroism which i tribute has been accorded th a t great
from
Fruitland
Park,
Fla.,
where
they
Wallace Crawford, student at Ox
THE HUME INSURANCE COMPANY OF Unearned Premiums ............. 1.152 380 76
All other Liabilities .......... .....
94.485 26
stood out so prominently and indi- , American citizen, the late Dwight W. ford College of Business Administra spent the winter.
NEW YORK
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1.142.847 6a
59
Malden
Lane.
New
York,
N.
Y.
Walter
Thurston
is
to
occupy
the
cated th e true character of American 1Morrow, by the unveiling of a plaque tion in Cambridge. Mass., is in town,
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,429,732 80
citizenship. There Is soul-searching 1giving the name “Calle Dwight W. called by the death of his grand Knox mill rent on Mechanic street.
Stocks and Bonds .................$71,466,544 31
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
.....
12.982.714
57
inspiration in the memory of the Morrow" to what was formerly Calle mother, Mrs. John J. McNeil.
Charles Waterman. Mrs. Clarence Agents' Balances ........... — 10.655.639 80
Hartford, Connecttcut
ASSETS DEC 31. 1934
Bills Receivable ......................
33 525 67
wonderful courage displayed in the Arteaga. The street is the one on
The Friday Club held its annual Waterman and daughter Phyllis of Interest
and Rents ....... ....... 389.749 00
Estate ......
$52,394,373 25
crisis when men must have known which the late Ambassador built his banquet Friday a t Green Gables. North Haven were recent guests of All other Assets ..................... 947,490 22 Real
Mortgage Loans ................. 78,234.156 72
Stocks
and
Bands
........
345.130.962
93
the vessel was doomed, yet main home. Among those attending the Rev. John Smith Lowe. D. D.. of Mr and Mrs. Arthur Davis.
Gross Assets ...................... $96,455,673 57 I Cash In Office and Bank.... 12.166.100 00
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
5
455
658
93
1
Secured
Agents'
Balances
183,717
29
tained the cheerful fiction that the \ ceremony of dedication were the Rockland was the speaker.
Fred S tratton was taken to the
I Interest and Rents .............
9 030.136 42
Regular meeting of the Freeman- Knox Hospital in Rockland Friday for
Titanic “was unsinkable," while com present Ambassador Josephus Daniels
$91.000.014 64 Gross Assets, Casualty Dept. 91.846,634 91
Admitted __________
i All other Assets .................. 141.621.666 51
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1934
pelling reluctant women to enter life and Mrs. Daniels and Mrs. Dwight Herrick Camp Auxiliary will be Mon medical treatment.
Nct Unpaid Losses .................$4,844,858 00,
boats. Jo h n Jacob Astor, George D W. Morrow who unveiled the plaque. day evening and supper is timed for
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dougherty Unearned Premiums ............. 35 757.663 00 { Gross Assets .................... $730,607,748 0a
Deduct Items not admitted
6,608 473 80
6
o'clock.
Widener and Major Archibald Butt I Mayor Julio Adan presented Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wadsworth J £aShtt}Japitaiblllll''S ............. 12 oooooo 30
Mrs. Walter Jov entertained the have been attending the Flower Show Surplus over all Liabilities ...36.185.321 S t Admitted .........................$723,999,274 23
of the United States Army, were men Morrow with a scroll saying the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
who called "Good-bye and God bless. street was named after her la te . Twilight Twelve. Thufsday eveninB in Boston.
Total Liabilities and SurNet Unpaid Loeses __
$50,692 92
The
last
meeting
of
the
season
of
......891.000.014
64
plus
Unearned
Premiums .......... 2.566.908 27
you” to each departing boat with its husband “in recognition of his labor
Hie Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux
Liabilities—Casualty
Dept 64 465,603 18
Monday
Club
will
be
held
next
week
NF.W YORK INSURANCE CO. All other Llabllltes .......... 619.911.109 OS
quota of women and children, and for Mexico."
will assemble Monday evening. A full CITY OFNew
York, New York
Cash Capital ....................... 20.000.000 00
at the home of Mrs. Anne Proctor.
their heroism will never be forgotten.
attendance is desired as important
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
Surplus over all Liabilities 17.004 960 80
There
will
be
a
public
card
party
at
But most magnificent of all was
business
will
be
considered.
Supper
Mortgage
Loans'------------$9.176
00
And a ‘ flash" from West Palm
Stocks and Bonds ................. 4.194.103 82 t 0',*1 Liabilities and Surelderly Mrs. Isador Straus, clinging Beach. Florida indicates th a t two of Megunticook Grange hall tonight and at 6 o'clock.
$723,999.274 23
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 668.980 92 [ _ Pll»__________________
s
prizes and refreshments have been
313 127 70
Agents Balances ...............
WESTCHESTER FIRE INS. CO.
to her aged husband to the end, re  those Rocklandites, the H. W. T horn
Bills Receivable .................
25 j®;? £5
ASSETS DEC 31, 1934
fusing to accept safety he could not dikes. will be starting northward, in arranged.
Interest and Rents ........
R O C K V ILLE
Camden Commandery. Knights
908 00 Beal Estate ........................... $53,281 68
All other Assets .................
share; she would not be parted from leisurely fashion, within the next two
____ :_ Mortgage Loans ...................... 263.460 00
Templar, will visit Claremont Com—
Gross Assets _________
$5,216,116 19 I8tocks and Bonds ................. 17.026.085 94
her husband in death.
weeks, making a few detours and mandery. a t Rockland Monday eve-, Miss Lottie Ewell ’4 weekend guest Deduct
Items not admitted
253.407 02 Cash In Office and Bank
1.566.958 99
__________| Agents Balances .................
881.214 92
Through all its tragic story the loss visits enroute in order that the Maine ning. Work will commence at 4.30 of relatives in Portland.
Admitted _______
$4,962,709 17 ,BUk Receivable ....................... 139.260 2*Mrs. P. L. Hunter and son Vernon,
of the Titanic illustrated how the temperatures will become salubrious and a t 6 30 a banquet will be served.
Interest and Rents
92,693 35
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 193*
91.274 00
were guests Wednesday of Mrs Net Unpaid Losses ................. $316,560 00 All other Assets ......
path of duty may be "the path to by the time of their arrival. "Wel
Monday and Tuesday a t the
Unearned
Premiums
..............
1,657.526
00
Oross
Assets
....................
$20,114,166
17
Horace
Maxey
of
Rockland.
glory." The ship's musicians who come" signs will greet them in New Comique Theatre the attraction will
All other Liabilities ............... 474.130 16
Mrs. Ida Crowell who has been ill Cash Capital .... $...................... 1.500.000 00 Deduct items not admitted .... 4.603.758 48
stood to their duty, playing “Nearer York.
be "Romance in Manhattan.” featurSurplus over all Liabilities .... 1.014,493 01
Admitted ........ — ............615.510.407 60
with grippe is much improved.
My God to Thee" did their share and
31. »1934
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4 962 709 17 . k LIABILITIES DEC ai.
»
filled their place in the roll and
unpaid Losses
$1,333,908 00
BRITISH
AMERICA
ASSURANCE
CO
Alterations, repairing, relining,
Unearned Premiums ............. 5.454,812 89
record of heroism on that night, big
ASSETS DEC 31. 1934
All other Liabilities ............... 936.416 59
Suits, coats, dresses. Mrs. C. H. Met- Stocks and Bonds .................$2,745,373 25 Cash
Capital ........................... 1.000.000 00
with fate and death. For them and
248.249 97 Surplus over all Liabilities. .. 6,782.270 21
rifleld. 362 Main street.
29-tf Cash In Office and Bank ....
for those who heard alike in th at

supreme moment,, faith and trust in
the Divine awoke, as it always does
when many men together face the
unknown. Doubts come in life's
common and ordinary path; but
when general peril faces men they
instinctively turn to the support of
the unseen.
This came on the Titanic and it
underlies the calm and courage with
which the great company of doomed
men met the call of duty. Their
lives were many and various. Their
days and nights had been as the
days an d nights of other men. There
was about them no sign of what they
would do when the last call came.
But men and women live unconcious th a t beneath them and about
them are everlasting arms, that life
itself day by day brings nearer the
unseen and that each man and
woman has more of faith and trust,
calm and courage, than they know.
When the hour of extreme danger
strikes, some note akin to "Nearer
My God to Thee" sounds in all lives
that in the end meet duty like men.
• • • •
Those of you who read the extract
from Gertrude Stein's article on
Education and Colleges last week may
be interested in knowing that in last
Saturday’s Herald-Tribune she con
tributed her impressions of "Ameri
can Newspapers,” and devotes con
siderable space to the country news
papers. She starts her observations
in this manner:—
“W hat do they want to know in the
newspapers th at is what does any
body w ant to know just anybody and
do they want to know what they do
want to know or do they only think
they so only think they want to know
what they do want to know from the
newspapers because if they do if they
only think so then they do get what
they want.”

And for the rest of it kindly apply

100.249 61
9.803 30 Total Liabilities and Sur
plus .................................... $15,510,407 69
10.159 95
______________________________ 39-S-45
Gross Assets ........................ $3,113,836 08
THE ALLEMANNIA FIRE INS. CO.
Deduct items not admitted ... 829.523 44
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
Admitted ............................$2,284,312 64
Real Estate ............................. $613 315 09
LIABILITES DEC. 31. 1934
Mortgage Loans ...................... 1.546.390 80
Net Unpaid Losses ............. $120,286 00 Stocks and Bonds ................... 2.702.841 65
Unearned Premiums ............. 780.079 25 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 348.477 54
All other Liabilities ...............
61.497 24 Agents Balances .................... 158.136 58
Gross Assets ....................
$889,461 48 j Statutory Deposit ................ 200.000 00 Interest and Rents .............. 47.395 23
Deduct Items not admitted....
23.592 67 Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.122.450 15 All other Assets ......................
17.284 15
Admitted
........................... S835.8S8 81 Total Liabilities and Surplus $2.284.312 64
Gross Assets ........................$5,433,841 04
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
Deduct Items not admitted .. 715.435 65
MASSACHUSETTS ACCIDENT CO.
Boston, Mass.
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $41,079 56
j
Admitted ........................... $4,718,405 39
Unearned Premiums ............. 339.970 03
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
All other Liabilities ...............
58.000 00 Real Estate .............................
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
$7,900
00
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 426.819 22 Stocks and Bonds .................. 1,680 481 84 i Net Unpaid Losses .............
$190,314 03
In Office and Bank ...... 220 052 84 j Unearned Premiums ............. 1,395,670 21
Total Liabilities and Surplus $865 868 81 Cash
Agents' Balances ........................
16,84882 All other Liabilities ............. 163.386 81
39-S-45 Bills Receivable .....................
1.952 10 I Cash Capital ......................... 1.200 000 00
GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO. Interest and Rents ...................
12.880341Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,769.034 31
Portsmouth, New Hampshire
All other Assets ..........................
49.12376
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,718,405 39
ASSETS DEC 31. 1934
Gross
Assets
........................$1,989,239
70 THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMReal Estate ................... .
$123,011 43 Deduct Items not admitted...
87.304
27
PANY OF AMERICA
Mortgage Loans ...........
62,021 24
Newark, New Jersey
Stocks and Bonds ........
3 834.078 77
Admitted ............................$1,901,035 43
Cash in Office and Bank
ASSETS
DEC. 31. 1934
185.639 07
LIABILITIES
DEC
31.
1934
Agents' Valances ..........
175.629 90 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $776,733 27 Real Estate ........................ $238,869,533 72
Bills Receivable ..............
500 00 Unearned Premiums ............. 348.230 83 Mortgage Loans .................. 830.143.774 47
Interest and Rents .....
50.274 16 All other Liabilities ............... 526.971 33 Collateral Loans .................. 295.585.652 77
All other Assets ............
2.760 83 Cash Capital .......................... 125.000 00 Stocks and Bonds ............. 1.438 "07 355 74
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 125.0Q000 Cash In Office and Bank! .... 51.261.452 09
Gross Assets ........................$4,434,815 40
Agents' Balances .................
572 07
Deduct Items not admitted... 498.066 07 Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,901,935 43 Interest and Rents ............ 58.822.935 72
Admitted ............
$3,933,749 33
All
other
Assets
..................
76,315.892
53
MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITYINS. CO.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
632 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass
Gross Assets .................$3,019,610,179 11
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $106,277 36
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
Deduct Items not admitted 54.364.223 35
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.205.037 85
All other Liabilities .............
71,506 43 Stocks and Bonds ................. $538,805 96
Admitted .......................$2,965,245,055 76
Cash Capital ......................... 1,000.000 00 Cash In Office and Bank ...... 143.547 20
6.654 64
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1,553,927 69 Interest and Rents ............
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
All other Assets ......................
20,000 00 Net Unpaid Losses ............... 29,359 298 52
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,936,749 33
Unearned
Premiums .......... 11.792.189 52
Gross Assets ........................ $709,007 80 All other Liabilities
39-S-45
........ 2.851.580,863 66
Deduct Items not admitted. .. 34.879 67 Cash
Capital ........................ 2,000.000 00
METROPOLITAN CASUALTY INS. CO.
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
70.513.604 06
Admitted ........... <.............. $074,128 13
of New York
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
Total
Liabilities
and
SurASSETS BEC 31. 1934
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $97,01700
plus
.............
..... $2,965,245,955 76
Real Estate ........................... $331,569 91 Unearned Premiums .............. 184.092 54
36.589 51 NORTH AMERICAN ACCIDENT INS. CO.
Mortgage Loans .................... 1.643.534 33 All other Liabilities .............
Collateral Loans ....................
41,390 CO Cash Capital ............................ 100.00000
Chicago, 111.
Stocks and Bonds
6.765 535 03 Surplus over all Liabilities _ 250,429 08
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
Cash In Office and Bank
:.23 356 54
Agents' Balances .................... 1 023 650 35 Total Liabilities and Surplus $674,128 13 Real Estate ............................. $12,000 00
Mortgage Loans .................... 869.471 71
Bills Receivable .................... (50.405 951
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.
Collateral Loans ....................
10.000 00
I Interest and Rents ................
87.009 37
Hartford, Connecticut
8tocks and Bonds .................. 1.376.148 64
I All other Assets ...................... 195.306 44
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 138,663 77
ASSETS DHC. 31, 1934
Agents’ Balances ....................
55.326 20
Gross Assets ......................$10,360,946 02 Mortgage Loans .................... $327,500 00 Interest
and Rents .................
17 485 as
Deduct Items not admitted .... 1.203.277 24 Stocks and Bonds .........
21.061,373 00
All
other
Assets
....................
137.643
29
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 1.663,753 53
Gross Assets ....a......... $2,616,739
47
Admitted
....................
$9,157,668 78 Agents' Balances ..................... 1,757.335 43 Deduct
Items
not
admitted.
..
280.775
09
Interest and Rents ...............
97.541 43
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1934
Gross Assets ...................... $24,907,503 39
Net Unpaid Losses .................$4,698,712 84 Deduct Items not admitted ... 2.611.743 03
Admitted ........................... $2,335,964 38
Unearned Premiums ........... 1.984.927 45
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
•A!' other Liabilities ............. 677.309 61
Admitted ..........................$22,295,780 36 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $338,756 55
Cash Capital ........................... 1,000,000 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
Unearned Premiums ............. 971.851 94
Unpaid Losses ................. $1,241,430 00 All other Liabilities .......... 275.097 65
Surplus over all Liabilities .. . 796.718 88 Net
Unearned Premiums ............ 6.245.037 25
Total Liabilities and Surplus $9,157,668 78 •All other Liabilities ............. 6.242.184 23 Cash Capital ........................... 400,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 300 258 24
• Includes Reserve for Contingencies of Csstr Capital ......................... 3 0W1 ono 00
$33,830.90 representing difference between Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.567,108 88 Total Liabilities and Surplus $2 335.964 38
value carried In assets and actual Dec
On the basis of Dec. 31, 1934 market
31st. 1934 market quotations on all bonds Totsl Liabilities and Sur
quotations lor all bonds and stocks
and stocks owned
plus ................................... .$22,295,760 36 owned this Company's total admitted
COCHRAN, BAKER Se CROSS, Rockland
•includes $4,994,783.26 Special Reserve. assets would be Increased to $2,303,639 38,
VERMONT MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO
Montpelier, Vt.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
Real Estate ................... -....... $50 000 00
Stocks and Bonds .................. 534.500 00
Cash in Office and Bank ......
87.566 82
Agents Balances .................... 207.817 20
Bills Receivable
1 003 10
Interest and Rents
3 841 76
All other Assets ....
4 729 60

1934 PONTIAC 4-DO OR SED A N S
Two to choose from

1933
1933
1932
1930
1929
1929
1929
1935
1932
1930
1929
1932
1932
1931
1931
1930
1930
1932
1930
1927

PONTIAC 4-DO O R SEDAN
PONTIAC SPO R T COUPE
PONTIAC 4-DOOR CUSTO M SEDAN
PONTIAC ST A N D A R D CO UPE
PONTIAC SPO RT R O A D STER
PONTIAC 4-DO OR SEDAN
PONTIAC 2-DO OR SEDAN
BUICK 5-PA SS. VIC TO RIA COUPE
BUICK 5-PA SS. VICTO RIA COUPE
BUICK 4-PA SS. CO UPE
BUICK SPO R T COUPE
NASH SPO R T CO UPE
CH EVRO LET 4-DO O R SEDAN
CH EVRO LET 2-DO O R SEDAN
FORD SPO R T CO UPE
FO RD SP O R T COUPE
FO RD 2-D O O R SEDAN
ESSEX CHALLENGER 4-D R . SEDAN
STU D E BA K E R 4-DO O R SEDAN
ST U D E BA K E R 4-DO O R SEDAN

These cars fcre in excellent mechanical condi
tion and priced in accordance with code. Call and
see these fine cars at once if you are going to buy or
exchange.

C. W. HOPKINS, Inc.
712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1000-W

Agents' Balances ..
Interest and Rents
All other Assets ....

Every-Other-Day

TALK O F THE TO W N
Sunshine Society will meet Monday
afternoon at the Central Maine
rooms.
Leroy Patterson, quite fully recov
ered from an illness of three weeks,
expects to resume his duties at Moor's
drug store immediately.
There will be no circle supper at
the Universalist vestry on Wednesday,
the next supper to be April 10, with
Mrs. L. F. Chase as chairman.
The Red Cross well-baby cnntc will
be held Monday afternoon in the new
offices, 564 Main street, in the block
between G ranite and Willow streets.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 30, 1935
Edwin A. Thurston, 78, died in
Worcester Thursday after an illness
of several months. Deceased was a |
son of Capt. Thomas and Alice (Albee) I
Thurston, who formerly resided on
Cottage street in this city. Com -,
mittal services will be held at Sea 1
View cemetery Monday at 3 p. m., j
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon officiating.

NOTED EVANGELISTIC FAM ILY

Philip and Robert Taylor, younger
sons of Pev. Charles (Dad) Taylor of
the Taylor Evangelistic party, who
are to conduct a series of meetings
a t Littlefield Memorial Church, beginning Sunday have had considerable experience with their father,
wuiking on the Pacific coast. They
are now engaged in independent
campaigns in New England where

j

Robert, who is an accomplished
musician, plays the piano and violin,
'■also the viola. His musical education
was received in the west where he
played in the Pasadena Symphony
orchestra for several years. He also
played in a string quartet, coached by
! the Pro-Arte S tring Quartet from
. Brussels, considered one of the
, world’s greatest string quartets. They

There will be circle supper at the
Methodist vestry Wednesday. Mrs.
A. W. Gregory as chairman will be
assisted by Mrs. Frank Oardner. Mrs.
Vesta Stewart, Mrs. Parker Worrey, j
Mrs. Ernest Buswell, Mrs. John M.
Richardson, Mrs. Sherman H&ton,
Mrs. Eva Crabtree and son Roger
Mrs. Harold Whitehill, Mrs. Wilbur
of North Haven who have been visit Cross, Mrs. Winnie Stanley, Mrs.
ing Mrs. I. E. Simpson the past week,,
Woodbury Richards. Miss Eva Rogers.
will return today to North Haven, ac
companied by Mrs. Crabtree's daugh Mrs. Raymond Ho6h. Mrs. Lizzie Ma
ter, Mrs. Carroll Burns of Wollaston, guire, and Mrs. N. L. Withain.

Over th e Columbia Broadcasting
System tomorrow from 1 to 1.30 p. m.
there will be a Christian Science pro
gram in charge of Hugh Stuart
Campbell in Chicago.

who will visit her for several days.
Burr Atwood, who has been at his
home on Main street the past week,
following a week in the Maine Gen
eral Hospital in Bangor, for treat
ment of an infection of the hand,
leaves for Bucksport Sunday where he
resumes his duties on the S. S.
Malang.

FORD V 8

T w o M em bers To C onduct Special M eetings At
L ittlefield M em orial Church

These attractions will be shown at
Strand Theatre next week: Sunday.
Monday, Tuesday, "Mississippi.” with
Bing Crosby; Wednesday and Thurs
day, “Mighty Barnum," with Wallace
Beery; Friday, “Secret Bride.” with
Barbara Stanwyck and Warren
William; Saturday, “While the P a
tient Slept." with Arlene McMahon
and Guy Kibbee.

Page Three

An eager crowd of ringside specta
tors saw an aggressive main bout at
Legion hall. The principals were
String Bean Jovin of Bangor and
Young Audet of Waterville, both of
whom have a strong following in this
city. Conservatives called it a draw.
Mike Bowen of Waterville had things
his own- /way in the semi-final,
squelching Charles White in the
initial round. Boots Keizer and Kid
Robinson put plenty of vim into their
bout, but there was no knockout.
Porter of Rockland rather out
distance*} Dempsey of Bangor, while
the Marshall brothers of Camden put
on a clever kid act.

IN THE CHURCHES
SERM O NETTE

A Song in the Mountains
Each generation lives in its own
day and in its own way; but it
seems as if this generation would
be enriched if there should come
a revival of the old singing school.
Sopranos, tenors, contraltos and
bassos, separated like sheep from
the goats, but under some able
conductor, learning to sing,intel
ligently and reverently. These
community schools instilled into
all a love for and understanding
of music, and the great hymns of
the church. People were happier
for the experience.
Next summer as you motor
through the mountains, picture to
yourself a rumbling old stage
coach swaying along, on a swelter
ing afternoon, from Glen Falls to
the 'Crawford House, and inside,
Kate Hankey, moved to write a
hymn that was to stir the t^earts
of thousands.

they have had good success in stimu
lating interests in the local churches. I
They are not of the emotional type j
of evangelists but make their appeal
to the intelligence and the will. The
cider people find themselves attract- i
ed by the m aturity resulting from
Claremont Commandery holds a
their family background and the
Robert Forbes Taylor
Tell me the old. old story
special, conclave Monday, opening at
Of unseen things above;
younger ones are especially appealed -----------------------------------------------Of Jesu» and His glory.
4.30 p. m. with work on the Order of
Of Jesus and His love.
to
for
they
find
these
two
young
men.
have
consecrated
their
youth
and
the Temple. At 6.30 a roast beef sup
Not the place you would ex
twenty-four and twenty-five years o f , talents to this work in the churches
per will be served to the Sir Knights,
age, understand the problems of and with enthusiasm and loyalty to
pect a hymn of comfort to be
free of charge, and at 7.30 work will
youth and approach them from the Christ express a serious purpose in
born; yet under the shadows of
be resumed on the Order of the
angle of youth.
life.
these mountains people have been
Temple. The Legion's celebrated
THERE is no way to compare the Ford V -8 with any other ear
These young men are members of
All services will be open to the pub
Dr. and Mrs. Crosby F. French mo
moved by the very presence of
German Band will provide music dur
a
family
of
seven
boys
and
four
because there is no other ear like it.
lic. but special emphasis is to be j God, which seems to dwell in the
tored to Orono Thursday to attend
ing the supper hour.
the Maine Veterinary Medical Associ girls. Born in England, they came to placed upon attendance of several1 silences of the intervals.
The Ford enables you to step up into the fine-ear class in per
William A. Holman.
The Knox County Chapter, Ameri ation session as part of annual Farm- this country when very young and groups on particular nights. Mon
formance, beauty, comfort and safety. K i l l there is no stepping
have received all th eir education in days will be designated church offi
can Red Cross, has recently moved Home Week. Especial Interest was felt
America. Philip, who is an ordained cers and members night; Tuesday,
up in price. That is kept down by Ford low-profit policies and
in
the
address
by
Dr.
H.
W.
Jakeman,
its office to 546 Main street. For the
At First Church of Christ, Scien
preacher, is also the singer. His uni church school and parents of the tist, comer of Cedar and Brewster ]
unique manufacturing methods. These are as different as the
past two years it has been located in secretary of the New England Veter
versity work was in th e south and children's night; Wednesday, men's
the Central Maine Power Building on inary Medical Association and animal
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
car itself.
Seminary in Boston. He has had night; Thursday, women's night;
Union, with rent, light and heat do pathologist. Dr. Jakeman spent two
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser- ,
It takes eight cylinders to give the modern performance you
nated by the Central Maine Power years in Germany specializing in path three years in evangelistic work and Friday, music and young people's mon tomorrow will be “Reality." |
need these days. The Ford is powered by a V -8 — the finest type of
Company. The Chapter expresses ology. bacteriology, and diagnosis, served as young people's director a t night. No special designation on i Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes
Tremont Temple, Boston.
Sundays.
its appreciation for the use of this following his graduation from Uni
eight-cylinder engine. You have to pay more than $2000 for that
day evening testimony meeting is at
versity of Pennsylvania in 1909. On
office space so generously given.
7.30. The reading room is located at
in any other car.
Mrs. Geneva Upham will be chair
The latest word concerning the
returning to this country he became
400 Main street, and is open week
A series of New England Bible city bacteriologist for New Westmin m an of the public supper American condition of H arry Booth, in New)
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
F O R D
M O T O R
C O M P A N Y
conferences will begin next Monday. ster, British Columbia, and later was Legion Auxiliary is serving tonight London, is not reassuring.
Friday one will be held at Methodist made state pathologist with headquar at Legion hall.
The Taylor brothers, Bob and Phil,
Church in this city, with J. Oliver ters at University of Nevada, where
St. George Grange will have an
begin their two weeks’ evangelistic J
Buswell, Ph. D., D D. president of he also taught veterinary science in
Through the efforts of Postmaster open program Friday night, April 5,
Wheaton College, Wheaton. 111., as the College of Agriculture. In more Veazie and the superintendent of Pub followed by a ‘crazy treat." Visitors campaign af 10.30 at the Littlefield;
Memorial Church, and music and
the speaker. Services will be held at, rpcent years he has held offices of note lic Buildings in Washington, D. C„ the welcome.
message
are of the best. There will
3 and 730 p. m„ and a Young Peo in Massachusetts and New York.
shrubbery on the postofflee annex lot
be two meetings Sunday, the other at
ple's rally a t 6 p. m. with all young
Charles
S.
Small
is
sharpening
his
is to be transferred to the Knox Hos
! 7.15 and a meeting every night but
people invited.
pital garden and th e public landing, muscles preparatory to beginning
Y O U N G B IL L ’S STU N T
i Saturday at 7.30. Sunday school and
work
next
Monday
on
the
Ramsdell
a gift greatly appreciated.
Chrtstian Endeavor meetings at the
The annual meeting of the Camden
Packing Co.’s new sardine factory.
usual time, but all other activities of
& Rockland Water Co. stockholders | Son of C apt. W . H. W incaMiriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues
the
church will be suspended during
was held Thursday, when CJharles
paw Flies the La T ouraine
The terms of Patrolmen Fred E.
day, with the usual afternoon card
H. Berry, Alan L. Bird. Henry B.
Achorn, Edwin U. Price and Carl the campaign.
In A pproved Style
number, “On the highway to Gali- j Miss Abbie Doak of Belfast was in • least twice a year. Miss Doak, who
party at 2, with Mrs. Cora Davis in
• a v •
Bird. Fred C. Black. William T.
Christofferson expire the coming
charge
of
circle
supper
at
6.15,
and
Like father, like son. This adage
At the Universalist Church, Rev. lee," Stickles. The Brotherhood Class the city yesterday in the Interest of has taken the initiative in this work,
Cobb, Richard O. Elliot of Thomas
month. It is expected that the trio
ton and Vernon F. West of Portland holds true as far as the Wincapaws the evening session a t which the de will be reappointed at Monday night’s John Smith Lowe, D. D„ continuing has been challenged by the pastor to the Penobscot Bay Players, which or and who is a leader in many other
liis series of special Lenten sermons, have 100 men present a t this service ganization met at her home the pre Belfast activities, had acting experi
were elected directors, and A. F. Mc- of Boston are concerned. William gree will be conferred by a degree meeting of the City Government.
will talk on "The Near Side of the and his subject will be "What 100 vious night, and which she serves as ence in Santa Barbara and San Fran
Alary was re-elected clerk and H. Wincapaw has the distinction of staff from the Past Noble Grands.
men did for God." Men's 20-minute first vice president. The story of the cisco, and has the necessary executive
treasurer. Owing to the necessary having behind him more flying time
Notables of the prize ring are apt Bible.” The quartet will sing and
absence of several directors the meet than any other man in the world
Ruth Mayhew T ent meets Monday to be seen in Rockland during the Mrs. Katherine Veazie. soprano, will prayer meeting Tuesday at noon. The Players is told elsewhere in this issue. ability to put the present plan across.
ing for the election of the company In 24 years of flying he has logged afternoon for sewing and beano. Cir- State convention of the American ’ present a solo. Church school will 'second talk in the series on "Prayer Miss Doak informs The Courier- Those interested should communicate
that reaches Ood," will be given at the Gazette that the organization will with her, or Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute
officers was deferred to April 19.
18.000 hours, or an equivalent of two cle supper at 6 will have Mrs. Mina Legion in thi&_city. Levi Flint talked [ meet at noon, also Mrs. Glover’s class
happy prayer and praise meeting present plays at Northport, beginning in Belfast or the other officers named.
million miles. At present he flies a K in&and Mrs Carrie House 88 house- it over yesterday with Charles Miller at her home; Y.P.C.U. a t 6.30 and
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meeting huge cabin monoplane in the inter- keepers. The birthday of Allan Kelley the Greenville guide, who has played j Tonian Circle Wednesday a t 7.30. On Tuesday evening at 7.15. Topic "Can in the late spring. Memberships in
Thursday had a card party in the aft ests of La Touraine Coffee. With
] Thursday at 7.45 p. m. Dr. Lowe will a Sinner Pray?” This church ex the sum of $1 will be sought from
Udwm Libby Post. G.AR., will be host to the big guys.
Gold Seal Congoleum, a nation's
Bangor to Rockland, and later an ex
ernoon under the auspices of Past this big ship he flies to all parts of observed, and there will be a birthday
_____
j conduct the mid-week Lenten service tends the glad hand to all.
• • • •
ecutive committee made up of people standard of floor coverings — 9x12
Presidents' Association. There was the country, on an average of 100 table for members and guests born
April 17 there will be a hearing'be- j in the vestry, talking on “Testing the
The Men's Bible Class at 9.30 will interested in the various branches of only $435 and $535 at Stonington
also a quilt tacking. Mrs. Doris Ames hours per month.
fore the War Department in Wash- Christian Way of Life."
| in APriIbe
the opening service at the Pratt theatrical work. Meetings of the Pe Furniture Co., 313-325 Main street,
and Mrs. Velma Marsh were in charge
ington on the petition to have Long
• • • •
William H. Wincapaw, Jr., or young
Memorial Methodist Church on Sun nobscot Bay Players will be held at Rockland.
38-40
of circle supper. A short program
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal),I day. At the preaching service at
The Woman's Educational Club will Cove harbor improved. The Booth
Bill, is but 17 years old and Is a
was presented, featuring readings by
Bros.
&
Hurricane
Isle
Granite
Co.
Rev.
E.
O.
Kenyon,
rector,
services
for
j
junior at Winthrop High School. His hold a public supper a t the GAR.
10.30 the subject of Rev. Mr. Brooks'
Mrs. Nellie Higgins, Mrs. Millie
and Rockland Chamber of Commercej tomorrow will be appropriate for th e )
father taught him to fly and he has hall April 5, with Mrs. Flora Ulmer
sermon will be "In the Garden.”
Thomas and Mrs. Velma Marsh, and
rolled up 25 hours of solo time. This as chairman, assisted by Miss Bertha will be represented. On the same day fourth Sunday in Lent; Holy Com- There will be special anthem numbers
songs by Mrs. Vivian Hewett, who also
Orbeton and Mrs. E tta Covel. The there will be a hearing on a plea for munion at 7.30; church school at 9 30; by the vested choir with Mrs. Kath
won the mystery package. Next week father and son flew in the eight
proceeds
are to be used toward pro improvements in the Chandler River Choral Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; leen Marston as director and Leon
passenger coffee plane to practice
Thursday there will be beano in the
landings. After making a few at the curing a marker for the birthplace of in Jonesboro. Congressmen Moran ) Stations of the Cross at 4 p. m. Rev. ard M. Dearden a t the organ. The
afternoon, circle supper, and the eve
William Berger, rector St. Thomas church school will convene at the noon
Boston Airport, Dad Wincapaw Edna St. Vincent Millay. It will be and Brewster are to take part.
ning given over to the play "Packing
Church, Camden, will.be the preacher.
stepped out and called to his son. gentlemen's night and the program
the Missionary Barrel," which will be
Crashing through a 10-inch ioe field WeeJt Day services: Dally Celebra hour and the Epworth League service
will include speakers, music by H ar
T ake 'er around yourself. Billy."
open to the public.
the Coast Guard Cutter Kickapoo ar tion of the Holy Eucharist at 7 a. m., will be held at 6.15. Evening worship
“O. K. Dad," was the jubilant reply vey's Orchestra, and dances by B ar
rived in Bangor yesterday, opening except Monday and Saturday; daily at 7.15 o'clock, at which time the im
pressive drama-pageant "The Lost
Forty young people spent a most and the ship rose from the expansive bara Murray, Norma Havener and that port for the 1935 season. The
vespers at 5 p. m.; Friday, Stations of Church" will be repeated by special
Harriet Wooster.
enjoyable evening Thursday a t the airport.
port was open on April 1 in 1934, and the Cross at 7.30. The public is wel
It was truly a remarkable thing for
request. The first 15 minutes of the
monthly social meeting of the Con
the earliest opening was in 1931. come,
service will be devoted to a joyous
Inspection of Auxiliary of Sons of when- the Kickapoo reached Bangor
gregational Comrades of the Way. a 17-year-old boy to fly this large 450
• • • *
“hymn sing." Mrs. Ruth Hoch will
The meeting was held in the vestry of horsepower plane. He did it, however, Union Veterans will take place at the Feb. 27. The river is now open to all
At the Rockland Congregational
IPLAIN)
the church under the direction of with the grace and rhythm of his meeting Wednesday, with Mrs. Celia kinds of traffic and the steamer Bel Church tomorrow, C. H. Olds, pastor, render a solo. One of a series of
Bible Conferences being held through
Marjorie Bartlett, Margaret Dunton. father's flying. Bill. Jr., is being cur Morse of Westbrook, department fast of the Eastern Steamship Lines
will preach- at 1030, subject, ‘The
out the State under the auspices of
June Cook. Sydney Harden, Charles rently coached in advanced flying by president, inspecting. There will be will now proceed to Bangor, Instead
Modern Church and Evangelism.”
Lieut.
Raymond
Todd.
The
High
the New England Fellowship will be
Merritt, and Robert Crane. Lively
beano in the afternoon, under the di of Winterport.
This is the sixth in a series of ser
held in this church next Friday at 3
games were the order of the evening School youth has flown more than rection of Mrs. Mary Jordan, Miss
mons
on
the
place
of
the
church
in
p. m. and 7.30. Dr. J. Oliver Buswell,
and excellent refreshments were pro 1400 hours as a passenger with his Ruth Crouse and Mrs. Nellie Achorn.
the life of today and deals with a
vided by the committee. It is planned father. Much of this has been in the , Circle supper at 6 wU1 haye M house.
president of Wheaton College. Whea
reasonable view of evangelism under
to have social meetings of this type La Touraine plane along with Adriel | keepers Mrs Mae Reed Mrs Emma
ton, 111., will be the principal speaker
modern conditions. The adult class
on the last Thursday of each month, U. Bird, president of the W. S. Hall, Mrs. Sarah Thomas and Mrs.
at each of these sessions. Otto Richin systematic religious belief will meet
TEL. RO CK LAND 170
some of them to take the form of Quinby Co.
ert, of the N.EF. radio ensemble, will
Josephine Lothrop. Visitors are ex
in the church auditorium at 11.45 and
outings in suitable weather, and a
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
be the soloist. The general public Is
pected from W arren and Bath, from
dismiss e t 12.25. The discussion will
BORN
good time is in prospect for this or
invited to attend this Bible Con
BENNER—At Friendship. March 21. to both camp and auxiliary.
AND
continue
on
the
subject
of
the
Va
ganization of live young people.
Mr. ahd Mrs. Lewis Benner, a daugh
ference.
lidity of the Religious Experience.
ter.
Ralph
Ulmer
Camp
and
Auxiliary
I
The beautiful and impressive re
The Sunday school will meet at noon,
It seemed like the good old days
DIED
met Wednesday evening, each holding ,
anti Comrades of the Way meet at ligious drama-pageant, “The Lost
up around 117 Park street Thursday
Established 1840
Warren. March 28. Dana a business session and then joining]
Church," which was so splendidly
I 6.30.
with the former H. H. Flint market STEWART—At
Stewart, aged 49 years.
Licensed Embalmers and
• • • •
presented at Pratt Memorial Metho
once more open and humming with LERMOND—At Burlington. Vt., March to celebrate the fifth anniversary ot
Attendants
29. Ernest S. Lermond (son of Mr. and the Auxiliary. The refreshment table, I
‘Something Better Than Happiness" dist Church last Thursday evening
fc;is* i.« ghborhood m ’* William T.
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Mrs. George Lermond of South War
ren). aged 30 years. Funeral Tuesday prettily decorated, bore two birthday j Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
is to be the subject of the sermon at before a large and appreciative audi
'lin t li the man to reopen the estabat 2 o'clock at residence of parents at
cakes, one made by Mrs. Bernice [
the First Baptist Church on Sunday ence will be repeated Sunday evening
lislri: .it in the sha of Rockland's
South Warren.
Day or N ight Telephone
morning.
The choir will sing at 7.15. This drama-pageant was
P:s; C over Fatal grocery and mnr- COUNCE—At South Warren. March 28. Jackson, president of the American !
I f yon are buying another house for him with the rent you pay
Lizzie T.. wife of George Counce, aged
450
T e store ia: been rcmoo»ll(d
"Praise My Soul, the King of Heaven” i written by Mrs. Dorothy Clarke Wil
73 years. 19 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 Legion Auxiliary, and the other b y ;
each month, wouldn’t it be better to pay us about the same amount
o'clock
from
residence.
and renovated throughout with WILLIAMS—At South Union. March 30. Mrs. Adam Roberts, a member of both I Representatives in all large cities Kuhn, and "Oh, come to my heart, son and portrays in a most striking
(or a few years and then own your own home? It can be done easily.
in the United States and Canada
ample storage space at the rear and
Laura Giles, widow of Augustus E the Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxiliary and
j Lord Jesus," Ambrose. The church way the value of the Christian Church
W e have been helping people do it for nearly half a century through
Williams,
aged
81
years.
6
months.
23
the w hole painted in the famous
, school will meet at the noon hour. to the world. Its message is a vital!
a plan that has been popular and successful for more than one
days. Funeral Monday at 2 oclock from American Legion Auxiliary. Com- j
AM BULA NC E
residence.
Clover Farm ivory and green. The
mander M. S. Dick extended con- :
] Mrs. MacDonald will lead the dis- and inspiring one. Those who wit
hundred years. We woufd like to see you and tell you more about
Service is instantly available.
MILLS—At Vinalhaven. March 25. Mrs.
shelves are heavily stocked, with
Ellen W. Mills, aged 85 years. Inter gratulations to th e ladies for the I Experienced attendants on duty.
i cusslon at the Endeavorer's Inspira- nessed its presentation on Church
it. Come in.
ment In Milts cemetery.
brand span new goods and Mr. THURSTON—At
] tion Hour on "Why I should join the Registration Night will welcome the
Worcester. Mass. March splendid work they had accomplished
Day and Night Telephone
28. Edwin A. Thurston, formerly of this in their first “five-year plan.”
Flint's friends in eve.y corner of the
Church?” The hour is 6 o'clock. opportunity of seeing it again, and a
city, aged 78 years. 3 months. 17 days.
city and county uni‘e in wisning him
Committal service at Sea View ceme
450
] The people's evening service will open cordial welcome is' extended to all
tery. Monday at 3 o'clock
well In the new venture. The tele
361 M A IN ST„
RO CKLAND, ME.
at 7.16 with the prelude and big sing. others in the city who desire to see
IN M E M O R 1 A M
LAAK8ONEN—At
South
Thomaston.
phone Is 625 and the store maintains
March 28. Laurl Laaksonen. aged 35
20-tf
In loving memory of Clifford H. Gard
The
chorus will sing a medley of It to avail themselves of this oppor
years, 2 months. 8 days. Funeral Sun ner, who passed away March 31. 1932.
Rockland. Maine
18 School Street,
day at 2 o'clock from Burpee parlors. *
, choruses, and there will be a duet tunity.
Sadly missed by his Mother.
30Stf
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Page Four
THE FIRST MRS. FRASER

At The H igh School

Will Be Initial Effort Of the Penob
scot Bay Players At Belfast

----------------------------------------------------------------------« I
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE,

(By the Pupilsi

I

"1

1M 5"

b
7
3
I
Much enthusiasm was shown at a
i.
Belfast mass meeting to promote in
The annual High School Minstrels,
9
Q
terest in the newly organized Penob
coached by Arthur Lamb and Joseph
scot Bay Players.
Emery, Sr. will be given April 11 and
17
15 lb
11 13 14
II
12 in the auditorium, with a cast of
Lincoln Colcord of Searsport, the
13
12
21
20
over 60 boys and girls from the
president, presided, and announced
19
student body, and a 15-piece orches
these officers: Vice president. Miss
W5 1 9 ,
1M
17
Z5
tra. The scenery, which is being
Abbie Doak of Belfast: and vice presi
decorated in a dazzling modernistic
dent, Mrs. John F Durham. Belfast;
il
5i
33
56
Istyle by Howard Crockett and John
recording secretary and publicity
W
, Karl; and the elaborate costumes
n 3b
manager, Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute.
35
worn by the entire chorus will aid
Belfast; corresponding secretary. Mrs.
very materially In making the event
Milton R. Nickerson of Swanville;
I a spectacular and colorful affair.
treasurer. Harold Merrill of Belfast.
p
Ml 42
40
Included In the program are several
Adelyn Bushnell o t Thomaston and
Cw*fU if Cimtii m/^f A-e-.***,
specialty
acts,
a
girls'
trio,
an
eccenher husband. Marshall Bradford, are
46
4T
47
Mb
44
! trie dance, and dancing choruses
to play the leading roles in the first
Sw
THE STORY
with Mrs. Corners instructing the
production, and will direct it. Mr.
54
I
53
51
49 5 0
dancing Committees in charge are:
Colcord announced that the first p’.ay
w
b6
CHAPTER I.—Ruined, financially,
Advertising Joe Emery. Jr., and Sid
59
5ft
had been chosen, “The First Mrs.
5b 57
55
by the stock market crash, James
ney
Harden:
tickets.
Gertrude
Heal
W
Nelson, Boston merchant, breaks the
Fraser.”
news to his household. Nance la on
b4
b3
and Virginia Leach; stage managers,
bi
b>
the verge of her Introduction to so
Adelyn Bushnell spoke of the value
ciety, the date of her debut having
i
Wendell
Blackman
and
Ralph
Clark;
tc young people, as it develops poise,
been set. A short time before, an
bft fa9
bf
bb
electricians. Robert Chandler and
elderly cousin of Nelson's, Colum
personality, self-confidence, and other
bine, had written suggesting that
I
Winfred
Stanley.
Such
unusual
In
Nance come to her at Pine Ridge,
things that might help them In so
70
Colo., as a paid companion. The
terest has been aroused In this forth
many other lines of work. Some of
offer had been regarded by the fam
coming event th at early reservations
ily as a Joke.
the high school boys and girls in her
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
for seats are urged. Tickets are on
HORIZONTAL
home town are reading Shakespeare
20-0pinion
<*HAPTER n .—Jack urges Nancy
53-ln a new way
1-Drag
sale.
and really enjoying it. and are under
to accept Cousin Columbine's prop
22-Strlke with the open
55- E xitt
4-P lan
Songs, comedy and romance In a ■four new Rodgers and H art tunes in
osition, thus relieving their father
hand
56- Vehicle on runners
standing what it is all about.
of a certain flnanclsl burden, and
8 - Marahta
colorful
tale
of
the
old
South
are
the
"Mississippi."
as
well
as
a
special
arTuesday
morning's
assembly
pro
2S-A tree
offering to go with her eo that she
58-A gem
9 - Units
Two of her finest pupils are over 60 entertainment features offered in rangement of that perennial favorite,
will not feel too lonely. The girl
27-Tanned animal
gram consisted of a one-act play con
60- Fifty-one (Rom.)
11- Coal container
la at first appalled by the Idea, but
years of age. and one of them said to “Mississippi " starring Bing Crosby "Swanec" He is assisted in the singakin
12- Entomology (abbr.) 61- Shy
cerning the trials and tribulations of
agrees that Jack write to Cousin
her: ' ‘Now I know why stage people W C. Fields and Joan Bennett and ing by Queenie Smith, star of the
63-M etric land measure 29-A letter
Columbine, and they will await her
15-Hinder
a boy 17 years young. The leading role
answer. Columbine wires welcome
31-Part of the arm
17-ln no manner
!«4-Cure hide*
stay young."
to both of them, and despite their
coming Sunday for three days.
j musical comedy stage, and The Cabin was played by Charles Merritt who
33-Mixture of flour and
19- lnto
(65-Edge
parents' apprehension of Nance's re
Mr.
Bradford
stated
his
belief
that
water
"Mississippi” is the story of t h e , Kids. The picture features John i brought real understanding to the
action to the situation they know
20- River In the Tyrol 86-Diepatched
the Little Tnaetre is the only hope of Yankee youth who became the terror Miljan. Gail Patrick.’Fred Kohler and p art The other roles were capably
she must face, it Is arranged that
68-Afternoon parties
35-Sailor (colloq.)
and Bavaria
the two ehall go.
l70-Part of the foot (pl.) 36-Graaay meadow
the spoken drama. While it has to of the dueling and fighting South Claude Gillingwater in the dramatic : takf,n by Rose Flanagan, as a sym
21-Term inatea
1
38- Prefix. Before
CHAPTER III.—At the railroad
71-Sauey
23- Act
have money, it is not so necessary and then reformed to win Dixie's cast. The picture was adapted from pathetic mother. Margaret Dunton.
etation the youngsters are welcomed
39- A grain (pl.)
24- Want
by Cousin Columbine. They are
as it is to the commercial theatre, and loveliest belle.
Crosby introduces the play by Booth Tarklngton —adv j a.s a .w . older slsto- and bride-to41-Verbal
VERTICAL
somewhat dismayed by her uncon
26-D im t
42- Human beings
better things can be done. It will
ventional attire and mannerisms, but
28-Shakeapearean king
be.
and
Robert
Crane,
her
fiance.
realize sh^ has character and a cer
43- Recedea, aa the tide
1- A fowl
add a definite cultural tone to the
30-The sheltered side
tain charm. The driver of their car
shower gifts were tied in blending' This enjoyable program was under
45- Load
2- lndefinite article
RO CK PO PT
la a young man, Mark Adam, son of
32- Writing implement
community
in
which
it
is
located,
_____
tones of ribbons. The guests were the able direction of Miss Parker.
46- Stain
a close friend of the old lady. The
»3-Employa
33A
dance
desolation (to Nance's city Ideas) of
which will be beneficial, if for no
4 8 -Move in water
5 - An English title
Mrs Veda Brown entertained the given tiny Colonial bouquets made of Maizie Joy conducted the devotional
34- Artiflcially
Pine Ridge appalls the girl.
50- Elongated fish (pl.)
other reason, and there are many T Club of Rockland Friday evening a t P>nk ribbons, and the fortunes were exercises, and made the announce6 - Ahead
germinated grain
“
But
They
Have
Time
to
Loaf
51- Pronoun
CHAPTER IV.—The newcomers
7- H alf a score
other
reasons.
3fr-Licka
up
her
home
found
tied
with
cup
cakes.
The
I
ments.
meet Aurora Tubbs, Cousin Colum
Around the Store.”
52- Mineral spring
8 - Not coarse
37- Conflicta
bine's cook and housekeeper, and
Miss Elena Batchelder Shute. who
Mr and Mrs. Albert Adams have
were Mtsses Margaret Braley
10- W hite alkaline
54-A nome in Greece
Matthew Adam, Mark's older bro
38- lndigent
of
the
family,
but
Eve
has
a
right
has also had professional experience been spending a few days in Boston
Eleanor Winchenbaugh has passed
ther. The old-fashioned furnishings
compound
Pauline clement Margaret Cushman.
57-Tardy
40-Sm all particle
to be proud of him even tf he has spoke on the business end of plays
of her bedroor.i further depress
11- T ie
4 4 - Uncooked
Cecil Rhodes who is connected &eor«la Farnham. Ruth Follett. Re- - the 100-word Gregg transcription test
59-Stake in cards
Nance. Cousin Columbine explains
only
a
high
school
diploma
In
place
13- Doze
her reasons for desiring Nance to
4 5 - The (Fr.)
and the benefits which the merchants with the National Park Service left becca Holmes. Barbara Luce. Susanne I in senior shorthand, and Viola An'62-Besides
t
of Matt's A. B. He still hopes to
come to her, and tells some experi
14- Ensnare
47-Before
65-A rodent
will derive and Miss Abbie Doak Wednesday for the district office in Miller, Ernestine Moore Drucilla I derson Camilla Emery Margaret
ences of her 73 years of life on the
study
forestry
when
his
father
can
15- Exiated
49-A vegetable
plains.
67-N egative
spare him. Put a stick of wood In spoke on her experience with a Little Springfield. Mass. During his a b  Roderick of Augusta .and Ethne Pendleton, and Madelyn Rawley have
51-M usical instrument 16- Anawer (abbr.)
69-Comparative suffix
CHAPTER V.—Nance gets better I that stove, Nancy, and then I’ll t r y ' Theatre in California. Miss Doak |
H s-Lacerated
Wooster.
passed
the
80-word
test.
(pl.)
sence Mrs Rhodes will visit her
acquainted with Matthew Adam, and [
la Impressed, despite the handicap 1 to get a nap,”
has been the active promoter of th ’s father Dana Shercr at Rockville.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
of his bashfulness, byg his evident I
As Nance obeyed she glanced at movement in Belfast.
Members of the school regret that
Bl'RIAI. EXPENSES
good sense—and his good looks.
Miss
Virginia
Richardson
of
Rockroom.
Pictures
of
the
people
in
cur
the bedside table on which lay a
Jack finds a temporary job.
the name of their candidate. Rose
Those who spoke briefly were Mrs.
Rockland was guest Wednesday of Edit0, of The ocurier-G azette:—
copy of the Atlantic Monthly al
Flanagan, was not drawn for the rent events have been fastened to the
Sumner
C.
Pattee.
Mrs.
Milton
R.
CHAPTER VI.—The fascination of
most a year old. This reminded her
her sister. Mrs. Sydney P. Snow.
j o explain a misunderstanding re- Ruth Bryan Owen Pilgrimage to State on this map in which they live,
a new country wears off, and time
of Pine Ridge’s lack of reading mat Nickerson, Mrs. Georgia Parker and
include such well-known people
begins to hang heavily on Nance's
Miss Saxon Lurvev. a student of the 1garding the burial expenses of Mrs Washington in April. Each of the 39
hands. An absence of Interesting
ter, and she asbed: "How does It Mrs. Frederic Starrett.
Ballard Business School, has employ- Adelia Snowdeal. late of Rockport: D A R Chapters In Maine present as Hugh Johnson. Senator Walsh.
reading, both In the house and in
The cast for the first play, which
the community, gives her a a In
happen that there's no llbmry here.
ment afternoons and Saturdays in
j n ease of death of a soldier’s widow ed the name of a High School senior Oovemor Curley. Babe Ruth. Alyce
spiration.
Cousin Columbine? It’s a pretty will be given in about one month. In the office of the Stonington F urni- the State allows $70 toward burial exat the annual State conference re McHenry. Payson Smith. Justice 1
P A R
small place, but doesn't anybody cludes Adelyn Bushnell. Mr Bradford,
ture Co. in Rockland
penses. The usual procedure is for , eenUy he]d at Bangor, and from a Holmes. Henry Ford. J. D. Rockefel- 1I
like to read?"
A R
Richard Sherman. Emery Porter,
CHAPTER VI. CONTINUED
Mrs Edna Robbins was hostess : the town to advance the $70 and then (^ox containing these names was ler. Secretary Perkins. Jam es Farley.
It was a moment before the old Mrs. John F. Durham. Miss Elena
M 1 T e:
Monday
afternoon
to
the
Scribblers
reimbursed
by
the
State.
This
ap'
drawn
the
name
of
Shirley
Adams
of
Mrs
Roosevelt
Mrs.
Coolidge.
Presi
Columbine Nelson laid down her
lady responded; then she said: “T Batchelder Shute. Hillard Buzzell and
O N■ d
empty glass and pulled the blankets
Club
plied in the ease of Mrs Snowdeal ; Madison High
the representative dent Roosevelt. Father Coughlin
suppose most of the folks 'round
1T
a bit higher.
The 63s met Friday evening a t the ■fhe Town of Rockport advanced the from this S tate and winner of the Cordell Hull. Sir Malcolm Campbell.
here are—well, they haven't a great Miss Abbie Doak.
C p A
5
Adelyn
Bushnell,
who
devotes
most,
“A mining town In boom time."
deal of education, and no back
home of Edward C. Auspland.
$70 and later received a check from trip. Rose was chosen as this Huey Long, and Administrator Ickes.
T R AM
B• 4 •
she asserted, “is about as restful
ground whatever. The truth Is, of her time to writing now. has had
Stated meeting of Harbor Light the State covering the amount.
as a hornets’ nest that has been dis
Nancy, any youngsters with ambi one of her recent plays accepted, and Chapter O.ES will be held Tuesday ! Arthur K Walker chairman. Fred school's representative for her quali
Recent debates taking place in Mr
fications of character, scholarship
turbed. Bedlam broke loose after
tion usually leave town, which Is it will be produced in New’ York next
McCarty's English classes were on
evening,
followed
by
a
beano
party
,
h . Holbrook. Franklin
G
Priest
dependability service, leadership, and
the men stopped work, and It was
not to the advantage of Pine Ridge fall, with Conrad Nagel in the lead
these questions. “Resolved. T hat one
Members are asked to take "white Board of Selectmen of Rockport for patriotism.
almost impossible to sleep till day
as a community. Then, too, every
session of school is better than two O ne G ratefu l
ing
role.
This
play
is
called
T
im
e,”
elephants"
to
be
used
as
prizes.
year
1934
light"
one has work to do, and reading's
Raymond Perkins, principal of the
------------------“Was that the last of toe gold
Carrie Cuccinello has been assisting sessions" and "Resolved: T hat the
regarded as a luxury. T hat’s wrong, and will probably be given in Belfast
M oth er’s T r ib u te
and silver rushes. Cousin Colum
by
the
Penobscot
Bay
Players.
of course; bnt being a pioneer I
Grammar School and coach at the
R O C K V IL L E
Principal Blalsdell with the office radio Is doing more good for the world
th an is the motion picture" Debat
bine?”
can understand IL"
High School was elected president of
_____
work this week.
____
__ questions
___________
"Creede came later than Lead
ers on
these
were______
Robert“ I feel that it was very possibly in“But they have time to loaf
the Tri-County Baseball League, | Mrs. Addison Collamor" spent
LONG COVE
Brown.
Elizabeth
Scammon
Anna strurnental in saving the life of my
ville, as I said; then Cripple Creek,
around the store,” observed Nanca
The "Oink Family Sketch." con
which was formed at a meeting Tues- ! Wednesday in Rockland with Mrs.
third oldest boy one night when
not to mention the Pemperton hoax,
shrewdly. “And if they could get
sisting of songs, comic pieces, and In Fellicane. Russell Hewett. Eleanor he was one year old.” Mrs. A. G.
Mrs. Harold Solberg and Mrs Emma day evening at Warren. The three ! Ward.
my dear. Some day I'll tell you
good books just by going to a li
Harper,
Vernon
Kenney.
Rose
Mal
Mrs. H M Waldton of Glencove strumental music, was given a t Wed
Weldon, Medford (Mass.).
about that, but I mustn’t bore you
brary, perhaps they’d stop buying Kinney were dinner guests Wednes counties included in this league are
Knox. Lincoln and Waldo and the ' and Mis. Cecil A. Rhodes of Rockport nesday morning’s assembly by 8-1 burg and David Harden.
with too many tales at once. We
those awful magazines Juanita day of Mrs. William Erickson.
• • tf •
Mrs. Alvah Harris and Mrs. Myrtle ! High Schools are Rockport. Waldo- were guests Wednesday of Mr. and Division, under the direction of Prin
grow garrulous as we grow old, I
feeds on.”
Pictures
of
the
hockey squad and
cipal
Libby.
The
family
included
fear 1 and It's years since I've talked
“Maybe they would," admitted Taylor of Tenant's Harbor were re boro. Appleton, Union. Warren and ' Mrs. D A. Sherer joining their aunt
| Mrs. C H. Morey wr.o is visiting at “Ma Gink." Rose Murgita; "Pa Gink." the girls' and boys' baskeball squads
over those times with anyone.”
Cousin Columbine, “bnt public li cent callers on Mrs. Addie Erickson Liberty,
Laxative Worm Expeller
“But I’m not bored," Nancy as
braries don’t grow on bushes; and
William Payson; "Grandma Gink," have been taken this week.
Miss Muriel Adams, daughter of ( the Sherer home.
Theodore Conway has employment
• • • •
Signs of Worms are: Constipation,
sured her. "You’ll have to tell this
In a place like this there's no Alad
Mr and Mrs. Albert Adams. Is stay- ' Mrs J S. Ranlett. Mrs. Inez Margaret Robbins; "Grandpa Gink."
in New York.
all over again when Jack Is here. I
din to rub his wonderful lamp and
Teachers and classmates of the deranged stomach, swollen upper
Frederick
Small;
"Baby
O
ink,'
ing
at
the
home
of
Mrs
M
in
n
ie
'
Bronkie
and
Mrs.
Adah
Foberts
moMrs. Gust Johnson. Mrs. Vally
lip, offensive breath, hard and full
wouldn't have him miss It for the
wish for one!”
Crozier while her parents are In tored Sunday to Lewiston attending George Huntley; "Ima Oink.” Cleo seniors are busily affixing their sig stomach with pains, pale face, eyes
world. Do you suppose we could
Nancy laughed as she went out, Jacobson and Mrs. Gust Berkquist
the council and depar’ment meeting patra Tibbetts; “Youra Gink.' Eloise natures to the pages of a brochure en heavy, short dry cough, grinding
see one of those mining towns some
leaving Cousin Columbine to her are home from New York, where they Boston.
The
Nitsumsosum
Club
and
hust>f
US.W.V Mr and Mrs, Ranlett Nash; "Cousin O ink.’ Jean Clukey; titled "Commencement Memories" of the teeth, etc.
day?”
nap. Aladdin 1 What would she do had employment during the winter.
These attractive booklets were pre
"No reason In the world why you
to Pine Ridge 1f she possessed his
Miss Edna Stanley is visiting her bands met Monday evening a t the and Mrs Bronkie attended Wednes- "Matilda Oink." Laura Sylvester; sented to members of the graduating ! Dr. True's Elixir is made from
home of Mr and Mrs Clyde Spear day evening the btrrbdav par v of ••jitnmie Gink." James Harding; and
can'L Come spring we'll make an
lamp? This Idea, and the Inspira sister. Mrs. Hugo Lehtinen
purest herbs, contains no harmful
class by Burdett College.
tion which was born of It an hour
excursion to Cripple Creek. Even
ingredients . . . cleanses as it
Bridge
was
enjoyed
with
high
score
Ralph
Ulmer
Camp.
Tliere
were
two
"Benny
Oink."
Ibra
Ripley.
The
Mrs. M att Hill is improving from
• • • •
now It will give you an Idea of how
later, so absorbed the girl that any
clears the intestinal tract . . . If is
falling
to
Mrs.
Douglas
Bisbee
and
Wrthday
cakes
in
honor
of
ihe
firth
program,
which
was
announced
by
The game to have been played to a mild medicine safe for children
necessity for “killing time" was her recent illness
a mining town is built; and no
Mrs. William Hill who has been Walter Carroll and consolation to anniversary, presented bv the Presi- Dorothy Demuth. also included or- night between Bangor High School or adults.
doubt Mark Adam would Jump at
quite forgotten.
Mrs
Frederick
Richards
and
Douglas
dent
of
the
American
Legion
Aux,
chestra
selections
and
a
French
doll
“What yon been doin' this long seriously ill Is improving She is be
the chance to drive us over. Did
Faculty and Rockland High Schoo’. Tour generations have proved it.
iliary and by Mrs. Adah Roberts.
( dance by Carol Ann Wolcott.
afternoon?” questioned Aurora,pok ing cared for by her mother. Mrs. Bisbee.
he say how Luke was getting on?”
Faculty has been cancelled. But
• • • o
ing her head Into the tower room Lempi Rytky a t Georges River.
Rev. and Mrs. G F Currier and
“He’ll be borne soon on crutches.
Examinations for the third quarter much interest is being centered in
without ceremony. “Supper's been
Does Luke look like his brothers,
Miss Millie Hyvarinen is home children returned Thursday from a
will be given next week. Juniors and the big April Fool Frolic to be held
ready for ten minutes; but every
Cousin Columbine?”
visit with his mother. Mrs. Sophia
A S S E S S O R S ' N O T IC E
seniors who have had an accumula on Monday In the gym when three
thing's so still 'rouDd here I from Massachusetts.
“Not In the least. He's the odd
The Assessors of the Town of Owl's
Currier at Brewer, and Mrs Currier’s
Mrs
Silri
Stein
who
has
been
visit
big
games
will
be
played:
Lions
vs.
Head hereby give notice to all persons
tive average of 85 for the school year
thought maybe you was sound
member of the family and resem
liable to taxation In said Town, that
ing with her brother in Dorchester, brother. Millard Worthen and family
asleep.”
bles no one. Luke was a timid lit
to date will be exempt from these ex Forty Club. R H S Faculty vs. Knox they
will be In session at
at
Corinna.
They
also
attended
Farm
Nancy glanced up from the Mass., has returned home
TO W N H A LL
County
Coaches,
and
Old
Timers
vs.
tle boy and not quite so husky as
aminations.
b i s a id T o w n o n t h e f i r s t d a y o f April,
and
Home
Week
at
Orono
lengthy
and
momentous
letter
she
the others. He’s taking a year off
• . • «
The “Let them worry club" met
Old Guard.
a t 1.38 t o 4 p. m.
The postponed Christian Endeavor
was writing to her Aunt Louise.
• • . •
before entering college.”
for the purpose of receiving llstz of polls
Prizes were awarded by Coach
Monday with Mrs. William Erickson.
estates taxable In said town.
“You’re right, Aurora. I think Picnic lunch was served. Mrs. Hugh social will take place Friday evening
"Aurora says he's his mother’s
A social in which all classes par and
Sezak to the Girls' Winter Sports
All such persons are hereby notified
I’ve been asleep most of my life,
favorite.”
at the Baptist vestry.
to
make
and bring to said Assessors true
Skating Team Wednesday, with the ticipated was held last Friday eve and perfect
lists of their polls and all
hut I’m waking up, thank goodness 1 Campbell will be hostess next week.
"Stuff and nonsense! If she felt
The Trytohelp Club will meet.
ning.
with
Marian
Ginn
as
entertain
their estates, real and personal, not by
first prize, a pair of moccasins, go
Did yon ever hear about Aladdin
any favoritism Eve Adam has too
law
exempt
from taxation, which they
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
ing to Dorothy Merriam, second, a ment chairman and Stanley Farn were possessed of. or which they held as
and his wonderful lamp?”
much sense to show It; but Luke's
JL
Edith Overlock.
guardian,
executor,
administrator, trus
ham
and
Edwin
Edwards
as
the
ad
gold medal, to Donna doRochemont.
affectionate, and not ashamed to let
HILL
tee or otherwise on the first day of April,
At the Baptist Church services
vertising
committee.
A
program
was
1935.
and
be
prepared
to make oath to
and
third,
a
bronze
medal
to
Eliza
folks find it out I've thought at
TO BE CONTINUED
truth of the same.
Sunday will begin with church school
given In the auditorium Including theWhen
times that Eve had a leaning toward
beth TUI.
estates of persons deceased have
a t 10 followed by morning worship at
Matthew; but If that's true It’s only
several dances by pupils of Mrs Cor been divided during the past year, or
have changed hands from anv cause, the
11; sermon subject “The Story T h at
SO UTH H O PE
because he’s so shy she wants to
Clock and watch dials of divers de ner. music by a girls' trio composed executor,
administrator or other persons
protect him.”
Transforms the World.' C hristian
scriptions have been drawn bv mem of Rose Flanagan M argaret Dunton Interested, are hereby warned to give
notice
of
such
change, and In default of
"How old Is John?”
Endeavor service at 6; evening praise
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and daughter
bers of Miss Coding's sophomore and Frances Storer, and an eccentric such notice will be held under the law
"Sixteen. Living with friends nt
66S
.
Table
Medel
to
pav
the
tax
sessed although such
service a t 7 with sermon by the pas
French classes in their study of tell dance by Frances Storer, Marjorie estate has bren awholly
distributed and
the Springs and going to high Ruby returned Sunday from Camden
tor,
subject
“Great
Lives
and
their
paid
over.
Ing
time.
Some
of
these
dials
are
DIM
INC
HON
’
Perry
.
Celia
Crowley,
and
Glcnna
school. He's headed for college in where they visited Mr. and Mrs.
Any
person
who
neglects
to comply
Pattern;” Tuesday evening World
numbered from 1 to 24. not meaning Rankin. A clever tap dance was with this notice will be doomed to a tax
the E ast He and MaTk are as alike Charles Woster for several days.
according
to
the
laws
of
the
and
Wide
Guild
will
meet;
Wednesday
that
there
are
actually
more
hours
in
given by Rose Flanagan. Stella Young. be barred of the right to makeState
as two peas in looks; hut John’s
applica
At the home of Mrs. Sidney Lerafternoon session of Ladies’ Circle a t
The World's Leading Radio
France than fn this country, but in Ruth Marston. Margaret Dunton and tion either to the Assessors or County
move quiet and studious like his fa
for any abatement of
ther. Mark’s the liveliest member mond 15 relatives arrived Tuesday The return of good weather conditions home of Mrs. W E. Whitney: Wed
order to avoid the a. m, and p. m., a Barbara Derry , After the program, Commissioners
his taxes, unless he offers such lists
evening for the purpose of observing must vividly remind every family that nesday evening the Trytohelp Club
24-hour basis is used by the railroads, general dancing was enjoyed in the with his application and satisfies them
that he was unable to offer It at the
Mrs. Lermond's birthday anniversary.
will serve a public Easter supper in
etc. A train scheduled for 1.22 in gym with 8tan W alsh's orchestra time hereby appointed.
March 23, 1935
The time was delightfully passed with very soon relatives and friends from the vestry from 5.30 to 7. Thursday
this country is scheduled for 13.22 in providing the music.
H. 8 MONTGOMERY
games and cards, following which re out-of-town will be returning for a afternoon a t 4 o'clock, the Junior E n 
J D KNOWLTON
France .while the time between mid
THE BASKETBAIA TOURNAMENT
OEOROE
W. HASKELL
J u s t a fe w d r o p s
freshments were served.
deavor will meet at the church; mid
night and 1 a. m. is called the zero The Rockland team at Livermore Falls 36-39
Assessors.
visit or a holiday.
Tremendous production and m ien
u p e a c h n o s tr il.
Played
a
championship
game.
week
prayer
service
Thursday
evening
Audrey Heath, young daughter of
hour. And according to these new
l e a d e r s h i p f o r 5 consecutive
Q u ick ly , b re a th in g
Winning honors for the school
yearn m ake PHILCO thew orld’s
F rench clocks which have a double
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heath, who has Can you. this year, drive them out and at 7, followed by choir rehearsal.
And for themselves much fame,
again becomes clearl
PO RT CLYDE
greatest
radio
value!
See
thia
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Rhodes.
dial, our school begins at 8.40 and The Judges picked an all-star team ; h
bren ill with pneumonia, is much im
new 1935 PHILCO 668—a table
show them the family lot as it ought Jr. went to Matinlcus Friday to visit
And
three
of
our
girls
are
on
It;
closes
a
t
15.351
Especially
good
draw
proved.
model th a t tunea-in the world!
They're
Hapworth.
Mahoney,
and
The Courier-Gazette u now on sale
his brother Lloyd Rhodes and family
ings of these French dials were made
Exceptional perform ance, tone
Flanagan.
The Community Club held a supper to be?
And
exultant
we
arc
they
won.
It.
and ease o f tu n in g! W alnut cab
at the Postoffiee and Miss Buker will
for
a
few
days.
by
John
Blethen.
David
Hyler.
Bar
March 28 for members and families
inet of latent design.
Miss Louise E. Clement, daughter of
bara Ferry. Betty McAlary. Frederick The game Is over, the girls arc home; j also be glad to take new subscriptions.
Fred Merrifield and W alter Tolman Call a DORNAN Representative NOW!
They've told us all about It
Mr and Mrs. Penson F. Clement, was
high Is Rockland High—
And other rectal diseases have resumed work a t Beauchamp
O THER PHILCO S, $20 up Bartlett, Eleanor Harper, Margaret Aces
And were all glad to shout It!
given a surprise shower and tea Wed
I
Rogers. Vieno Kangas. James East
Hester Hatch. '38.
IPoint.
Treated Without Pain
nesday a t the home of Miss Louise Liberal Trade-in Allowance Russell Hickman. Rose Malburg. Elsie
Baseball
battery
candidates
will re
Miss
Ruby
Merrifield
is
now
home
F.
Langer
in
Belfast,
in
honor
of
her
W A N T -A D S G IVE
or Loss of Time
Rackliff, and Lawrence Crockett
EASY TERMS
port Monday night. Indoors, for first
• • • •
after passing the winter with her
approaching marriage to S tu a rt B.
A pictorial current events map practice. Without a single experi
grandmother, Mrs. Albert Heath.
D R . JAMES KENT
Farnham, who Is manager of the
H ouse-Sherm an, Inc.
TUOMASTON
EAST UNION
which has been made by the fresh enced hurler on the team. It is hoped
First National Store in th is town.
Miss Martha Hastings is spending
ROCKLAND
442 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 1018
men civics class Is attracting much th a t a large number of candidates,
The table was decorated w ith pink
37-38
M IN IM U M ( 0 1 T
33 LIMEROCK ST. BOCKLAND a few days with her aunt, Mrs. Emma
attention In Miss deRochemont’s will report to Coach Durrell.
T H O M A /T O N 18 5 - 4
roses and gold hearts and the dainty
Norwood in Warren,
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Page Five

wiring and cannot find any shorts or
overloads. A friend suggested that
there might be a heavy ground, but
I fail to find one. Can you help me?
K. L. L.
A. I hope I am helping you when
I suggest the possibility th a t you
may be using fuses that are too light.
Q. Every now and again my en
gine fails to start because the
starter-m otor does not go into action.
It isn't a case of jammed starter
pinion nor battery trouble. H. M. B.
'A . At the mileage your car has
The pity of it is that so many from the accelerator before depres traveled I should certainly suggest
people who arc right in maintaining sing the clutch pedal. The result is having the starter-motor taken off
their right of way is that they're1, the car immediately starts to slow and serviced. You will likely find a
down, wasting some of the momen loose starting brush holder or a
dead right.
5 tum it has taken gas to create. The stuck brush. Have the commutator
Why Pressure Slays Low
same thing happens in going from cleaned and dressed at the same
In spite of all the experience that
second to high. To avoid this sort time.
has been sirred up bearing on the
Q. For several months I have
o f thing see that clutch is dis
subject of oil pressure motorists and
engaged just as the throttle is being been trying to find out why the en- !
many mechanics continue to fac*
closed. Shift immediately and start gine of my car misses at low speed.
perplexing lubrication problems. Thd
pressing on the accelerator pedal Have gone over tire carburetor care- j
records are filled with cases where
while the clutch pedal is allowed to fully and I am certain th at the ig- I
nition isn't at fault. Have even I
owners have replaced the oil pumit
come up rather quickly. For a
gears, the oil pressure gauge and
To grasp the fu ll significance of this picture,
smooth getaway keep speed on the checked such points as a loose
the oil regulator without bringing
consider
two things: A string o f automobiles placed
throttle,
uneven
compression
and
steady increase, avoiding the lulls.
bum per to bumper and two abreast, stretching
oil pressure back to normal. Others
more detailed conditions on this
Other Ways of Stopping
fro m Gotham ’s Hell Gate to Frisco’s Golden Gate.
have gone a step further by replac
order. G. S.
T hat will give you a mental picture of the more
ing the entire oil pump, cleaning
A. I suggest that you have your
Drivers who place too much de
than three million motor vehicles produced by
out the lines and tightening the pendence on the stop-light signal service man check for a leak in the
Dodge Brothers since November, 1914, when the first
bearings. Even with all of this it is. should bear in mind th at the car intake manifold or in the riser to
still possible to overlook a broken ahead may slow down, or even stop, j the intake. If a little air leaks into
main bearing. In one recent case without benefit of brakes. Its driver, i the intake during idling it will lean
half of a main bearing was broken for instance, may get into a jam out the mixture and cause uneven
away in such a manner that oil pres with the gears. He may use th e ' running.
sure could not build up. The engine hand brake and not the service brake I
did not knock because it was well that is tied up with the stop-light |
FR IEN D SH IP
balanced and the driver did not signal. Or he may be stopped by a 1
drive in the higher speed range.
car that is ahead of him and which |
Mrs. Ella Ccok and Mrs Hattie
you may not be able to see.
Time to Catch lip
Wotton were recent guests of Miss
Three Tips for Traffic
Outstanding among the significant
Nellie Davis.
features of the latest models is de
Remember that when you are at j Mrs. Lizzie Miller and.son Had’.ey
cision of manufacturers of • many the head of the procession you are i passed the day recently with Mrs.
cars to carry over into 1935 numer virtually driving for those following ! Alice Delano.
ous points of design which have Other drivers will be depending upon
Miss Rachel Stetson was dinner
proved satisfactory. I t reveals the you for guidance in speed and direc
guest Sunday of Miss Priscilla Wot
industry as recognizing at last the tion changes
ton.
value of letting well enough alone.
The yellow traffic light means
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Geele and
If a feature is giving a good ac caution for the driver as well as the
daughter Ruth of Dutch Neck were
count of itself and is in favor with pedestrian. Stand at any busy in
visitors in town last week.
the motorist, why scrap it in favor of | tersection and you will note that
Mr. and Mrs. E. R Burns of Sduth
something experimental? Manufac many drivers arc confused for a
turers this year have given their moment when signals are changing, Waldoboro called Sunday on Mr. and
answer to this by retaining a large often believing that the lights are Mrs. Irvin Burns.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the V f W
number of items of design and equip turning green when they are on the
were entertained Thursday at the
ment which in less enlightened years way to red.
would have been discarded. Some
In making right turns at crowded home of Mrs. George T Palmer
Mrs. Elden Cook spent the day re
of these items have been improved, intersections swing way out so that
but essentially they are the same as the rear of the car will not be too cently with her grandmother, Mrs.
Top ph^to ahowa construction work on the new Ford steel ho', rv
; ".ione found on preceding models. near the curb. Pedestrians often Julia Winchenbach, of South Waldo
cold finishing m ills; left, Instillation of furnaces and other equipment
Eliminating unnecessary changes stand in the gutter and expose their boro.
,n foundry for casting alloy steel parts; right, Rouge plant power house.
should put the industry' in a strong feet to the car's right rear wheel.
Ira Oliver is engaged in barbering
IIE N R Y FORD is well under way pressure steam power house In the
er financial position where It will
with K arl Stetson of Thomaston.
on one of the year's largest sin world, $4,600,000; new glass plant,
Misled By Heal Knock
be better equipped to launch future
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Benner are re
gle Industrial construction projects $3,000,000; modernization of foun
While
motor
knocking
can
be
used
major changes, when needed.
in the United States—a 123,000,000 dry and installation of furnaces
ceiving congratulations on the birth
But there is a greater benefit from to good advantage to determine of a daughter, March 21.
program designed to Improve and and other equipment for production
expand the facilities of the great of cast alloy steel parts, $675,000;
this desire to retain features of de whether spark timing is sufficiently
Misses Gladys Simmons and Elea
Rouge Plant of the Ford Motor Com and reconstruction Of one blast fur
sign which have demonstrated their advanced it is necessary to bear in nor Thibodeau who have been guests
nace to Increase Its capacity from
mind.
that,
if
the
engine
is
running
pany at Dearborn, Mich.
value. I refer to the owner's angle
of their aunt. Mrs. Alton Winchen
Among the projects are: New hot 600 to 600 tons dally, to cost $600,000.
on the subject. He finds that his hot. knocking will develop even bach of West Waldoboro, have re
In addition, new tools, machinery
strip steel rolling mill, 16,330,000;
1935 car is less of a mystery, that he though the timing is not too far ad turned home.
and other equipment and facilities
new
sheet
steel
cold
finishing
mill,
4
already knows something of its vanced. This has led many a mo
$3,460,000; modernization of main In all departments to Increase daily
Mrs. Ralph Winchenpaw of H art
characteristics and that he will be torist to have timing retarded when ford. Conn., arrived here Tuesday and
power house Into the largest high output, totals $3,000,000.
able to contribute to it what is highest efficiency called for leaving is having extensive repairs made at
needed for highest operating ef the spark as it was and removing the Camp Wehinahpay.
weeks with her daughter and son-in- in the nature of a house warming.
ficiency. Too many radical changes cause of the overheating.
Mrs. Alice Delano is occupying her law, Mr. and Mrs. Bedfield Miller.
Cards were played with refreshments
Now You Ask One
leave the motorist tagging so far
home here, having concluded a visit
Mrs. Lena Delano after a visit with served. Mr. and Mrs. Waltz were the
behind that he finds it difficult. | Q. I have been troubled with the in Rockland.
her son Frederick Felker and family, recipients of many attractive gifts.
often impossible, to cooperate.
fuses of my car blowing out con
Mrs. Estella Poland has returned has returned to Thomaston.
Those attending were Mr. and Mrs.
This year the motorist has an ideal tinually. Have checked over the to Broad Cove after passing several
Mrs. Gertrude Simmons, Mrs. Amy Hai'old Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
opportunity to catch up with the
Stebbins and Miss Ethel Stebbins Vannah, Miss Betty Stahl and
automobile — an opportunity, which
were recent guests of Mrs. Burt Herbert Leavitt.
if taken In time, will have far-reach
M u rp hy.
Roland T. Waltz of Portland has
ing and highly beneficial effects.
Mrs. Alexander Smith of East been a visitor at the home of Mrs.
Braintree. Mass., who has been visit Emma Trowbridge Potter.
Mechanic Joe Speaking
ing her mother Mrs. L. C. Morton,
Mrs. E. M. Whitcomb has returned
“Just a minute to broadcast the
motored to Portland to see her father, from a visit to (Boston.
tip to have the car given a mid-win
who is a patient at the Maine General
Levi W. Parsons is ill at his home
ter check-up. The fact that it was
Hospital.
on Depot Street.
prepared for cold weather is no rea
Mrs. Austin Winchenbaugh of
There will be a Union Temperance
son to assume that it still is able to
South
Waldoboro
was
a
visitor
Sun
Service
Sunday at the Baptist
withstand low temperatures, storms
day at the home of her grandmother Church at 7 o'clock. Mrs. Althea
and the unavoidable neglect- that
G. Quimby, of Portland. State presi
Mrs George Pottle who is very 111.
goes with driving a car at this sea
Mrs. Charlena Lawry has returned dent of the W.C.T.U.. will deliver the
son. The percentage of anti-freeze
home after passing the winter with address. Rev. Horace M. Taylor,
in the cooling system becomes lower
her son and daughter-in-law Capt. pastor of the Baptist Church, and
as the winter progresses while the
and Mrs. Perly (Lawry of South Port Rev. A. G. Davis, pastor of the
lighter lubricants are quite likely to
Methodist Church, will take part In
land.
bum off or leak out during those oc
Elliott Prior is seriously ill at the the service. The public Is invited.
casional warm spells or while the car
• • *•
home of his son Crosby Prior.
is under heavy strains. Along about
Clayton
Oliver
and
Chester
Brown
Banquet
and Business
this time the car should be subject
were Thomaston visitors Wednesday
The Women's Club held the annual
ed to a repetition of the prepara
'Mrs. James Murphy who has been banquet and business meeting at
tions It was treated to at the start of
in
Bath has returned home.
Stahl's Tavern Tuesday with 33 in
winter. In many cases I have found
The affair was In
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry were attendance.
it necessary to add extra safeguards,
visiting in Waldoboro Monday.
charge of Mrs. Rena Crowell, chair
especially to protect the clutch,
The Farm Bureau met recently at man, Mrs. Bessie Kuhn and Mrs.
water pump, brakes and spring
the Veterans hall in East Friendship Carolyn Mitchell. Tables were a t
shackles."
witli 16 members present. Dinner tractively decorated with spring
Both Doing the Same
was served at noon in charge of flowers, dainty candy baskets and
The idea that it's all right to pass
which were Mrs. .Bertha Jameson and place cards in harmonizing colors.
to the right of another car at an in
Mrs. Clara Prior. Mrs. Carrie Mac- The menu provided a wide variety of
tersection, if you plan to make a
Farland, project leader on foods, delectables. Mrs. Marion Froelich
right hand turn, doesn't always
talked on the food budget—an in entertained with piano selections and
work out safely. I recently saw a
structive and helpful address. Those readings during the luncheon.
driver get badly Jammed against the
At the business meeting following,
present were Mrs. Susan Wotton,
curb when the driver to the left also
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses, Mrs. Bertha Mrs. Esther Shorey was elected presi
decided to make a right turn.
Jameson, Mrs Adelia Jameson, Mrs. dent; Mrs. M. Louise Miller, viceWilliam Lewis, Mrs. Carrie Mac- president; Mrs. Isabelle Labe, secre
This Opens Two Ways
(T o p )— Engine pressure indicator card shows high efficiency secured
Farland. Mrs. Gertrude Oliver, Mrs. tary; Mrs. Ida Stenger treasurer.
Several times when I have ad-,
w ith Bohnalite cylinder head, and new combustion chamber design.
Oliver Noyes, Mrs. Laura Poland, Mrs. Mrs. Stenger, Mrs. Gay and Mrs.
vised drivers to open the throttle
(L o w er rig h t)— Latest type aluminum cylin d er head permitting higher
Clara Prior, Mrs. Helen Simmons, Rose Weston were appointed on the
wide to clear the cylinders when it
compression w ith standard fuel, Increased power, greater economy and
Mrs. Abbie Stevens, Mrs. Mamie program committee. The meeting of
is difficult to re-start the motor they
smoother operation. ( L e f t) — David E. Anderson, internationally known
Wotton, Mrs. Carl Fales, Miss Ruth next week will be held in the Girl
have come back with the excuse of
authority on combustion chambers who recently developed a new design
Scout rooms at the home of Mrs. J.
Bradford, and Miss Phyllis Prior.
system which has been adopted by motor car companies.
not being able to follow this rule beB. Nicholson when the members of
cause their cars are not equipped
P*VERYONE who drives an auto sible. As a result of discoveries made
the organization will entertain the
with a hand control of the throttle
W ALDOBORO
mobile will be benefited by the In this laboratory of the greatly Im
club. This will be the last meeting
I wonder why It is they overlook the
discoveries coming out of a labora proved performance made possible
Thomas B. frow n is in Boston to of the season and was postponed from
fact that the throttle can be opened
tory In Detroit which is operated with aluminum cylinder heads due
attend
the Flower Show and will March 19.
wide merely by pressing all the way
for the benefit of motor car com particularly to the practicability of
afterward be guest of his son in VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STR CO.
panies generally but which is not
down on the accelerator
Servl <• to Vinalhai-n, North Haven,
higher compressions and a new
Windsor, Conn.
connected directly with any of
Stoninrton, Isle an Haut. Swan's
Best Drivers Fail Here
Island and Frenchboro
them. To this laboratory design form of combustion chamber, there
Mrs.
Charles
Chilles
of
Vinalhaven
Effective Sept 15. 1934
Many otherwise experienced driv ing engineers from the various auto has been a marked advance in car
is
visiting
her
aunt,
Mrs.
William
(Subject
to change Without Notice)
performance.
The
laboratory
Is
con
mobile factories take their engines
P M
A M
Grant.
ducted
by
the
engineering
depart
1.30 Lv. Rockland
Ar. 0 34)
for study and during the course of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Perley
Waltz
were
2
45
Lv.
Vinalhaven
8 15
the year practically all of them are ment of the Bohn Aluminum &
30 Lv. North Haven
7 2.’
given a delightful party at their home 34 40
Lv Stonington
elaborately tested and recommenda- Brass Corporation In charge of
6.2!
8
00
Ar.
Swans
Island
Lv.
5 30
Monday evening, an affair which was
made to improve them. If pos David E. Anderson, Chief Engineer,

T H E W H IT E RIBBON'ERS

3 -M IL L IO N T H D O D G E L A U N C H E D
B Y M E N W H O H E L P E D M A K E T H E F IR S T

$ 2 3 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 Ford Plant E xpansion

F oresees Automobile Engine Progress

ers may well blush a bit at their
habit of slowing down when going
throughgear changes. They start in
low, speedupandthen lift their foot- Xioaa

car bearing the name rolled through the factory
gates. Next comes the fa ct that the Dodge m e
chanics grouped about the 3-millionth Dodge shown
here, are part of 482 workers who had a hand in
building the first Dodge tw enty years ago. The aver
age age of the men in the group is 66 years and
their service with the company averages 2 3 ^ years.
V IN A L H A V L iS

Arc Keeping Their Finger On Public
Pulse These Moist Days

•From the W. C. T. U.)
“No sick person these days need
form a drug habit or a drink habit
as the result of having used medi
cine prescribed by a physician," de
clares George W. Muhlcman, D.Sc..
Professor of Chemistry of Hamline
University, St. Paul, Minn., in the
Union Signal. March 16. 1935, and
he adds: "Mighty rare is the reput
able dentist or doctor of medicine in
these days who ever thinks of pre' scribing alcohol for any sort of ail! ment. The chemist has prepared
; many different anesthetics which
make the patient insensible to pain
and with none of the bad after
effects which are inherent In al
cohol."
• • • •
Kansas Drys Netted A Thousand
Per Cent Gain over their previous
vote fifty-four years before: 1934
majority. 80,000; majority In 1880,
only 8,000. One reason for this gain
i is the aggressive vitality of the
Kansas State W.C.T.U. which, be. sides other things, netted more than
j 500 new m em bers d uring 1934.

SO U T H W A L D O B O R O

Liquor Advertising Is Prohibited
Geese and robins arc seen almost under the provisions of the new state
C. L. Boman and W A. Smith re
daily in large flocks arriving from control liquor act which became ef
turned Thussday from Augusta.
fective March 1 in West Virginia.
"District School" will be present the South.
ed April 12 at Union Church, under
Miss Evelyn Gcnthner was week However, the law applies only to
liquors containing more than 5" of
auspices of Union Church choir.
end guest at A J. Genthner’s.
Mrs. Charles Chilles and grandssn ' Mrs. Jane Mallard of Bristol visited alcohol by weight. There is no
John F. Chilles. returned Thursday recently at th e home of G. T. Palmer. regulation for beer containing 5% or
I less of alcohol.
front a few days' visit in Waldobor tl
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah mo
• • • •
and Rockland.
tored Saturday to Orono for their son j
Stanley Conway is spending the'
Sherman who will pass the spring | Charge That Raw Untaxed Alcohol
week in Rockland as guest of his aunt.
being sold to school children at 10c
vacation here.
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson.
a half pint, according to Federal
Mrs.
Gertrude
Pinkham
was
a
Mrs. Marshall Sails returned Wed
Commissioners . . . Millions of minia
Boothbay
visitor
Sunday.
nesday from Rockland.
ture finger bottles of all kinds of the
Miss
Louise
Berry
will
entertain
the
Miss Beulah Gilchrist entertained
“hardest" booze, now dispensed to
Methodist
Ladies’
Aid
April
4.
Wednesday evening at two tables of
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Wallace of minors without restraint in drug
63. in honor of Mr. and MrS. Oscar
Thomaston
were at Mr and Mrs. O. S. stores, groceries, and liquor shops , . .
Waterman of North Haven. First
Naw evidence that liquor-filled
honors went to Mrs. Herbert Patrick, Eornetnan's last Monday.
candies are again being put In cir
Mrs
Elden
Cook
of
Friendship
was
second to Mrs. Oscar Waterman.
culation to lure unsuspecting boys
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Coombs and son guest Wednesday of her grandmother,
and girls . . . These are just three
Mrs.
Julia
Winchenbach.
Elmer have returned from Rockland.
recent development in and about the
The
Ladies'
Auxiliary,
VF.W.
of
Mrs. Samuel Jones is quite ill at her
Friendship were recently entertained Chicago area, that might well be re
home.
spectfully referred to the newly
i
by
Mrs. George T. Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson,
! organized Council of Moderation, Inc.,
daughter Edith and son Ivan went to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morse of the
Rockland Wednesday where Ivan i village visited Sunday with Mr. and New York City, as topics for their
’Mrs. Freelon Vannah.
projected ten years campaign of
entered Knox Hospital.
Union Church choir met Thursday i Floyd Benner and Roland Studley education.
night with Mrs. E. A. Smalley for are driving new Ford trucks.
Miss Laura Creamer has been guest turned to his home at the village after
rehearsal.
this
week of her aunt. Mrs. G. H. passing a week with his grandparents,
There will be work on several can
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Genthncr.
didates Monday night at the regular Scofield.
E. O. Borneman has bought a Ford
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Studley of
meeting of Marguerite Chapter.
West Warren were visitors Sunday a t
O.EB Supper will be served after sport coupe.
the ceremonies by Mrs. Oscar Lane, Reginald Monahan. Jr., has re- the home of Mrs. Julia Winchenbach.
Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas and Mrs. Fred
Coombs.
The Junior Epworth League will
hold installation of officers Sunday
evening in Union Church.
Sons of Union Veterans held instal
A L T H O U G H fish Is a good y ea r-’round fa v o rite, ju s t now m any people
lation Monday night at the G AR
* * are s e r v in g it a bit m ore o fte n th a n u su al. H ence, it is im portant
rooms. The new officers are: Com
to serv e it so w e ll it s p op u larity w ill con tin u e th ro u g h o u t the Lenten
mander, Calvin B. Vinai; Senior Vice.
season. T h is su c c e ss w ill depend o n se rv in g a v a r ie ty o f fish, w ith
George Swears; junior vice, James
piquant sa u c e s an d condim enta to en h a n ce th e less pronounced flavor
Calderwood; camp council, Bruce
o f the fish. T a r ta r Sauce, T om ato S a u ces, such a s T om ato K etchup and
Grindle. Leon Arey, Joseph Kittredge;
Chili S a u ce, P ic k le Sauce, H o lla n d a ise Sauce, D raw n B u tte r Sauce,
H orseradish S a u c e , E g g S au ce a n d M ustard Sauce— each com p lem en ts
patriotic instructor. Bruce Grindle;
its own sp e c ia l fish . I f you p la n L e n ten m ea ls w ith th is v a riety in
treasurer. E. C. Macintosh secretary.
mind, the w e e k ’s m en us w ill co n ta in in te r e stin g su rp rises.
E. M Hail; guide, W A Smith; inside
Tuna F is h W it h P ickle Baeee—
guard, Ralph Warren; outside guard.
Leon Arey. Past Commander Bruce Stesm lgcu p can n ed o r cooked tu n a
fish o v er h o t w a te r u n til heated.
Orindle was installing officer and
Melt 2 ta b le sp o o n s b u tter in a
Past Commander W A. Smith, guide
saucepan, add 2 tablesp oon s flour
Supper was served.
and 4 te a sp o o n s a lt and blend w e ll.
*• • •

Fish Recipes for Lent

Mrs. Ellen W. Mills

Mrs. Ellen W. Mills. 85. died March
25 at her home. She was born in
North Haven, daughter of Hiram and
Deborah «Norton) Wooster, and had
been a resident of this town for 66
years. She is survived by one son,
Sidney Mills, with whom she had
made her home since the death of
her husband.
Funeral services were held a t the
home Wednesday, Rev. N. F Atwood,
pastor of Union Church offlcciatlng
There were beautiful floral offerings.
Interment was in the family lot in
Mills cemetery.

W EST W A S H IN G T O N

G radually ad d VA cu p s m ilk and
cook, s t ir r in g co n sta n tly , u n t i l
thick. Add 3 ta b lesp o o n s chopped
S w eet G h erk in s and 4 tea sp o o n
W orcestersh ire S a u ce. Place th e
fish upon a p la tte r , pour sa u ce
over it and sp r in k le w ith p aprika
and p a rsle y , o r se r v e on slic e s o f
buttered t o a s t topp ed w ith a d d i
tional p ick le g a r n ish .

Shrim p W ith M ushroom S a u c e M elt 2 ta b le sp o o n s b u tter in a
saucepan, ad d 3 tablesp oon s flour
and blend w e ll. A dd 1— 16 o s. can
Cream o f M u sh room Soup a n d
cook, s t ir r in g co n sta n tly , u n til th e
co n siste n c y o f th ic k w h ite sa u ce.
S tir in 1 4 cu p s shredded shrim p.
Continue c o o k in g j u s t until sh rim p
is heated th r o u g h .
S eason w ith
sa lt and p ep p er and serve on fin ger
len g th s o f t o a s t o r in p a tty sh ells.

Mrs. Kendrick Light and two chil
Codfish C a k es— Shred 1 cup s a lt
dren Barbara and Carlton visited
codfish.
S im m e r th e fish and 3
Monday with her mother, Mrs. Edson
cups ra w p o ta to e s to g eth er u n til
Wellman.
p o ta to es a r e q u ite tender. D rain ,
Mrs. Florence Dawson and children
m ash, b ea t u n til lig h t, then add 2
were callers Sunday on Mrs. Lina
w ell b ea ten e g g s , a dash o f pepper,
2 ta b lesp o o n s b u tte r and 2 ta b le 
B r J O S B P H IN I G IB S O N
Bartlett.
D ire c to r, H e in e ro o d In s titu te
spoons T o m a to K etchup. Drop by
Mrs. Mae Hibbert has employment
sp oon fu ls o n to b u ttered , h o t g r id 
at the village.
and add the liquid th a t is in the
dle, and f r y on both sides u n til
Mr. and Mrs. John Babb and chil
pan in which th e fish is baked
brown. S erv e w ith T om ato K etchup.
(th e r e w ill be ab ou t 114 c u p s).
dren Joan and Priscilla were guests
Salm on C a sse r o le — Combine 1—
Cook, stirrin g co n sta n tly , u n til
Sunday of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
1 lb. can red sa lm o n , 1 cup C lam
th ick , then add 1 crum bled
Safford. In Chelsea.
Chowder, 1 cup R ice F la k es, 1 e g g ,
hard cooked e g g y olk , 1 table
Mrs. Cora Deering was a visitor
'A tea sp o o n s a lt and a dash o f
spoon p arsley, 3 tablesp oon s
pepper, and m ix thorough ly. P la ce
Monday at Katie Kennedy’s.
India Relish and 1 teasp oon
in
a
b
u
ttered
ca
ssero
le
and
bake
in
Mrs. Cleo (Bartlett and daughter
W o rcestersh ire S a u ce.
P lace
a hot oven (4 0 0 ° F .) fo r 30 m in u tes.
th e fish on a hot p la tter, p o w
Merner and Miss Geneva Frost passed
Buttered R ice F la k e s m ay be sp rin 
th e sauce over it and ga rn ish
Saturday afternoon with Mrs. Alton
kled o v er th e to p before baking.
w ith sp rig s o f p a rsley and se c 
Wellman.
F ille t o f S o le— M elt 2 tablesp oon s
tio n s o f lemon.
Ernest and Esten Wellman and
butter in a f r y in g pan and cook in
S a l m o n C roqnettee— Bkr.d 3
Elliston MaoFarland motored Sunday
it 1 la r g e o n io n , fin ely diced, and
ta b lesp o o n s flour w ith 3 ta b le 
to Union.
2 ta b lesp o o n s ch op p ed p arsley, th en
sp oon s m elted b u tter. Add 1 cu p
place in th e p a n 1% lbs. fille t o f
Merle Marr of Razorville visited
m ilk and *4 tea sp o o n s a lt and eook
sole th a t h a s b een sprinkled g e n e r 
friends In this part of the town last
u n til thick, stir r in g c o n sta n c y . T o
o u sly w ith s a lt an d pepper. On th e
week.
2 4 cups flaked sa lm o n , add 4 ewp
fish la y se v e r a l w h o le cloves and a
C hili Sauce, 4 tea sp o o n sa lt, U
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee and
bay lea f. A d d 1 4 cups m ilk, cover,
tea sp o o n p epper and th e w h ite
George Whiten were visitors in Au
and b ak e in a h o t oven (4 0 0 ° F .)
sa u ce, and m ix w ell. Cool, sh a p e
gusta last Saturday.
fo r 20 m in u te s , o r u n til tender.
in to croquettes and dip in to crushed
Serve w ith t h e fo llo w in g sau ce:
Mrs. Bessie Webb has returned to
R ice F la k es ( 1 4 cu p s, m easured
Cooper’6 Mills. While here she cared
M elt 2 ta b le sp o o n s b u tter in
th en cru sh ed ), th en in to b ea ten
or her daughter Alice, who had ,
a sa u cep a n , add 3 tablespoons
egg ( I e g g ) and in to R ice F la k e s
flour a n d b len d w ell. S train
abscesses
of the throat.
a g a in . F ry in d a m f a t a n d dmha.
29-tf
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A T THE STATE CAPITOL

TH O M ASTO N

Probate Notice#

Legal Notice#
STATE OF MAINE

In E veryb od y’s C olum n
Advertisements In this column not to

Northwestern Fire and Marine
Insurance Company

To ail persons Interested In the estate
M inneapolis, M innesota
STATE OF MAINE
The Thomaston Nursing Associa
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
To all persons interested In either of hereinafter named:
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Addl«
I
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland.
tion will benefit from a moving pic
the estates hereinafter named:
lines five cents each for one time, . Real E state.....................
15
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. In and for the County of Knox, on the tlonal
277,777.88
10
cents
for
three
times.
Six
word*
ture show to be given April 9 at 7-30
Mortgage
L o a n s ..................
19th
day
of
February
In
the
year
of
our
In and for the County of Knox, on the
0
make a line.
Collateral
L
o
a
n
s
..................
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
19th day of March in the year of our
at the State Prison. As before, Depu
1.889.114.03
Stocks and Bonds . . . .
Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-five and by adjournment from |
198.400.59
Cash in Office and Bank . .
ty Warden Hopkins is the sponsor.
thtrty-ttve and by adjournment from day to day from the 19th day of said
144.698.59
Agents’
B
a
la
n
c
e
s
..................
dav to day from the 19th day of said February the foUowIng matters having |
26.551.81
Bills R e c e i v a b le ..................
Miss Nellie Gardiner is at home
been
presented
for
the
action
thereMarch the following matters having
30.340.24
Interest
and
Rents
.
.
.
.
____
_f
___
upon
hereinafter
Indicated
It
is
hereby
67.724
66
The
man
who
succeeds
is
the
man
been
presented
for
the
action
thereupon
from Castine on a vacation of several
All other A ssets......................
hereby ~Orhereinafter Indicated It Is ----- i Ordered:
Gross A s s e t s .................. 52.928.876.25
’
\ That notice thereof be given to all
days.
The Sea and Shore Fisheries Corn- history th at a bond issue for road who reads, Lincoln walked twenty 1dered
308,455.05
Deduct item s not admitted
persons interested, by causing a copy ;
That
i u m nonce
notice thereof be given to all , of
BULOVA wrist watch lost Tuesday,
Miss Mildred Smith of Portland who mittee is considering a compromise purposes has been passed so speedily miles to get a book.
of thls
this order
order to
to be
be p
published three
A d m i t t e d ...................... 52.620,421.20
persons interested, by causing a copy of weev , successively In Tlhe Courler-Ga- Finder pJeasecall at 20 Orange St.
ReLyric ectasy.
has been visiting with the John Bor- thereby the minimum length of lob- Representatives of rural districts, as
this order to be published three weeks zette. a newspaper published at Rock- ward. MRS. J. P. KELLEY
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
39*41
Flight like an arrowaiiccesslvely In The Courier-Gazette, a land in said County that they may ap. 73 ,
Z
Net Unpaid Losses . . . .
$68 32406
neman family, returned home Satur jsters now in effect under the double well as from the cities, accepted the
Home again Are vc*i.
newspaper published at Rockland In said pear at a Probate Court to be held at, . NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of
Unearned Premiums. . . .
544,332.7/
Little song sparrow!
County that they may appear at a Pro said Rockland, on the l«th day of April deposit book numbered 8254. and the
294.272.35
All other Liabilities .
day.
gauge law will be retained and the road committee's recommendation on
1.000,000.00
bate Court to be held at said Rockland, A. D. 1935 at nine o'clock in the fore- 1
'---- - *-fc"
Cash Capital . . . .
Dr. Ethel Crie is reported to be mak maximum length will be altered so as the bond issue, feeling that it was March
__ 713.492.02
on the 16th day of Aprl' A. D. 1935. at noon, and be heard thereon if they see j accordance with the provision of the
Surplus over all Liabilities
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO By
1 1 Tne birds are coming back this nine o'clock in the forenoon, and be cause
Total Liabilities and Surplus 52,620,421.20
ing steady gains toward recovery.
to permit unlimited taking of male necessary to continue both the sec
heard thereon If they see cause
ESTATE IDA E COOKSON. late of ! ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver. Rockland.
month. Learn how to watch
36-6-42
33-S-39
JAMES A SMIJH late of Thomaston, Thomaston, deceased Petition for Li- ! Maine. March 23. 1935.
Mrs. Percy E. Demmons was guest Ilobsters but restricting the taking of ondary road program and State high
them in Bird Houses Boys Can deceased. Will ahd Petition for Probate cense to convey certain real estate situ- !
Wednesday at a lunchebn party given i females to the present maximum. The way construction in the next few
thereof, asking that the same may be ated in Thomaston, and fully described '
AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE CO.
Build by Slcpert.
proved and allowed and that Letters in said petition, and distribute the proby Mrs. Frank D. Rowe at her home Joriginal proposal made to this Legis- years.
Saint Louis
Testamentary issue to Lottie A. Smith ceeas Of saie among the heirs living In *
Howard
Pyle,
born
1853.
His
first
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
in Warren.
of Thomaston^ she^betng^the Executrix different States. Presented by Lura E | *
The S tate has one million dollars;
lature was to amend, the present law
named
In
said
Will,
without
bond
Stocks and Bonds ........
$6,019,919 98
book, the Merry Adventures of
Doherty of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts and by increasing the minimum length remaining at its last 19-million dol
Cash In Office and Bank
804.U8245
CORA E. MeLAIN. late of Rockland,
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. Es
Robin Hood was written and deceased.
Agents' Balances ................... 351.836 86
daughter are spending a few days with over which lobsters may be taken by lar highway bond issue. This amount
Will and Petition for Probate quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
POSITION
wanted
as
cook
or
general
Bills
Receivable
......................
93.731
92
thereof, asking that the same may be , county. Rockland. Maine.
illustrated in 1883.
housekeeper., experienced; reasonable Interest and Rents ...............
Mrs. Jodsephine Stone.
61.700 00
half an inch. This iproposal, support- will be divided evenly over this year
proved and allowed and that Letter,
Attes-t:
salary:
references.
MR6.
MILDRED
Kenneth
Grahame’s
birthday.
All
other
Assets
....................
138,722
55
Testamentary Issue to William A Mc
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Sergeant Jealous is home from Bow- i ed by eastern Maine lobstermen was and the following year to aid in i 8
BUNKER Tel. 330.
37*39
Lain of Boston. Mass, he being the
3 0 -8 -3 9
1859.
He
wrote
The
Golden
Age
Gross
Assets
........................$7,439,993
76
doin College on a vacation.
Executor named in said Will, without
opposed by the western Maine lobster matching Federal road funds. The
SMALL HOUSE wanted by three
STATE OF MAINE
when he was 38 and The Wind in bond.
adults Cheap rent, refined surround Deduct Items not admitted .... 415.747 77
Ruth Morse of Bath spent the J interests. To effect a compromise the Federal road aid approximates o n e 1
CHARLES M. OAKIS . late af Vlnal- County of Knox. ss.
ings. In country town
Write PENN,
Admitted .....................
$7,054,245 99
the Willows when he was 49.
care The Courier-Gazette,_________ 38*43
haven. deceased. Will and Petition for ,
Rockland. March 22, 1935.
weekend with her aunt. Mrs. Annie western Maine lobstermen agreed to million dollars a year, and the re
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
]
Taken
on
execution
Issued
on
a
Judg"The
Ides
of
M
arch"
See
Shake
15
Young.
TRUCKING — All
light
trucking Net Unpaid Losses .............
open the maximum limit on male lob mainder of the State's portion will
may be proved and allowed and that i ment rendered by the Superior Court for
220.904 00
speare's Julius Caesar, first Letters Testamentary Issue to Leslie H the County of Knox at the term thereof promptly done, reasonable price, reliable Unearned Premiums ............. 2,403,741 80
Lena M. Delano is at her home on sters and the eastern fishermen agreed be taken th is year and next from
Go
anywhere.
WILBUR All other Liabilities ............... 397.920 75
Oakes of Vtnalhaven. he being the begun and held on the second Tuesday service
played in 1623.
Executor named In said Will, without of February. 1935. to wit. on the STRONG. JR Tel. Thomaston 44.
Gleason street after a few weeks' visit to retain the minimum length now the general highway fund.
Cash Capital ........................... 1 000.000 00
twentieth day of February. 1935, in the ________________________________ 37*45 Surplus over
Liabilities .... 3.021,679 44
bond.
If
you
like
to
garden,
plan
your
19
with relatives in Friendship and in effect.
The new bond issue is proposed to
IRVING P TEEL, late of St. George, sum Qf Etghty-two dollars and slxtySTEADY INCOME — Selling flavoring Total Liabilities and Surplus 57.054.245 99
spring
campaign
now.
A
good
one
cents
i
$82.611
debt
or
damage,
and
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
Rockland.
household remedies, cosmetics,
enable the S tate to match similar
dollars and elghty-flve cents extracts,
EDWARD W BERRY & CO . Agent
perfumes. Catalogue. Instructions free.
book is The Gardener's Hand bate thereof, asking that the same may Twelve
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will hold
36-S-42
<$12.85> costs, making a total of Ninety L a k e f i e l d EXTOACTCO Sanborn
The Ways and Bridges Committee Federal appropriations beginning in
be proved and allowed and that Let five
dollars and forty-six cents ($95 461 I
w
EXTRACT CO . Sanbornbook
by
L.
H.
Bailey.
ters
Testamentary
issue
to
Weston
H
a sale, public supper and program reported “ought not to pass” on a bill 1938. and would be issued a t the rate
United
States
Branch
of
the
on
which
there
*•—
*
—
I
vllleN
H
Rivers of St. Oeorge. he being the Execu
THE LONDON ASSURANCE
sum of Ten Dollars and no cents ($10 001. | MAN wanted, to start ln business sell- >
April 3 in the vestry. In the after appropriating $4,000,000 for construc of one million dollars a year and only 26 Stokes' contract for the author tor named In said Will, without bond.
London, England
the balance thereon due o f , ing widely known products to satisfied
WALTER D SMITH, late of Rockland, making
ized American edition of Helen
noon there will be on sale aprons, tion of a cement highway between for purposes of matching Federal aid.
Elghty-flve
dollars
and
forty-six
cen
ts'
consumers.
Complete
line.
Largest
ASSETS DEC 31, 1934
deceased Will and Petition for Probate ($85,461 wherein The Thomaston N a -1company, established 1889. Big EarnBannerman's Little Black Sambo thereof, asking that the same may be , tionai Bank, a bankng corporation duly
Mortgage Loans .................
518.000 00
fancy articles, food and candy. At Bangor and Rockland.
This will keep the general highwayings. No capital or experience needed.
proved and allowed and that le tte r s , chartered and existing under the laws Write for free particulars. RAW- Stocks and Bonds .................$5,987,120 75
signed.
1900.
• • • •
6 o’clock a meat supper will be served
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 920.029 92
fund intact and enable the S tate to
Testamentary Issue to Katherine Smith i 0, m e United States of America and LEIGH’S, Box MEC-73-1, Albany, N Y
Agents’ Balances .................... 724.578 42
Rockland, she being the Executrix having Its office and place of business
an din the evening a small fee will
A bill allocating a general road fund carry on its secondary road program. 29 The day Longfellow finished of
37*39 Interest and Rents .............
55.639 79
named in said Will, without bond.
at
Thomaston
ln
the
County
of
Knox
writing
Hiawatha
in
1855.
adm it to a fine program.
All other Assets ....................
79.848 61
and providing for an increase of State aid construction, and general
CHARLES C. MCDONALD, late of and State of Maine. Is plaintiff, and
I*
*
•*
••*
*••
*••
*•*
*•*
*
•*
••*
*
•*
*••
•••
•••
•••
•••
I
Selected from the Children's Al- Thomaston, deceased Will and Petition Maynard Brennan and Agnes H. Brennan,
Dr. Ellis moved Thursday to Cam $95,000 in the S tate police appropri maintenance. The bond money and
Gross
Assets
..........................$7,785,217
49
» Deduct Items not admitted
for Erobate thereof, asking that the both of Warren in the County of Knox ♦
325.862 94
den.
same may be proved and allowed and and State of Maine, are defendants, and
ation was reported favorably to the Federal money will go for first class manac of Books and Holidays
that Letters of Administration with the will be sold at public auction to the
The World Wide Guild will meet in Maine Senate yesterday by the legis
Admitted ............................. $7,459,354 55
road construction.
Wl!l annexed be issued to Alfred M highest bidder thereof, on the fourteenth
.g.
.g.
•• •
"Oh bother the llow?rs that bloom Strout
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
the vestry Monday at 4 o'clock.
Thonaaaton. or some other day of May. 1935. at twelve o’clock noon,
lative committee on Ways and
Along with its enactment of the in the spring," warbled KoKo in “The suitable ofperson,
at the office of the Sheriff, which Is
Net Unpaid losses ........
$626,592 06
with bond.
Miss Ellen Sullivan who has passed Bridges. The major portion of the
located
at
the
Court
House
ln
Rockland
Unearned Premiums ........... 3.072,163 81
five million dollar bond issue today. Mikado.” The old hand at the garESTATE SARAH O. WOOSTER, late in said County of Knox, all the right in
All
other
Liabilities
...............
342.483 90
the winter with relatives in Boston fund would be made up from motor
Camden, deceased. Petition for Ad
which the said Agnes H. Brennan
the Senate gave final passage to a
hoW>v
„ever agree to of
Deposit Capital ...................... 400.000 00
ministration d b n c.t a.. asking that A. equity
has returned and is guest of Mrs. vehicle registration and gasoline tax
of
Warren
ln
the
County
of
Knox
and
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
.
..
3.018.114
78
Talbot of Camden, or some
resolve authorizing the use of the re- those
for these very flow- Johnson
aforesaid, had on the fifth day
other suitable person be appointed State
Genevieve Frye.
of
September.
1934
.
at
one
o'clock
in
the
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$7,459,354
55
fees.
maining one million dollar issue i n ' ers have brought hours of joy.
Admr.. d b.n.c.t a.. without bond
afternoon, the time when the same was
EDWARD W. BERRY & CO.. Agent
Oscar Burton of Monhegan. Mrs.
• • • •
ESTATE ELINA AUTIO. lata of Friend attached on the original writ, to re
sums of $500,000 a year for the next
36-S-42
The first days of spring are here! ship. deceased. Petition for Admlnis- deem
Ethel Ludwig of Rockland and Flora
_ the following described
„ „
real estate
The Senate yesterday voted 19 to 8 two years.
THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE COM
Make the most of them! Gardening
I
ln Warren ln sald County' t0
Burton of South Thomaston were
of Friendship, or some other suitable
PANY OF AMERICA
• • • ■
in favor of a bill permitting pari mu
person
be
appointed
Admr.
d
.b
n
.
with
150 William Street, New York, New York
as
a
hobbv
is
as
fascinating
to
people
First:
A
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
land
visitors in town Friday.
tuel betting on horse racing which
bond
situated in said Warren and bounded
Pensions
for
the
State
Highway
ASSETS
DEC. 31, 1934
Mrs. John Hewett is visiting her
of means and leisure as to those for
ESTATE CAROLINE D. T#VLBOT late and described as follows, to wit: Bound
was passed Thursday by the House of Police on a basis of two-thirds pay
Stocks and Bonds ................ $5,778,806 56
ed
on
the
north
by
land
formerly
of
of
Camden,
deceased.
Petition
for
Ad
brothe rFrank F. Curling in Provi
whom it is a practical venture. A
BARRED ROCKS hatching eggs and ‘Cash in Office and Bank ...... 287.128 67
ministration. asking that A Johnson Catherine Robinson; on the east by day
Representatives. Following the Sen after 20 years of service probably will
old chicks for sale. STANDARD Agents’ Balances .................... 328.930 87
dence.
good general beginners book is The Talbot of Camden, or some other suita State Highway No. 1; on the south by- POULTRY
FARM. Box 207. Friendship, Bills Receivable
8.103 13
ate's
acceptance
of
the
minority
fa

land
of
Frank
Yattaw;
and
on
the
west
be
recommended
to
the
Legislature
by
ble
person
be
appointed
Admr..
with
28-39 Interest and Rents
Services at the Federated Church
61.363 05
Gardener's Handbook by L. H. Bailey. bond
by land formerly of the said Catherine Me
vorable
report
of
the
Legal
Affairs
.All
other
Assets
....
201 70
the
Judiciary
committee.
Sunday will be: Church school at 9.45
DAY OLD Pullets for sale—tested
Other new garden books are: Down
ESTATE GBORC.E L. YOUNG, late of Robinson.
Second: Also another certain lot or Hall-Cross strain. CARL O NELSON.
Committee
by
the
more
than
a
two
to
North
Haven,
deceased.
Petition
for
Gross
Assets
..............
$6,464,533
98
a. m.; morning service a t 11, sub
the Garden Path by Beverly Nichols: Administration, asking that Winfield L parcel of land with the buildings there 310 Limerock St Phone 714-W
33-tf Deduct items not admitted ....
28.219 75
situated in said Warren, and bound
ject. “Loyalty.” This is the fourth in one margin, the bill was passed to be Gov. B rann said Thursday he be The Flower Garden Day by Day. by Ames of North Haven, or some other on
and described as follows, to wit:
MAINE Pioneer Chicks—every Wed
.
_
,
_
suitable person be appointed Admr., with ed
$6,436,314 23
Bounded on the north by land formerly nesday 4000 of them. Selling fast. Send ' Admitted ........
the Lenten series. The choir will engrossed in concurrence with the lieved a "satisfactory plan for old Mrs. Francis King; New
Gardens For bona
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
of
said
Catherine
Robinson:
on
the
east
orders
now; 100 per cent pullorum clean.
sing “The Lord is My Strength," by House. Debate on the bill before it age relief in Maine could be worked Old by H. S. Ortloff; What Happens
E3TATE EMILY C SMITH, late of by the Town Highway; on the south by Supreme quality, outstanding values of I Net Unpaid Losses
$195,760 00
deceased. Petition for Ad Frank Yattaw: and on the west by State season Can’t be beat at any price. A ~Unearned ~Premiums
2.106.869 17
Adams. The Epistle to Philemon will was passed was brief, with only two out without seeking new sources of in My Garden, by Louise Beebe Thomaston,
ministration. asking that Rita C. Smith Highway. No 1.
C.
HAWES.
Union.
Me
37-50
All
other
Liabilities
173,174 51
revenue.”
of Thomaston, or some other suitable
be the snubject of the evening class senators speaking against i t
The two parcels of land above de
Cash Capital
1,000.000 00
Wilder.
person be appointed Admx., without j scribed are subject to a mortgage to
R. I. RED chicks. State tested. Pul Surplus over all Liabilities
Tne
Chief
Executive,
who
recoma t 7 o'clock.
• • • *
bond
Albert H Robinson dated July 8. 1933, lorum clean. $12 per 104. Tel. 8-5. W L.
(see note) ...
2.960.510 55
35-tl
Increases of 50 cents each in resi- , mended in his inaugural address that
ESTATE MARY ,E. INGRAHAM, late of j and recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds MERRIAM. Union. Me
At a private hearing in the court
The recent additions to the music
ln Book 234. Page 294. and the face value
Rx'kland
deceased
Petition
for
Ad
•
'
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$6,436,314
23
are gifts from the Rubin ministration. asking that Robert U of which is $600 00
house in Miami, Fla., a divorce was dent hunting and fishing licenses were ! “a portion of the^net income of the
£
Note-On the basis of December 31.
ROBERT A WEBSTER
o f Rockland, or some other suita
* ' 1934 market quotations of all bonds
granted to Chesley and Lena M De favored by a majority of the Inland Liquor Control Commission he util- stein Club for which the library is | Collins
Deputy Sheriff.
ble person be appointed Admr.. with
’ ( and stocks owned, the total admitted
36-8-42
lano, a mutual agreement existing Fisheries and Game Committee which !ized f°r setting up a fund for the deeply grateful.
4 assets would be Increased to $6,972.359 68
bond.
and the Surplus to Policyholders to
ESTATE JOHN WESLEY ROGERS late
Thursday reported to the Senate a ' immediate payment of old age relief.”
between the parties concerned.
American Ballads and Folk Sons; of Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad
2 t $4 496.556 00
M F. LOVEJOY. Agent
The regular meeting of Mayflower bill providing for such increases in 1 T h u r s d a y “I still think so. and collected and compiled by J. A. and ministration. asking that Florence I
Notices
of
A
ppointm
ent
PUREBRED Newfoundland puppies Masonic Temple. Rockland. Tel. 1060-J
Havener, of Rockland, or some other
Tempi ewill be held April 5 with sup fees. Introduced by Senator Schnurle, J ^ave told anyone so who asked me.” Allen Lomax. A representative col sultebc
36-S-42
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro for sale; wonderfully Intelligent, espe
pen'on ba appointed Admx.
Estimated profits of the State
bate for the County of Knox. In the cially good with children. S. JAY CANDbond.
per served at 6 o'clock.
the bill met considerable opposition
AGE. 194 Camden St.. City
38*40
lection bv an authority on American without
STAR
INSURANCE
COMPANY
OF
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
in
ESTATE WILLIAM H STACKPOLE.
Mrs Mildred Closson and children at a lengthy public hearing several Liquor Commission have been placed balladry Offers valuable material toJ late
AMERICA
LYNN oiljpurner for kitchen range for
of Thomaston, deceased Petition the following estates the person* were
New
York,
N.
Y.
appointed
Administrators.
Executors.
sale.
493
MAIN
ST..
Rockland.
38-40
at
from
$600
000
to
$700,000
annually
for Administration, asking that Alan L.
are making an indefinite stay with weeks ago.
the student of American folklore as Bird of Rockland, or some other suita Guardians and Conservators and on the
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
PLYMOUTH Sport Roadster for sale.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
well as abiding human interest to ih e ble person be appointed Admr.. without dates hereinafter named:
Late model, in fine condition. ALLEN Stocks and Bonds .................$4,609,834 96
CHARLES
C.
MCDONALD,
late
of
bond
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 315.713 80
COOAN, Oyster River Rd . Warren. Me
Newbert.
The State Prison committee unaniBO W LEY ACQUITTED general reader.
ESTATE JENNIE M. STEWART, late Thomaston, deceased. March 2. 1935 Al
38*40 Agents’ Balances .................... 329.710 50
fred M Strout of Thomaston, was ap
Ambrose Wallace entered Knox mously reported favorably on a bill
------Receivable ......................
55S 40
of
Rockland,
deceased
Petition
for
DODGE Coupe, 1927. for sale, driven Bills
The Art of Enjoying Music by Administration, asking that Harry A pointed Special Administrator. and
and Rents ...............
42 254 10
Hoepital Saturday for observation.
26.000. $100 TEL 513-M
39*lt Interest
providing for the manufacture of Warren Grain Man Charged Spaeth. This is a singularly com- Mather
All other Assets ....................
26.857 25
of Rockland, or some other qualified by filing* bond on same date.
FIRST quality hay for sale $17 de
person be appointed Admr.
CORA E KITTREDGE, late of Rock
The Arcana Lodge Knights of motor vehicle registration plates and !
W ith Embezzlement, W as prehensive book, covering pretty suitable
land. deceased, February la.
o w d livered Hard cord wood $8 delivered Gross Assets ........................... $5,324,926 01
without bond.
Pythias gave an Italian supper Friday signs—for the use of the State—at 1
Deduct Items not admitted .... 301.925 66
ESTATE LOUISE H CABLES, late of F. Kittredge of Freeport. Long Island. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston. J. B PAULSEN
much the whole field of music and
39*41 ,
night to members of Mayflower the State Prison. The same coinm it-1 Discharged
Rockland, deceased.: Petition for Li N Y . was appointed Exr. without
Admitted ...........................$5,023,000 35
____
doing so in a clear, readable and 4 s y cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ bond Edward C Payson of Rockland,
MODEL
T
Ford
sedan.
1926;
low
priced
Temple. The committee was com tee reported unfavorably on a bill proLIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
ated ln Rockland, and fully described appointed Agent in Maine.
H G. THAYER. 572 Old County Rd
Percy R. Bowley of Warren was ar- fashion.
ln
said
Petition,
presented
by
Albert
FLORENCE
S
PIERCE
late
of
Vlnal
________________________________ 37*39 Net Unpaid Losses ...........
prised of Stanley Cushing, Charles M. tiding that inmates at the State raigned before Judge Dwmal Thurs$193,108 98
haven. deceased. March 5. 1935. Arthur I DAVIDSON farm fpr sale. In Appleton Unearned Premiums ............. 1.663.754 ’4
i Cables of Rockland. Admr.
Starrett. Fred Fernald, Maynard Prison be paid not more than 15 cents <jay charged by the New England
ESTATE MAY CONANT late of Cam- S Pierce of Lexington. Mass., was ap- I village; 10 room house and barn con •All other Liabilities ............. 217.310 83
Some of the spring's most popular
inted Admr.. and qualified by filing nected. extra barn, water ln house. Cash Capital ........................... 1,000.000 00
| den. deceased Petition for License to
Wentworth. Clarence Benner and a day for work performed.
nd on same date. Hilton E. Ames of CLEON A. BUTLER. Union. Me
Grain Co. of Portland with embezzle- publications are:
I Sell certain Real Estate, situated ln
34*45 Surplus over all Liabilities . . 1.948,826 10
Rockland,
appointed Agent in Maine.
Levi Copeland, There was an atsaid
| ment of $430 The respondent has
AVagabond in Sovietland. by Harry I Camden, ^nd^fuiiy y <gjcri^d m wild
A FEW tons ol hay for sale. M C Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,023,000 35
EDWIN
J
POWELL,
late
of
Union,
tendance of 65.
37*39
• Includes Contingency Reserve of
deceased. August 21. 1934. Maurice S. PHILBROOK. Head of the Bay.
of Camden. Admr
The State Liquor Commission would conducted a grain store in his town A. Franck,
HARD coal $15 ton. Pocahontas soft $47,767.82 representing difference between
r\f iVaza oil
ESTATE GEORGE W. BENNER, late Powell of Bridgewater. Mass., was ap
establish special or temporary liquor fOr several years, handling goods of
Chatty, informal ..tory cf .he au- of Friendihip. deceased Petition for pointed Admr. and qualified by filing coal $9 ton. Coke $9 50 ton. J. B total values carried In assets for all bonds
and stocks owned and total values based
W ARREN
Sell certain
eertaln Real
R
stores in towns which have no State • the Portland company on consign- thor’s thirty busy days in the Soviet License to sell
Estate, situ- □ond February 19. 1925 Alan L. Bird of PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
Rockland, appointed Agent in Maine.
35-tf on December 31, 1934 market quota
tions.
stores and have voted in favor of m e n t basis. Manager Cohen, repre-j Union told in the same fascinating i m said Petition, presented by Riley
AUSTIN A GARDNER, late of Rock
FOUR ACRE farm for sale, on State
Help One Another Circle of King’s
F. LOVEJOY. Agent
land. deceased, March 19. 1935. Nina M. I road In West Rockport, six room house, Masonic MTemple.
their establishment under a bill re- j renting his concern as prosecuting manner which has made this author Bradford of Friendship. Ad“y .
Rockland. Tel. 1060-J
Daughters will meet Monday evening parted favorably by the temperance 1j witness, testified that Bowley had , so poDular
ESTATE JEDIAH P. JORDAN, late of Gardner of Rockland, was appointed Exx. j barn, shed and hen house, fruit trees
36-S-42
i Boston, Mass, deceased. Petition for without bond.
W. C. WHEELER. West Rockport. 29-tf
with Mrs. Alice Gordon.
to Sell certain Real Estate, situ
ALMIRA A. DYER, late of Vinalhaven. | GIRLS bicycle for sale, in good con
committee.
U.
S.
Branch
of
the
sold a p a rt of the merchandise forEaster HoliSay. by Ruth Blodgett, j License
ated in Camden, and fully described in deceased. March 19, 1935. Lloyd J. Dyer dition. almost new. Call 120 LIMEROCK ATLAS ASSURANCE COMPANY, LTD.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Connell have
• • • •
warded to him and converted the Miss Blodgett again places Thomas- said Petition, presented by William M. of Vinalhaven was appointed Exr . and ST.. City.________________________147*tl
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
moved from the Walter Boyd place to
Jordan. Exr.
qualified by filing bond on same date.
The House today voted without op proceeds to his own use.
ton as the background of her new
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to Stocks and Bonds .................. $5,644,818 88
ESTATE MARY A BLOOD, late of
JAMES B. MORSE, late of Appleton, order.
the Savage rent recently vacated by
Keys
made
to
fit
all
locks
wbec
Cash
ln
Office
and Bank ...... 571.219 18
Under cross-examination it was J novel dealing with the happenings! Rockland, deceased Petition for ap- deceased. March 19. 1935. Julia Chaoles , original keys are loet. House. Office oi Agents Balances
position to direct the attorney gen
582.548 33
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farris.
of Appleton, was appointed Exx . Car. Code books provide keys for all Interest and Rents
eral to investigate means of prevent brought out that Bowley had extend- and problems which come into the w " Brown <of TRockiand’ICorg some ^ther Morse
52.268 00
without bond.
locks without bother. Scissors and All other Assets ......................
There will be a special meeting of
77,156 52
ing out-of-State fishermen from op ed credit to several customers with ;lIe of a widow with three children in 5wui‘tthab^ ni* ’'5On
JOHN T WHALEN, late of Rockland, Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea
appolnted Truslee'
the Sons of Union Veterans Auxiliary erating on closed fishing grounds from
deceased. March 19. 1935. Annie L. sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
Gross Assets ...... .................$6,928,110 91
the full knowledge of the New Engdays of Easter holiday,
ESTATE HENRY E MCDONALD, late Whalen of Rockland, was appointed Exx . Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
27-tf Deduct Items not admitted .... 645.182 17
Wednesday with the department
Thomaston, deceased First and without bond.
which Maine fishermen have been land concern and when, two years
Green Light by Lloyd C. Douglas, of
----- -- Final account presented for allowance
WILLIa A A. JOHNSTON, late of Rock
president Celia Morse of Cumberland
Admitted ............................. $6,282,928 74
ago, he was unable to pay his account p or
thousands of men and wom- by Alfred M Strout of Thomaston. Spe land.
prohibited.
deceased. March 19. 1935. Orncp ;
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
Mills present in official capacity.
cial
Admr.
Estate
Charles
C.
McDonald.
• • • •
G. Johnston of Rockland, was appointed
in full, the Company had accepted a : en who have found strength and
ESTATE HENRY E. MCDONALD, late
< Net Unpaid Losses ................. $276,769 92
The Dorcas Circle of King’s Daugh
Bepresentative Sleeper of Rockland mortgage of his property in W arren cwnfOTt in thc author's novels. “Mag of Thomaston, deceased. First and Admx.. without bond.
Unearned Premiums ............. 2.858.175 86
BENJAMIN MILLER, late of Rockland,
♦ All other Liabilities ............... 399.098 78
Final account presented for allowance
ters will meet with Mrs. Evelyn Rob said he had been asked to aid in cor as security. It was also admitted that
March 19. 1935. Lawrence
Statutory Deposit ................. 400.000 00
nificent Obsession” and “Forgive Us by Alfred M Strout of Thomaston. Admr. deceased.
Miller
of Rockland, was appointed Admr..
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2.348.884 18
inson Monday evening.
recting the situation which they said Cohen h ad attempted to obtain a Our Trespasses ”
d b.n.c.t.a.
and qualified by filing bond on same ; MODERN apartment to let ln brick
house at 157 TALBOT AVE. Apply on Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,282,928 74
ESTATE JOSEPHINE P. WALKER, late date.
W ith grief friends here learned of prevented them from fishing on cer quit-claim deed from Bowley on Wed
__________________ 37-tf
He Sent Forth a Raven by Eliza- of Thomaston, deceased. First account
HATTIE E. GREGORY, late of Rock premises.
M. F. LOVEJOY. Agent
the death Thursday of Mrs. George tain parts of the Maine coast while nesday and the arrest followed his re
presented
for
allowance
by
Robert
port.
.. deceased,
_______ March 19. 1S35. Robert | FIVE ROOM tenement to let. electric Masonic Temple, Rockland. Tel 1080-J
}beth M. Roberts. In Kentucky before Walsh of Thomaston. Exr.
Oregory
E. Counce at South Warren, after an "Massachusetts craft operate there fusal to comply with the demand.
“ _ . of Rockport was appointed I lights, flush, garage, rent reasonable to
36-S-42
| and during the World War. with- ESTATE ELMAETTA LEAVITT, late of SAdmr..
without bond.
right parties. TEL. 1188-M.
37*39
illness of several weeks. Funeral serv and obtain good money for kheir
The defense was a complete denial Stoner Drake who represents the Rockland, deceased. First and Final ac
THE CALIFORNIA INSURANCE CO.
ALBION SHERIDAN BARTLETT, late
SINGLE
house
to
let
at
Knox
St.
count presented for allowance by Lena of RocklaUd. deceased. March 19. 1935, Inquire at 11 JAMES ST
San Francisco
ices will be held Sunday at 2 o’clock catches.” Sleeper said the commis of any criminal intent to defraud and
39-tf
1austere way of life, and Jocelle his H. True. Admx.
Adelaide I. Bartlett of Rockland, was
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
TENEMENT
and
stores
to
let.
C.
M
from the home.
the
contention
was
stressed
th
e
New
ESTATE M
FRANCES THOMAS appointed Admx., without bond.
sioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries had
granddaughter, who represents the otherwise
BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE. Phone Real Estate ............................. $1,134,836 00
**• *
M. Fannie Thomas, and Fan
HJALMARI AUTIO. late of Friendship, 1061. Rockland
36-41 Mortgage Loans ...................... 356,683 56
told the fishermen his wardens were England concern had not furnished easier and more soc’al way. Ranks nie M. Thomas, late of Warren, deceased. deceased.
March
19.
1935,
Walter
Autio
Stocks and Bonds ................. 3.251.715 15
William C. Russell
First and Final account presented for of Friendship, was appointed Admr.. and
THREE or four furnished rooms to let, Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 312.299 23
powerless to board craft not regis- j Bowley with an accounting of pay- j
in
brilliance
with
the
author's
“Great
allowance
by
Frank
H.
Ingraham,
of
gas.
bath,
furnace,
garage,
rent
reasonaqualified
by
filing
bond
on
same
date.
Friends in this community were tered in the State.
Agents. Balances .................... 208.227 12
1ments made since the mortgage was
Rockland. Admr.
38*40 Bills Receivable ......................
9.705 87
ALICE WILEY PULLEN. late of ble. at 136 TAI^OT AVE.
Meadow.”
shocked to learn Thursday morning
• • • •
ESTATE ADA BELLE COMSTOCK. late St. George,
given and th at an offer of adjust- ’
40.289 84
___
deceased,
_______ __________
March 19, 1935,
SMALL tenement to let at 13 Rankin Interest and Rents ...............
That
Fellow
Perceval
by
Anna
of
Thomaston,
deceased.
First
and
Final
All
other
Assets
....................
18.592
72
Alan
L
Bird
of
Rockland,
was
appointSt.
Apply
at
NEW
YORK
TAILORS
of the sudden death of William
After considerable debate the House ment had been made to take effect as i
account presented for allowance by ed Admr.c.t.a. without bond.
corner Summer and Main Sts.
38*40
Russell, 60, whose demise after a few killed a bill which provided for the soon as the amount due could be as- jGreen. The-sam e witty and enter Nanina Evelyn Comstock of Thomaston,
Gross
Assets
........................$5,332
349
49
HENRY E MCDONALD, late of Thom
SIX ROOM tenement, electric lights, Deduct Items not admitted .... 150,832 24
Exx.
taining Anna Green.
aston. deceased. March 19. 1935. Alfred
closet, at 7 Union St. Inquire
days’ illness followed so closely that sale of certain drugs and poisons only certained.
ESTATE MABEL F. LANE, late of M Strout of Iffiomaston. was appoint flush
BENJAMIN
MILLER. Rankin St. Phone
Admitted ..........
...45.181.517 25
Vlnalhaven. deceased. First and Final ed Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a. and quallfled by 692-M.
of his brother, Austin K. Russell, who by stores under the direction of In argum ent Charles T. Smalley,
ASSESSORS* NOTICE
27-tf
account presented for allowance by filing bond on same date.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 193-1
The
Assessors
of
the
Town
of
Thom
died March 18 in Ellsworth.
TWO room apartment with bath; fur Net Unpaid Losses ................. $143,474 00
registered apothecaries, and which counsel for Bowley, stressed the point aston hereby give notice to all persons Nathan F Perry. Exr.
ADELLA N. TOWN8END of Thom
and heated; $5 per week. MABEL
ESTATE WALTER W DOW. late of aston. March 19. 1935. Reverdy M Carroll nished
Premiums ........... 1.506.603 53
Mr. Russell is survived by his wife, prohibited operation of drugstores by that it was becoming common prac liable to taxation ln said Town, that
ATKINS, Foss House, 77 Park St. Tel. Unearned
Washington, deceased. First and Final of TTnlnp r—•
.'Tltofl Odn
*,ad 330.
All other Liabilities ............. 157.613 49
they will be in session at
38-tf
Mrs. Nora (Caler) Russell; two persons not registered. The bill was tice to attem pt to use the criminal
account
presented
for
allowance
by
Clara
TOWN OFFICES. WATTS HAI L
Cash Capital ........................... 1,000,000 00
quallfled by filing bond on same date.
FOUR ROOM tenement upstairs, elec
an April 4, 5 and 6 at 1.00 S. Overlock. Admx.
brothers. Edwin O. of Somerville, and supported by Representative Edgar side of the court as a collection agency In said Town to
GEORGE ,H. BROWN, late of St.
5.00 p. m.
ESTATE CHARLES F. MILLER, late of George, deceased. March 19, 1935. Mary tric lights, flush closet, at 582 Main St. Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2,373 826 23
Grover C. of Needham, Mass.; one F. Carswell of Gorham, who said it and th a t this prosecution was along for the purpose of receiving lists of polls Camden, deceased. First and Final ac G Barton of St. Oeorge, was appointeu Inquire BENJAMIN MILLER, Ranklu St. Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,181,517 25
27-tf
M F. LOVEJOY. Agent
estates taxable ln said town.
count presented for allowance by Lura Exx.. and quallfled by filing bond on Phone 692-M
sister, Mrs. Gail Pollard of Fairfield; would harm only drugless drug- lines sim ilar to recent prosecutions and
All such persons are hereby notified Bell Miller of Camden. Exx.
SIX ROOM second floor flat with bath Masonic Temple. Rockland. Tel. 1060-J
same date.
36S-42
in this county. The Court discharged to make and bring to said Assessors true
and several nieces and nephews. He stores.”
EUNICE T. BROWN, late of North
JOHN E. KNOWLTCM. late of Rock to let. adults only. Inquire LILLAN
and perfect lists of their polls and all
39*41
deceased. Will and Petition for land. deceased. March 13, 1935. Herbert BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St.
Bowley and suggested the controversy their estates, real and personal, not by Haven,
was born in this town May 25,1874, son
MERCHANTS
&
FARMERS
MUTUAL
thereof, asking that the same L. Grinnell of Union wai appointed
SIX ROOM house on Cak St., all modexempt from taxation, which they Probate
FIRE INSURANCE CO,
A five million dollar bond issue to appeared to be o ne which would be law
may be proved and allowed and that Admr c.t.a.. and qu i..flcd by filing ern.
of William J. and Irene (Lermondi
to .et. Apply ALBERT S. PETER
were possessed of. or which they held Letters Testamentary Issue to Jesse
Worcester, Mass
bond
on
same
date.
SON.
Fuller-Cobb-Davls:
'
27-tf
Russell, and was one of a family of match Federal road funds during the adjusted by a civil suit. County At- as guardian, executor, administrator, Ames of Boston Mass., he being the
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Attest:
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of Executor named ln said Will, without
CHARLES
L.
v:
AZIE
Register.
next
five
years
will
go
to
the
people
I
torney
Burrows
appeared
for
the
Mortgage Loans .................... $35,300 00
ten children. When a young man he
April. 1935. and be prepared to make bond.
39-S-45
Stocks and Bonds ................. 332.129 46
oath to the truth of the same
worked in the Warren shoe shop, and for approval or rejection in a refer- state,
Witness MEI^ER T CRAWFORD. Es
Cash ln Office and Bank ......
56.300 03
When estates of persons deceased have
Agents' Balances ....................
31.432 22
been divided during the past year.’ or quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
later many years in the Georges River endum next September. The Senate
County, Rockland, Maine.
Interest and Rents ...............
4.774 88
have
changed
hands
from
any
cause,
the
Attest:
All
other
Assets
.....................
59 32
Mills where he was employed just pre gave final passage to the resolve with
executor, administrator or other per
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
sons
interested;
are
hereby
warned
to
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
vious to his death. He was confined out a murmur of opposition Thurs
Gross
Assets
—
..................
$459,995
91
give notice of such change, and in de
land Hair Store. 24 Elm bt. Mall ordara Deduct Items not admitted ....
28.757 67
fault of such notice will be heli under
to his home by illness only a few days. day. A few minutes later Gov. Brann
solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
the law to pay the tax assessed although
27-tf
Admitted ........................... $431,238 24
Mr. Russell was a member of W arren said that he would sign the measure,
ROCKPORT
such estate has been wholly distributed
EARN up to $25 dozen embroidering
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
and
paid
over.
but
indicated
th
a
t
he
will
make
pub
Lodge, I.O.O.F., the Encampment,
scarfs.
home.
Everything
furnished.
Any person who neglects to comply
$6,213 00
1Write ART EMBROIDERY. 924. Bergen, Net Unpaid Losses .................
Mrz. Nellie Grot ton who has been
to
S t. George Lodge, F.AiM., and Mystic lic a statement at the same time ex
with this notice will be doomed to a
i Jersey City. N. J.
39*11 Unearned Premiums ............. 220.602 80
tax according to the laws of the State, caring for Mrs. Maude Mathers for
All
other
Liabilities
.............
7.197 08
pressing
opposition
to
any
increase
in
B
ig,
national
company
needs
local
man
at
Rebekah Lodge.
KNITTERS! TAKE NOTICE! Starting Surplus over all Liabilities .... 197.225 38
and be barred of the right to make ap
once to take charge of fine-paying T ea and
Monday a m.—Free lnatructlon! Come
Funeral services will be held S un the bonded indebtedness in the State. Coffee R oute. Supply 200 fam ilies. Perman plication either to the Assessors or Countv the past eight weeks left Friday for
FIRST CLASS
early to SENTER CRANE'S—25 models
Commissioners for ony abatement of
Total Liabilities and Surplus $431,238 24
steady-paying occupation. Com plete Out
"I shall sign the resolve" th e Gov ent,
3 8 -3 9
day at 1 o'clock from the residence,
his taxes, unless he offers such list with Reading, Mass. She will be guest of
R U. COLLINS
fit and quick-cash plans sent O n T rial . N o
TRUCKING
SERVICE
his application and satisfies them that Miss Lillian Brann for several days
capital needed. Automobile given producer.
33-8-39
ernor
said,
“because
it
must
go
to
the
CHARIS
Foundation
Garments
dem
Rev. H. S. Kilborn, pastor of the
he was unable to offer it at the time
S knd n o m o ney — Send name for F ree F acts.
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
onstrated and fitted ln your home.
before continuing to Metuchen, N. J.,
hereby appointed.
WHEN
IN
BOSTdN—You
can
buy
Thomaston Baptist Church, officiat people for final approval.”
A L B E R T M IL L 8 . R o u te M a n a g e r
j
FRANCES
S.
PHINNEY,
22
Lindsey
St.
FOSTER’S TRANSFER
March 26. 1935.
to care for Mrs. Arthur Crawford and
37*39 copies of The Courier-Gazette, with ths
At no step in its legislative progress 7542 ERimwtn At ^Cincinnati. 0 /
ing. Burial will be in the family plot
C G O V F R L O 'T C
home news, at the Old South News
W
.
R.
FO
STE
R
,
Prop.
L. W McCARTNEY. Plumbing and Agency. Washington St., next Old
child. Mrs. Crawford was formerly
D P W HTTNEY
in Sterling. Sympathy to the rela did the bond issue proposal meet with
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg. Heating. Tel. 63-M, 22 Vay View Square. South Church; also at Andelmau's, 284
J. H E R B E R T E V E R E T T
Miss
Mary
Brann
of
this
town.
Rockland.
37*39 Tremont St.
opposition,
perhaps
the
first
time
in
Assessors.
tives surviving, is extended by friends.

A C om prom ise Is L ikely On D ou b le Gauge
R o a d P roposition D ow n ed

♦ LOST A N D FO U N D ♦

W A N TED

J

: EGGS A N D CHICKS t
(

F O R SALE

♦

TO LET

C.

M••• ••• **• •••
♦ M ISCELLANEOUS \

RAYSI3ZI9AW
EEK
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W e C o n t in u e O u r G r e a t H o u s e - C l e a n i n g T i m e S a l e f o r T e n

S P E C IA L !

M IR A C L E D A Y S — D a y s W h e n T r u e M ir a c le V a lu e s A r e

S P E C IA L !

O ffe r e d in S e a s o n a l H o u s e h o ld N e e d s — P r e s e n t e d
J u s t a t H o u s e c le a n in g T im e !

G E N E R O U S A L L O W A N C E IN T R A D E
O N Y O U R O L D F U R N IT U R E
A ll B r a n d N e w F u r n itu r e — D ir e c t fr o m th e N e w Y o r k a n d B o sto n M a r k e ts

R U G S!

STUDIO COUCHES

Congoleum s and Felt

The Miracle Piece in the 1934-35 Furniture World
Beautiful New Fabric Covers. Full Inner Spring
Construction. Single or Double Beds— A Thou
sand Uses.

■ *1950

Base, all sizes.

All

new patterns.

Mir

Axm insters and

MATTRESSES

Bigelow Sanfords

W e present our famous Sim m ons and Red Cross
Mattresses. Inner Springs. Beautiful Coverings.

American

Orientals

acle prices— 9x12
A t True Miracle

$ 4 .9 5 , $5.95

and up

SPECIALS

Comparison

20'< to 25% Off
Thick Cotton Mattresses, rolled edge, handsome
ticks— While they last—

M.95

Days Prices

O ther Sizes in

M erchandise Selected Held Until W anted

o th er

R U G S!

A R M ST R O N G A N D CONGOLEUM Y A R D G O O DS—
N E W STYLES A N D PA TTE R N S FOR E V ER Y ROOM

Q E?
OOC

20% to 25% off

CASH OR TERMS

PARLOR SUITES, DINING ROOM SUITES, AND BEDROOM SUITES, $59 and

■MAPLE GROUPING

RANGE BARGAINS

W e can present a Remarkable
Array of Maple Furniture in the
beautiful New M ode— Occasional
Chairs, Rockers, Tables, Dining
Room , Living Room and Bed Room
Pieces. Outstanding and full of
Character.

We Offer a Free Breakfast Suite—
Table and Five Chairs— with our
Household and Atlantic Ranges at
the Old Low Prices.

I

Beautiful Parlor or Living Room Suites in Choice of Mohairs or Friezes— Sturdy, Long Lived— At This Great Group

20% to 25% off

CHEST OF DRAW ERS

Bedroom Suites in Selected W alnut, M ahogany or Maple.

Newest of the New.

$ 7 .7 5 up

3 1 3 -3 2 5

M A IN

STREET
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Mrs. Ellen Conant celebrated her
82d birthday Wednesday at the home
of her son, Ralph P. Conant. O ther
guests for the day were Mrs. Conant’s
daughter, • Mrs. J. D. Pease, ahd
daughter Marian of Hope. Open house
was kept with many callers during the
day. among whom were Mrs. Conant’s
cousin, Altgn Andrews, of Belfast.
Mrs. Conant received many gifts,
cards and other remembrances, also a
beautifully decorated birthday cake
made by Mrs. Pease.
Corner Club played cards Friday
afternoon a t the home of‘Mrs. I. J.
Shuman, with Mrs. J. S. Jenkins as
hostess.
Mrs. William Tait who is staying
in Portland to be near her son Wil
liam, who is a patient at the Chil
drens' Hospital, is home for the week
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and
daughter Marie who have been in
Miami after making a trip to Ari
zona and other western points, left
Thursday bound for home.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper went
to Boston Friday for a few days' visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jordan
in Belmont.
Gold Seal Congoleum. a nation's
standard of floor coverings — 9x12
only *495 and *5.95 at Stonington
Furniture Co., 313-325 Main street,
38-40

Rockland.

980

northern home.
PF’>

aston.

32-Pc. Set Dishes,

$ 3 .95

20% to 25% off

Mirrors, beauties,

$1-00 up

C U R T A IN SPECIALS
Complete Line c f Curtains for every
room in the house

59c

R O C K L A N D , M A IN E
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I H. F. Club sewed Thursday a t the ’ Miss Margaret Snow who teaches The annual dinner and meeting of
There will be a circle supper at the
in Andover, Mass., is home until j the Methebesec Club April 5 will not Congregational vestry Wednesday at
apartm ent of Mrs. Edward Gonia.
Wednesday.
be held a t the Copper Kettle as first 6.15, with Mrs. C. F. Snow as chair
Mrs. Erwin Chase and infant
j announced, but a t the Knox House man.
Edwin Edwards Jr. and Walter i in Thomaston, the hour to be 6.30.
daughter Helen Mae have returned
home from the Huntley M aternity. Staples recently motored to Bluehill.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Coombs and son
Mrs. Dorothy B. Lawrence is home Elmer of Vinalhaven have been in
Home, Limerock street.
There will be a meeting of the di from Wells College, Aurora, N. Y., for the city, called by the illness of Mr.
Miss Ruth Davis was hostess to
The beano party at Mrs. Ted Col rectors of the Home for Aged Women , the spring recess.
Coombs' mother, Mrs. Katherine
SB.S. Club Wednesday evening, for lette's Thursday evening, given by | Wednesday at the home cf Mrs. F. W.
Coombs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dinsmore of
sewing and refreshments.
the Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary, was Fuller.
Bucksport and Capt. John Derry of
largely attended. Refreshments were
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney and
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ames who have served and prizes were won by Miss
Itooevik Club will meet Tuesday New York were dinner guests Thurs daughter Anne, who have been guests
day night of Mr. and Mrs John G.
been with Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fitz
Anne Finegold and Mrs. Florence afternoon at the home of Mrs. Walter ]Snow.
] of Dr. and Mrs. William Elllngwood.
gerald (Mildred Ames) in West Palm Booth.
Butler.
returned to Belmont. Mass., yesterday.
Beach, Fla., for the winter, expect to
Shakespeare
Society
will
meet
Chapin Class supper Tuesday a t the
return about the middle of April.
Elmer Bird is home from the
Percy A. Clark who has been at the
Universalist
vestry brought out 23 ! Monday at the home of Mrs. Ella Grcenough-Noble School, Dedham,
Maine General Hospital for 12 weeks,
iBuffum.
Act
V
of
“Romeo
and
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson, (Mrs. has returned to his home a t 32 Oliver members and guests. A general com
Mass., for the spring recess.
mittee. comprising Mrs. E F. Berry. Juliet" will be given.
Bernice Wolcott and daughter Carol street and is receiving callers.
Mrs. R. L. Smith. Miss H arriet ParI Irvin Simpson and Roger Raymond
Ann. and Miss Lucille Durette. were
M. A. C. E. Club had supper and
malee and Mrs. Ella 8. Bird, served.
i returned Friday from Boston. They |
recently in Waterville.
Henry A. Howard who has been in
cards last evening at the home of
There will be no meeting Tuesday.
were accompanied by Mrs. Carroll
St. Petersburg for the winter leaves
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins.
David Curtis gave a birthday sup Tuesday for a leisurely trip home,
I Burns of Wollaston, Mrs. Robert B ut
per party recently a t his Brewster stopping for a few days in Washing
Mrs. Azora Clarke who has been man and Mrs. Callahan of Newton,
street home with a jolly group of his ton, D. C.
quite 111 at her home in South Thom Mass.
young contemporaries in attendance.
aston is gaining, now being able to
George W. Wood, former proprietor
James Thomas won the principal Sleeper Bible Class meets Monday
sit up. She is being cared for by her
of the Green Gas Filling Station on
prize of the evening’s competition. afternoon at the home of Mrs. Wil
daughter, Mrs. W S. Tripp.
Park street, and 20 years in the oil
Three birthday cakes were in evi liam Brawn.
Miss Jennie Guptill who has had and gas business, is now operating
dence.
Mr. and Mrs. Irl Hooper have re
Miss Mildred Jorgenson, nurse in turned from a motor trip to Ellsworth rooms with Mr. and Mrs. George the Log Cabin filling station on Park
Word comes of a dinner given by thc family of V. A. Leach, has re  and Sargentville where they were j Keach, Union street, for about two street.
years, has taken an apartment in the
M£. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence at their turned from a weeks visit at her guests of relatives.
“The Wise Guy,” presented at
Thomas Chisholm house on Grove
beautiful new home in the “French home in Portland.
Pleasant Valley Grange hall last night
street
and
will
occupy
It
on
Monday.
Village" of Coral Gables, Fit., the
Mr. and Mrs. Zebcdee Simmons
by the Pleasant Vallfey Players, scored
Junior Harmony Club met Wed have returned to the ir home a t South
guests at which included several
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R.. will a decided hit before a crowded house.
northern friends of the hosts, and thc nesday evening at the home of Mrs. Thomaston after spending the winter
meet Monday a t 2.30 at the home of A general demand for a repeat per
chief note of the table presenting a Leola Noyes, keen interest being in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Ella Buffum. Capt. George E. formance was in evidence. Detailed
fish chowder a-la New England. The shown in preparation of the page for
report of the play will appear later.
Mrs. Robert G. Spaulding has re Blaney will be guest speaker.
guest list included Capt. and Mrs. the National scrapbook. AH tlie
James Creighton. F. H. Jordan and members have had their picture turned from two months' stay in Bos
The Masonic Assembly at Temple] Mrs. E. C. Boody. Jr., Miss Mar
Miss Margaret Jordan, all of Thom taken, to be pasted on the page. ton. and is getting her home a t 80
aston. Mrs. Norman Towle of Bangor, The lesson in musicianship was omit Masonic street ready for Mr Spauld hall Thursday night brought out the i garet Bowler, Miss Mary Sylvester,
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller of Rock ted. owing to the ahsence of Mrs. ing's return in about a month, after largest crowd yet, with a sizeable dele Mrs. George L. St. Clair, Mrs. I. J.
land, Dr. and Mrs. J. David Ozmun Faith G. Berry. Mrs. Noyes played receiving medical treatment in Bos gation from Camden. Hosts were Mr. Shuman, Mrs. Henry Jordan. Mrs. C.
of Ithaca. N. Y.. Mr. and Mrs. Frank two new numbers for the music ton. She has with her, her two sons. and Mrs. Clinton Bowley, Mr. and A. Packard, Mrs. Merle Hutchinson
A. Curry. Frank Curry. Jr., and John memory contest—“Young Prince and Earl and Robert Jr., who during her Mrs. Carl Work, Mr. and Mrs. Sumner and Mrs. Charles Morton won honors
Curry, all of Cocoanut Grove. Thc Princess” by Rimsky-Korsakov, and absence stayed with their maternal Perry and Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Cook. in cards at the party given Thursday
occasion was something by way of a “Reverie” by Debussy. The meeting grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert There will be another assembly in afternoon by Past Presidents' Associ
farewell to cTpt. and Mrs. Creighton, April 10 will be featured by an E. Smith, in Cushing. The daughter. two weeks, the hosts to be Mr. and ation of Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
who have been guests a t the Lawrence alumnae program, thc numbers con Charlene. Remains for the time being Mrs. A. R. Havener, Mr. and Mrs. There were eight tables, and Mrs.
home for a month past and are leav tributed by former members such as with the paternal grandparents. Mr. j Clifford Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hattie Davies was hostess. The next
ing the first of April for their Florence Dean. Ruth Dondis. Marian and Mrs. A. J. Spaulding in Thom Stevens and Mr. and Mrs. Owen Sta- party in the series will be in two
I pies of Camden.
weeks.
Harvie and others.

Mrs. JosephineBumswhohasbeen
spending the winter in Hollywood.
Calif., near her daughter. Mrs. Bern
ard Bums, leavesnext week to make
the homewardJourneyby the way of
!thePanamaCanal.

$ 1 .6 9

Miracle Days P r ic e s ..............
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^ S O C IE T Y
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by maU or telephone will be
gladly received.

and up

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

Full Size Chests, 3 or 4 Drawers

2C-Pc. S e t D ish e s,

Other Sets,

Price— Dining Room Suites in Mahogany, W alunt and Ma pie— Latest Design, Beautifully Made. Direct from Boston
Show .
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specials

up OTHER
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Come aboard the
R iver Q u een for
an e v e n in g of
u n p a ra lle le d
e n t e r ta i n m e n t !

SENSATIONAL

D Y N A M IC !

T h e Singinx K iller ren
ders th a t popular favo r ile " Swanee R iv e r"

Little Mexico, fivefe e l-tw o of d a n cffy a n ilte

BING CROSBY
W.G. FIELDS
JOAN BENNETT
in P aram ou n t’s M usical Sensation

ETHIOPIAN QUINTUPLETS
marvel o| the A q e l

The Cabin Kid$»

C A LLIO P E CONCERTO
b i| C o m m o d o r e O r la n d o Jackson
C h a m p io n o ( th e S ev e n S e n

NOW
PLAYING

“D E A T H FLIES EAST”

with
CONKAI) NAGEL, ELCRENCE RICE
Shows

2 .0 0 , 6 .3 0 , 8 .3 0

Continuous Saturday
2.0« to 1»J#
Phone 892

Sunday Show Sponsored By Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.

Every-Other-Day
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R Notes A t Random
bv C liff L a d d

E L M E R A LLEN 'S C H A T

H A PPY HOPE FARM

F a v o rs the Tow nsend Plan
A t $100 a M onth— R e 
m em ber the Bootjack?

Form er M istress W rites From
Sick__•Bed A t “T he L ucette
In T hom aston

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
How many remember the wooden
bootjack—a piece of board six inches
wide, two feet long with a "V" piece
cut out of one end and a cleat on the
bottom to keep one end off the floor?
This jack, so-called, was used to pull
off those long-legged copper toed
leather boots. A person would put
one foot on the back end of the jack
and place the heel of the other boot
in the slotted end and pull the boot
off. It was almost impossible to take
j them off without a jack.
I
»• • •

R ealm o f M usic

===

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
W hat our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
W e enjoyed the letter my husband
Forty Second Street has long been >had bought a watch, a seven dollar
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
wrote from Happy Hope Farm and I
The day's news from many lonely ou posts along
famous as one of New York's slightly . watch. I kicked him in the shins
felt I would like to write a few lines
Maine's waterfront.
naughtier thoroughfares. I t runs and we took a tube to Jersey. And
once again. We have been a t "The
across M anhattan about midtown | thus endeth the Forty Second Street
Lucette"
in
Thomaston
nearly
four
Pew singers coming to the Metro vided a wonderful opportunity for
and all the way across it enacts the interlude!
politan Opera have aroused the inter true lovers and students of the opera, weeks and recently enjoyed a brief
Baker Island
| and Mrs. Harold Seavey on the birth
most bizarre scenes to be found any• • • •
Malcolm Fernald was dinner guest'of a « » who has been named James
est or created the sensation that for it has made possible many of the visit back to dear Happy*Hope Farm,
where in town. At any hour it is
It tickles me to see crowds of office
Kirsten Flagstad. Norwegian soprano, standard works at such prices as and though we enjoyed seeing again of Keeper and Mrs. Frank Faulking Everett. Mrs. Seavey and child are
crowded with people. Crosses hoit- workers peering in the windows of
the scene of happy days, we confess
has Her interpretations of the roles 25c. 50c. 75c and 99c
doing nicely.
to sadness that we couldn't stay and ham recently
• • *•
toity Park Avenue at Grand Central the sporting goods stores on Nassau
of Isolde Brunnhilde and Sieglinde
Misses Myrtle and Patricia Mae
Lucille
Faulkingham
Suspending
a
street.
They
always
seem
to
be
look
and manages to be fairly respectable
A Maine singer has recently made have the strength and health to work
have thrilled the most hardened New
Seavey
are here for a short visit with
week's vacation with her parents.
for a few blocks. Then it runs ing at fishing ‘ackles.
York critics—and that is saying a her debut with the Chicago Opera and roam the dear old fields once
their father Harold Seavey.
Miss
Myrtle
Faulkingham
passed
screaming across Times Square laden
Company—Helen Yorke remembered more. We have been praying we
good deal!
Keeper and Mrs. Foss were recent
Old streets with picturesque names.
with Burlesque theaters, dime a
Mine. Flagstad dismisses the idea with delight by many attendants of might go back with these priceless two days at Jonesport recently, en dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
"Old
Slip"—the
home
of
the
First
countering
a
snow
storm
on
the
re
dance dives, pool halls and auction
that an upbringing in 'a notably the former Maine Music Festivals boons
Decosta at Edgccomb
Precinct Station.
•‘Christopher",
May Belle put up her face—I be turn trip.
stores.
musical family and her years of hard j She played the role of Musetta in
Mr. Moron?, the government m a
‘'Anne ”, "South William", "Bowling
lieve cows have faces?—and she is Colds have been popular on this
The people are no less bizarre than
labor in learning 39 operatic roles Puccini's "La Boheme.”
chinist who has been at this station
station,
being
the
first
we
have
had
Green.
Bleeker
and
"Dutch
Well,
how
does
this
sound
for
an
quite
a
large
bossy
now.
Solly
Meow
the street. Reading of the characters
had much to do with her sensational ’ Opera is not new to Miss Yorke.
J10 „ monlh
aU success. She calls it the P.agstad , She had studied six years in Southern had singed his pretty white coat bask- since moving here nearly three years for some time, returned to Portland
famous in Paris you sometimes hear streets. From Bowling Green you oW
for a brief stay and is expected back
mentioned the gay old boys_________
with their can sec a llny crumbling tenement jndigent lx?rsons 65 years old. After luck which never yet has failed her Italy under Sebastian before she ing too near the fire. Husband had | ago.
here
soon.
Vivian Rosebrooks and son Jack
jaunty spats and canes and curled llousc on,J two stories, it sits in the they have reached the poorhouse and And may it never! She is certain of ]came back to America three years a nice pile of wood by the road.
Keeper
and Mrs. Foss were in
very shadows of the downtown sky- | have one ,eg jnslde and [he other
Here
at
The
lu
cette—the
dear
visited a few days with Keeper and
one thing—that a prima donna tern- , aff° to sing in small companies in
mustaches—there they call them
Beothbay last week for supplies
line—it has the quaint address of " l 'i )
mother
at
home
gave
me
this
chance
Mrs.
Frank
Faulkingham
and
family
perament
in
no
wav
contributed
to
j
Baltimore
and
the
south.
She
says
“Boulevardiers"—on Forty Second
We greatlv enjoy reading letters
Washington place."
it has to be dragged in—that is some this success for on the afternoon of 1she had never attended a music for possible recovery of health—we this week.
Street they are "Sugar Daddies"!
from the various stations and wish
have
a
large
gray
cat
called
Tommy.
We
are
sorry
to
hear
of
the
death
school.
Everything
she
learned
abou’
There are legless men selling shoe
You may have heard Jack Benny j people s idea of an old age pension. her American debut. Feb. 2, singing
He will stand on his hind legs and of Mr. Dalzell of Egg Rock Light, and I there might be more.
strings. crippled old women selling refer to the “Staten Island F erry 1After people are worn out. having 1before a great gathering of people the music came from her father, who
• *. •
take bits of food in his paw very wish to extend our sympathy to his
played
the
French
horn
in
the
Maine
gardenias to crisp and lovely young Boat ' on his Sunday night programs. paid thousands of dollars to govern- I majority of whom had never heard of
Ram Island
daintily. Irvillc, the young son of wife and children.
ladies, lush blonde young boys with We went to Staten Island on that [ ment, State, and town, in taxes, slap herd she remained calm and free Philharmonic Orchestra, and from
the family, is a bright youngster
• • • •
her mother.
Hello. Lighthouse Keepers and
from
"nerves."
“I
was
calm
and
them
in
the
face
each
month
with
a
j
spit curls and form fitted coats, and • ferry ,ast Sunday morning and we
probably a future M D and we like
Coast Guard Brothers!
thought only of what I had to do,"
the inevitable crowds of gum-chew -1 rccomm€nd it as the best way to see $10 pension!
One of the two Mother-Singei to see him do a clog dance Mary.
Housccleaning time has rolled
We
wish
to
extend
greetings
to
our
was
her
comment.
ing shop girls and clerks headed for ; tlje s^yt,ne
you see it so freThis won't help the depression.'
She speaks excellent English—all groups in Maine—the second is at his sister, is a most remarkable p e n -! comrades and do our bit toward the around again for spring is in the air.
the less expensive spots to dance quently in the rotogravures. The W hat this country needs is to give
1.driving of Guardians of Our Coast.
We were grieved to learn th a t LetNorwegians must learn English and Kittery—and one of the very few man for a child of her age
themselves wearier.
bright spring morning sun cuts sharp
people some money to spend.
Father-Singer groups in the country
Outside -several white ducks padd.e My ]ast trip ^ o r e j was t0[d |jV tie Garland is in Damariscotta Hos
Forty Second Street knows no shadows amongst the buildings and . When they are unable to buy, we German in school In appearance are proudly claimed by the North placidly around in single file. The !6evcra| friends that they enjdy read
pital and it was also a m atter of re
night—seven nights a week it howls the Statue of Liberty is more im- ' always have hard times, as at present. | this singer from the northland violates Center P.T.A. of Bath. The groups j sun is shining so beautifully and it
ing the Lighthouse news and never gret to know that Blanche Poland of
and blares. B ut being New England pressivc than ever in the shining We shall have this same depression all the traditions for singers of
Wagnerian roles. She is only 30 and j 8ot together last September to give I makes us long to be over to Happy miss buying the paper So let us a l l ' Loudville recently sustained a broken
ers, Ardon and I went exploring on water
hanging over us next year and the
rather slim She is decidedly dark j a program at the annual reception ! Hope Farm—in the garden! We of the Light Keeper family write in ' arm as the result of a fall. They
a Saturday night. Up and down we
• • • •
year after unless people can secure
given teachers in the district and watch eagerly for the visits of the eften and give our special departm ent' have our true sympathy,
went, avoiding everything, just ob- ( One Sunday morning we were over money with which to buy. There is for a Scandinavian;
found such interest that it was de- master of the house and wish he continued success. If we were all as
slate blue.
Mabel Robinson who has been
serving the scene.
1in the financial district getting some no purpose in manufacturing goods, ghe fjnds the heat ln
cided to incorporate both groups as might come oftener
She finds the heat
faithful as Keeper Hilt of Portland , visiting a', Edgar Webber's for a few
Gradually we became more curious pictures while the streets were of any kind unless the people have j hote]s almast insufferable.
Mrs. Luce tries to do all she can Head there would be an abundance days has returned home.
She part of the association's social make
and we peered in the window of a deserted. We were wandering down the wherewithal for purchasing j turns of( all the heat in her suite. up The reception accorded the sing to help and relieve us as we believe ] Qf „ ve items of
We wonder if any other lighthouses
store where you tested your skill and Wall Street and were feeling very' them.
That is why mills and opens the windows wide and then ers on their first appearance and the she does for all under her care. She
Death has again entered our circle were visited by the recent dust storm?
your strength, and by putting pennies impressed by the heavy silence of the factories are closing down all over ‘ she
too warm. She says America organization on a permament basis tries to make it seem homelike. Then in the death of Keeper Morong. to it struck the black work on our tower,
in the slot of a machine marked deserted buildings when a limousine the country. Give the people some ; ,lS "astonishing " and owns great en- that resulted was beyond the fond there are Madeline and Leona, two
whose family we extend our heart- running down over the side and giv"Saturday Night Secrets you tou.ri pulled into Wall Street and a chauf- money to spend and see how business j thusiasm for New York. “But I am est expectations of Mrs. Leroy F. interesting young ladies. I must not
felt sympathy.
i tng the building the appearance of
look into a slot as you turned the (eur sprang to open the door Two wui pick up!
a little surprised," she said, “that Colby accompanist for the Mother forget Mrs. Hamilton, who is such a
Mr. and Mrs. Powers received a mud having been thrown a t it.
cook.
crank.
young ladies stepped out, wearing
j n my opinion a manufacturers' tax here in New York you are not clever and Father-Singers who assembled nice
_
,
,, , . .
_.
1nice letter from Mr and Mrs.
Several fishing boats of all kinds
The next store was an auction store roller skates! What finer place to on everything manufactured in the about getting rid of a little snow on them for the teachers' reception last
„" * .? * * .u * rlCnu L fn r ■v Thomas Williams of Baltimore. Md are going into Boothbay Harbor with
and the front had been removed so skate on a Sunday morning than on onfy fair and just fax. Then anyone the streets. You should take a lesson i fall They now possess a repertoire cia > ose, » o are on
°a.,^"we J the Parents of one of the boys on the fish these days. Thev go in by the
of wide range which they are con ness.
that you could get in easily. We deserted Wall Street! One of them who buys anything at all pays his from Oslo
o t m can
.
Pequot who was left here four days, j Light and quite a number of oil boats
went in there. Down in the back a 1apparently lost control and sat very share. It is poor policy to wait until I Her husband. Henry Johansen, is stantly improving by regular practice cannot understand the afflictions of
The message expressed thanks far , have passed the station recently,
today, but some day the light will
well dressed man was telling an decisively down on the pavement.
goods reach the retailer and then : a strapping man with very light hair hours.
the
hospitality given their son Roger
Edgar Webber has left for Rock
Mrs. Colby through her office of dawn. indifferent audience that this store “That's the worst fall I've ever had' put the tax collecting up to him.
' and light mustache. Although he is
Williams
port
and will be accompanied on a
In closing, isn't there someone
was the very personification of she wailed.
I think the government should , a business man on 16 boards of di- publicity chairman for the State Con
How many got the fight from Ham fishing trip by Mr Harrison of
gress
of
Parents
and
Teachers
is
who
would
like
my
husband's
nice
integrity and that if they would
It occurred to us that probably proceed to put in force a manufac- rectors in Norway, including lumber
burg. Germany. March 10, between town.
only enter into the spirit of the thing her Dad took a far greater fall on turers' tax and an old age pension “ d PaPer companies, manufactories, known to many locally. An extreme pile of wood? if he hasn't already Schmelling and Hannas? Schmelling
ly
efficicient
young
women,
and
the
sold
it?
We
know
it's
good
wood
beI
they would go home bearing invalu that same street in 1929!
of $100 a month to all persons (not 1and swings of hotels, and is a great
came ’from ’ ^ ap p y H o 'p e j ™ th*
a" d
the chance to
M anana Fog Signal Station
• • • •
able treasures at practically no cost
now receiving a pension) 65 years old. j ^ v e le r in Europe, he like his wife, possessor of rare personal charm and cause it
cut by an expert I fl,rht our chamPion over here this
loveliness
of
character.
She
is
an
The
Keepers at this station had the
Farm,
and
was
cut
by
It's a little late for this but I found with the understanding that it must had n€Ver been in the United 844165
whatever. Very little of which was
year. Who will win?
active
member
of
the
Cosmopolitan
pleasure
of caring for a carrier
woodsman!
Nancy
M
Savage
understood by the audience, I an old envelope ,in my pocket on be spent each month. This will end be*ore. . . .
it is time to call watch I will pigeon which stopped to rest March
Club of Bath and also active in gar
which I'd written St. Patrick's the depression is my belief, because
gathered.
conclude, with the hope of seeing an [ 21 and resumed his journey the next
An editorial from the Boston .Her den club work.
Well sir. that man pounded on his Day—saw two extremely colored it will put a lot of money into circU'
increasing collection of lighthouse ‘ day. The band on his leg bore the
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ST
aid. sent me all the way from Florida,
desk, he tore a t his hair he wailed gentlemen with shamrocks in their ia ljon
contributions, to the writers of which number AU 34-S183
There are many finales in “high
j is rather intriguing I t is entitled,
Should the
at his poverty and his bankrupt lapels"
Here in this small town is an •gong-Pluggers" Codified, and reads: lights in radio" in the March wind. Is Expected To P u t Y ankee our best wishes go forth.
owner chance to read this will he
state. We were, he said, forcing him
illustration of how it works: When , “I t is a- sign both of the humanl- Lawrence Tiobett signed off on
please write to the Keeper a t the
R ight In the Sw im In E ng
to practically give ,away all of his
Miscellany. Lots of floor space to the three local granitc qUarries arc ! tarian splrit of the Roosevelt ad- March 19 for a concert tour which
Portland Head
station?
beautiful gifts consisting chiefly of rent in the Woolworth Building.
lish Races
: Mr and Mrs. Fred Sterling and Mrs.» Foss visited M arch
1 running everyone here has money ministration and of the unfailing will take him to the Pacific coast.
ornamental ash trays, huge diamonds s
and you never hear the word depres- ?0Od natUre of the American people The last Metropolitan Opera Satur
Yankee. New England's contender daughter Nancy were at the Sterl- Mrs. Ida Partridge of Monhegan and
ar.d miscellaneous nickle plated j suspended high up on the sides of the sion spoken. Why? Because every- j that "song-pluggers" have been offl- day matinee was on March 23 Grace
for
the championship America's Cup in8s’ last week for a brief visit. Mr. enjoyed her new radio very much.
gadgets. I looked over the crowd buildings on swinging platforms. one is happy, having money to spend, cially recognized in an NRA code Moore completed her WJZ schedule
race,
whose defeat for the honor of and Mrs. Sterling visited Mrs. Sterl
- ach one had his or her mouth open, i They are cleaning off the winter's This takes us to the query, “Where Song-pluggers? Although vou may 1on March 26. Among other finales
representing
this country against ing’s nephew in the hospital at Fort
„he man had persuasive power. There ' accumulation of dirt and smoke. The has all the money gone? Is it in th e ' not know who they are or what they ( scheduled within the next month arc
Williams.
were old men. young couples, groups lights they use present an unusual pockets of a few?" I wish someone do, you're a rare individual if you Lily Pons. Lucrezia Bori. Rose England was due in part to a broken
Eugene Young of Auburn was a Six O u t O f N in e C o u n tiM R e p o rt a
strut,
has
been
outfitted
in
steel.
of serious boys and a woman with j sight as they flash in the jets of would tell me.
G a in , W ald o B eing O n e O f T h e m
have never heard of one. They are Bampton. The New York Philhar
caller
Monday evening on F. O Hilt
With the owner, Gerard B Lam
two small and very sleepy young steam from their blasts. On Seventh
monic
calls
it
a
season
on
April
28.
the
demonstrators
of
the
“June
G et the old age pension going with
Robert Sterling Jr. is exercising
bert .watching every move the
Avenue, about the time that the
Waldo County is one of six out of
children.
Saturdiv. 1130 p m Portland Ore.) Yankee took on a 165-foot steel mast after school hours a t ball practice.
the proviso that it be spent each Moon" industry. It is they who made
nine counties so far reported that
More pounding and pleading and theaters are out you can find groups month and each recipient pay 5% tax America 'Yes-we-have-no-bananas' Junior Svmohony Orchestra.
Sunday. 3 p m
New York Philhar at Lawley's shipyard at Neponset.
Mr. and Mrs W
Dew and son show a gain in the number of farms
spellbinding—all at once a horrible of little boys in doorways who a t every three months to the govern conscious. I t is they who. Just now monte Orchestra The Sehola Cxntnnim
Byron were visitors Sunday at the over that of 1930. according to figures
Some
time
this
summer
Yankee
will
Coenraad
V.
Bos
and
Pierre
Lubosbut-z
suspicion came over me. I whirled tract crowds to watch them dance m ent on the pension of $100 a month. will not let you forget about the Isle plaalsts.
station
„
_
given out by F. X Oakes. Supervisor
Wednesday 4.15 p m. ( urtls Sym be the first to fly the Eastern Yacht
at Ardon—it couldn't happen, and and sing for the few pennies that the It can be done with a manufacturers' of Capri.
phony Orchestra
One of the num Club pennant in races in English
Willard It. Hill motored to Rock of the Census These figures art
crowd
will
toss
to
them.
“It
works
this
way.
Suppose
you
yet—the voice boomed "Sold"! Ardon
ber- Will be Concerto In (1 minor for
' tax and on stocks and bonds.
land and St. George Tuesday, accom preliminary and of course are sub
opus 26. Allegro moderate waters.
compose a highly original ditty en  violin.
Adaguo Finale by Max Brueh. played by
Elmer E. Allen
panied by his aunt Mrs. Lucy E Rob ject
Constructed
at
a
cost
of
$28,000
the
to revision when
finally
titled 'Under the Saugus Moon.' In orehestrw and David Frtslna soloist.
Tenants Harbor. March 28
Columbia* Concert Hall 10 30 p m steel mast slimmest ever stepped in an inson returning fo her home after a examined.
a desperate moment a publisher Howard Barlow conductor. Sylvia Lent
Miss Lent has been a featured American yacht of the America's Cup visit with F O. Hilt and family
For purposes of the census a farm
agrees to publish it. But a song isn't violinist
TIIE DRIVE IS ON
artist In Frank Bibb concerts at Cam class, is one inch wider than that of
Mrs. Martha Sterling was guest of is defined as being composed of three
much good until somebody sings it. den In past summers and has been heard
the Endeavor, British challenger last her sister Mrs. Charles Sterling of acres or more, under cultivation, or a
by many local music lovers
; sor. announces that last years gaso(Continued from Page One)
The Knox Academy mortgage fund 1The problem then is to induce
year. It is 18 inches at its heaviest I Peak's Island last week.
Doultry farm henney or market gar
I line tax broke all records and is 19%
America to sing—and. incidentally,
point, a few inches longer than
F O. Hilt and Mrs. Lucy E Robin den project which brings in a mini
historic and scenic coastline of Maine greater than the peak year of 1931, is steadily on the increase:
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to buy copies of ‘Under the Saugus
Yankee's old wooden mast, and is a son motored March 22 to Redstone mum annual income of $353.
Previously reported ........... $1,248 07 Moon.'
magazine advertising is essential, an increase of $9009.45.
Waldo County is reperted as having
Purchase Street School
104 “This Is where the song-plugger W rites M ichigan Sportsm an •hell of high-tensile steel, only and North Conway. N. H calling on
displays could be set up at all of
An editorial in a Portland paper
2599 farms as against 2511 in 1930. a
three-sixteenths of an inch thick at friends.
The Sportsman, Boat. Automobile, recently said: “Tourists have spent Rev Howard A. Welch, W ar
comes in. For a fee from the publish
A s To C osts of H un tin g its heaviest, and one-eighth at the Very quiet around here. Not many gain of 88 or 3 5 percent. The coun
ren ................. _ .................
1 00 er ($15 a week for a 38-hour week
and Home Beautiful Expositions in $240,000,090 in Canada in the past 12
visitors at the station yet despite the ty reporting the largest percentage of
A
Friend.
Rockland
...............
2
00
and Fishing Licenses
top.
the East. We placed three ads in years. The Royal Bank of Canada
under the NRA) he wangles his way
The
Georges
River
Woolen
Mr
Lambert,
commodore
of
the
fact that March was a surprise increase so far is Piscataquis, with
into a theatre, rtight-club, tavern,
three newspapers. The New York ' says that recreationists, chiefly from
Commissioner Stobic of the Inland Fastern Yacht Club will enter the month. Snow has nearly all evapo 46 percent white Androscoggin
Mills. Warren ........:...........
10 00 or lunch-cart, and there sings, loudly
Evening Journal. Boston Evening the United States, have brought
William Sansom. Rockland
2.00 and lustily. ‘It's always June, and Fisheries and Game Department has Yankee in big yacht racing in Eng rated and already green grass patches ported a decrease of 11.2 percent.
Transcript, and The Lewiston Sun more money into the country than
The total number of Tarms ln the
Total to date ...................... $1,264.11 we'll wed soon, under the Saugus heard so much protest against his land. The Yankee will sail next can be seen.
at a cost of $33.90. It reads “Free— has come from any other source, it
nine counties is reported (ta 21.193 as
plan for increasing hunting and fish month, using a wooden mast, and
Norman W Lermond
Mrs.
Martha
Sterling
and
Mrs.
moon.' If he is not sh o t he may
A Romantic, Historic Scenic Tour of advocates extending the nations
ing licenses that he probably gave will TSe the first American yacht of Adora Hilt attended Good Timers against 18 556 a gain of 14.1 percent.
Director keep it up for hours."
the Coast of Maine. A Book that advertising as a way to add materially
three rahs when he read what a her class to make the Journey since Club Wednesday with Mrs Mollvee
Reads Like Fiction
Write Today to this business.”
Michigan man said about his plan in the Vigilant in 1894. Her steel mast Mitchel’ hostess a t her home. F al
Belfast
$183;
Thomaston
$130;
Rock
A
thoughtful
friend
in
New
York
for a Copy! Maine Coast Publicity
Maine people should be impressed J land $157; Camden $808 50 Rockport sent me the libretto of the opera the National Sportsman. And this will be taken over in parts by steamer. mouth Gardens. All members were
Association. George W. Dyer, {Man
1by these findings.
$135; Waldoboro $95; Bath $65; Wis "Moses' by Rossini which has recent was it:
For the ocean passage, the Yankee present and a busy day was in order
ager, Camden, Maine.''
“I have just finished reading your will carry more sail than British when every one • produced thread,
casset $12; Boothbay Harbor $145; ly been presented in the repertoire of
Can
we
who
live
here
on
the
coast
In one week we received requests
Newcastle $1; Friendship $5; Bucks the Chicago Opera Company a t the March editorial on Commissioner challengers have carried in their crochet bopk and instruction paper.
from over 600 persons from five of Maine, afford to pass up such a
port $1; Mt. Desert $25; Hancock $10; Hippodrome. An accompanying note 8tobic's problem of rai^ng funds to ocean crossings according to Mr. Conversation Was interrupted with
states for our booklet, and th a t is wonderful opportunity? I say no, not
save the Maine wild life. As an ardent
Stonington
$135; Maine Central says:
tam bert. He said th a t he was par chain one. slip stitch, double crocket
exactly what we desired. The more when we have more to offer those
sportsman of Michigan, I would like
"I
wish
you
might
have
seen
this
ticularly interested to learn what etc. A wonderful time was reported.
Transportation Co., $25; The Samo
seeking
rest
and
recreation
than
any
people receiving this book, the more
opera. It had a cast of 80 to 100 ln to say th a t the legislative body that kind of a passage a racing sloop can
• ♦ • »
set Hotel Co. $25; Frigidaire $45
other
resort
in
the
world.
tourists wc are going to have visit
it. and the scenery, acting, and voices is holding up t h at act must be made make in comparison with the big
Our
Treasurer's
financial
report
The
Cuckolds
The Maine Development Commis
us here on the coast. We distributed
were marvelous. It was all there the up of stuffed shirts.
three-masted
schooner
Atlantic,
shows
that
last
year
we
received
The
tender
Ilex
passed this station
"Here in Michigan we nay $1 for a
15.000 copies of which 90% went out sion and the S tate of Maine Publicity
longing Israelites and the haughty
which holds a sailing trip record for recently going East.
T E L . 1191
T IL L S O N AVENUE
of the State, and to all parts of the Bureau help to draw the people of 1$2002 and have an unexpended Egyptians. And how wonderful it small game license; $2.25 for a deer
an Atlantic crossing. She will ac
RO
CKLAND,
ME.
balance
of
$28.49.
Congratulations are extended Mr.
nation. Of the 1500 persons who this nation into the State without
was to see how the waters parted be license, which includes one bear; 50 company the Atlantic.
•
•
•
cents
for
a
fishing
license,
and
$1
for
visited our office, nearly all came regard to any particular resort or
fore Moses' rod. and later closed to
Frank C. Paine, the yacht's design
with a booklet in their possession, region. With every other section of
In conclusion let me quote A. A. gether over the Eigyptian army." the Federal Duck Stamp, for a total er. said that the Yankee will carry I
of
$4.75.
And
we’re
glad
to
pay
It.
showing us that our booklet was suf- our State already organized and Skinner, secretary of the National Opera at the Hippodrome has pro5200 feet of sail In her yawl rig. She
because we know what the money is
ficently attractive in induce many striving to get this very lucrative Chamber of Commerce of the United
SATES’
will have the same tall head sails she
being
used
for
thousands to spend their vacation on tourist business to come their way, States, and who chose this section
J'nqle
uses ln racing. A 2700 square foot j
“I agree with y o u 'th at the sports
to Y o u r hotel in B O S T O N
the coast of Maine. Hundreds have does it not behoove us to do every of the coast and Camden from all
mainsail, as compared to her 500 foot
men
realize
the
slight
increase
in
thing in our power to get our share? other parts of the country for his
positively testified to this.
racing mainsail, and a small jigger,
M l WOOMS «HTM IA T »
price is necessary for the welfare of
We made a grand start in 1934. No summer home. He is a voting resi
From various sources we gather the
Special weekly r«t«*
stepped in the after overhang.
their favorite sport, and the only
man can say but that he saw more dent of that town. He says, “The
following information.
Charles Francis Adams, who com
thing I can see to do is to take the
i«wr» —
E. P. Briggs, superintendent of the cars and more people here last year coast of Maine should be the play
manded the Yankee in her unsuccess
legislative
body on a hunting trip
bridge at Bath gives these figures! than ever before, therefore, with a ground of the world, it has every
ful cup trials last year, is expected to
and try to make sportsmen out of
R A D IO
join the Yankee crew, about the
The year 1933 shows 398.147 single greatly enlarged and carefully plan- thing one could wish for and a lot
them.
'
S E R V ID O R
middle of May.
passenger fares, and for 1934, 444,739 j ned campaign of national advertising more, and it can be the playground
“I believe I can safely say that I
T U B ’’.S H O W E R
single passenger fares, or a gain of we will get our share this year, but of the world by continuing exactly
voice the opinion of nearly every
12%, and 76,592 more people have to do this, we must have not only w hat you and your organization al
Michigan hunter.
1855
1935
come Into our immediate communi the moral but financial support of ready have started. Keep up the
“Good Luck. Commissioner Stobie!”
ties and have spent their money, and every man in business on the coast, good work and increase it extensively
E. A . GLIDDEN & CO.
« N O R TH S T A T I O N
In Maine is costs $1.15 for a com
’ < STEP-A-m i j . . . T R A I N - R O O M *
each year."
have go” e back to their respective as well as every organization.
bination hunting and fishing license
Waldoboro, Me.
Perhaps you would be interested in
We have raised $150. in Rockland
homes to talk about this great
which with the $1 Federal duck stamp
knowing
the amounts we received this year and $500 in Camden and
country of ours
makes $2.15 compared to Michigan's Artistic Memorials in Stone
H . H olley, S ta t e ta x a sses- from the various towns last year.
»4-75.
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